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Abstract 

Many drugs have complex chemical properties which limit solubility in 

common solvents like water. Alternative formulations such as polymeric 

micelles formed by self-assembly of amphiphilic macromolecules may alleviate 

problems associated with bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs. The 

mechanisms underlying uptake and trafficking of polymeric micelles and the 

extent to which they are transported across epithelia remain largely unknown. 

This thesis provides insight into the nature of micellar drug delivery by 

focussing on the interactions of poloxamer P407 micelles and a model cargo 

with kidney and placental epithelia. 

Fluorescent (RITC) poloxamer P407 micelles encapsulating DiO as a model 

fluorescent cargo were synthesised and characterised. The resultant micelles 

had a hydrodynamic diameter of 12nm and a critical micelle temperature of 

25°C that was influenced by the presence of DiO. Fluorimetric analysis 

confirmed FRET between DiO and RITC that could be used to monitor cargo 

loading and release.  

The kinetics of uptake and subcellular distribution of fluorescent micelles in 

epithelial cell lines (dog kidney MDCK and human placental BeWo b30 cells) 

was examined by confocal microscopy. Immunofluorescence identified 

punctate structures accumulating fluorescent micelles as late 

endosomes/lysosomes. Inhibition of receptor-mediated endocytosis partially 

blocked micelle uptake supporting the role of endocytosis in the process but 

suggesting the possible operation of alternative uptake pathways.  

MDCK and BeWo b30 cells were grown on permeable Transwell supports and 

their development into polarised epithelia with significant barrier function 

confirmed by microscopy and electrical resistance measurements. Fluorescent 

micelles were taken up by both polarised cell barrier models but in MDCKs the 

extent of endocytosis appeared reduced compared to non-polarised cells. A 

minor proportion of apically applied DiO-loaded micelles was transported 

across both cell barriers. BeWo cells were also cultured under flow to mimic 

physiological conditions. Preliminary data indicated flow affected morphological 

and functional differentiation and accelerated micelle uptake. 
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This chapter will introduce the concepts that outline the foundations and 

motivations of this work as well as the structure of this thesis. First, an 

overview of the drug-encapsulation formulations most commonly used in 

nanomedicine will be presented. Then, the drug delivery properties of 

polymeric micelles will be explained as well as the relevance of using 

triblock copolymers as drug delivery models. The cellular uptake 

mechanisms, found so far, of such drug delivery models will be then 

discussed to explain the importance and key requirements for developing in 

vitro models to test carrier internalisation and drug release in epithelial cell 

barriers.  
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  Nanoencapsulation for drug delivery  

Over the past decades, the use of nanoparticles has become an 

important option for drug delivery systems. Many drugs of potential interest 

for treatment of several diseases such as cancer, schizophrenia or epilepsy1 

have a complex chemical formulation which may compromise their solubility 

in common solvents like water. This insolubility compromises drug 

bioavailability in the organism and thus their therapeutic value. 

Nanoencapsulation using nanocarriers (NCs) has proved to be a viable 

method for delivering drugs in the body by increasing their solubility, 

efficacy, specificity, and targeting capacity1,2. Furthermore, such drug 

delivery systems, have been shown to increase the therapeutic effect of the 

drugs by specifically delivering them to targets, thus minimising toxic side 

effects2–4. The principal factors dictating NC uptake by cells and penetration 

into biological barriers are their size distribution, their surface chemistry and 

charge as well as their drug release mechanisms5–8.  

The most commonly used NCs are carbon nanotubes (CNTs), dendrimers, 

liposomes, and micelles (Figure 1.1). Carbon nanotubes consist of cylinders 

formed from graphene sheets. Because of their hollow structure, CNTs have 

been successfully used to encapsulate a wide range of water insoluble 

anticancer drugs such as doxorubicin, paclitaxel, and carboplatin9–11. 

Dendrimers are monodispersed, branched and multivalent molecules. 

These molecules have been used as NCs since drug molecules can be 

covalently or ionically attached to their surface or encapsulated in their 

hydrophobic cores1,12. Dendrimers have been shown to effectively 
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encapsulate anticancer drugs (paclitaxel and doxorubicin) and anti-

inflammatory drugs such as flurbiprofen13–15. Liposomes are spherical 

particles made of phospholipid bilayer which have been used as drug 

delivery systems in order to avoid any drug toxicity by protecting drugs from 

degradation16. Examples of encapsulated drugs in liposomes are 

ciprofloxacin and doxorubicin17,18. Polymeric micelles are being studied as 

NCs because of their small size and high stability19. These micelles have 

successfully encapsulated many drugs such as cyclosporine, paclitaxel and 

other anticancer dugs20–22.  

This thesis focuses on the study of polymeric micelles as drug delivery 

systems. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Commonly used nanocarriers for drug delivery. Figure adapted from Hossen et al.23 under 
CC license. 
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 Polymeric micelles 

Micelles are self-assembled colloids of amphiphilic molecules usually 

between 5 and 100 nm diameter24 which form spontaneously at specific 

temperatures (critical micellar temperature, CMT) and concentrations of 

solute (critical micellar concentration, CMC). Since amphiphilic molecules 

contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic properties simultaneously, the 

driving force responsible for such self-assembly relies on the difference in 

affinity of the polar and non-polar groups with the solvent25. When the 

solvent consists of an aqueous solution, the amphiphilic molecules orientate 

so their hydrophobic parts are sheltered in the core of a micelle leaving the 

hydrophilic groups exposed and thus reaching a state of minimum free 

energy (Figure 1.2). Micelle formation is thermodynamically favoured 

relative to its disassembly when the amphiphile is found in solution above a 

particular concentration, CMC, and temperature, CMT. At lower 

concentration and temperature values than the CMC and CMT respectively, 

the micelles disassemble at a specific rate depending on the nature of the 

amphiphilic molecule24,26,27. Polymeric micelles are a type of micelles made 

from amphiphilic block copolymers and characterised by their low CMC25,28. 

In aqueous environments, the hydrophobic blocks of the copolymer 

assemble forming the hydrophobic core of the micelle and the hydrophilic 

blocks of the polymer assemble to form the corona. The core of the micelles 

represents a highly hydrophobic microenvironment commonly used for 

incorporation of hydrophobic solutes. In these cases, the micelle corona 
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acts as an interface for stabilisation of the hydrophobic core and the 

solvent26. 

 

Figure 1.2 Diagram of micelle formation and disassembly in an aqueous solvent 
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1.2.1 Drug delivery function of polymeric micelles 

Historically, the number of formulation approaches has been limited 

for drugs that are poorly soluble in water and are non-ionisable, as ionisable 

drugs can be formulated as salts29. The next alternative for produce 

formulations with water-insoluble drugs is the use of cosolvents (e.g. 

ethanol, propylene glycol, polyethylene glycol) but there is a solvent toxicity 

limit in those cases. The more recent approach to address the delivery of 

water-insoluble drugs is the use of encapsulating agents. There are 

examples of formulations where the surfactant used resulted to be 

biologically active and led to market retrievals30,31. These issues have driven 

the research efforts towards developing drug delivery systems using 

polymeric micelles. The most common administration of polymeric micelles 

is by injection into the blood stream for tumour targeting therapies. Once 

injected, the corona of the micelles protects the interactions of the 

encapsulated drug with the blood components32. Furthermore, the polymer 

used for encapsulation reduces the recognition by the reticuloendothelial 

system prolonging circulation of the micelles in the blood system32,33 

 

1.2.1.1 Drug targeting mechanisms in polymeric micelles  

After blood administration, polymeric micelles extravasate and deliver 

their cargo selectively by accumulating into the tissue of interest by 

enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect34,35. This last delivery 

process is known as passive targeting32,34,36 (Figure 1.3 a). Passive 
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targeting has proven to happen in tissues with pathological conditions such 

as tumours or infarcts where the tissue presents inflammation or hypoxia37. 

These unhealthy tissues present characteristics such as leaky vessels with 

larger intercellular gaps (Figure 1.3 a) as well as reduced lymphatic 

drainage facilitating the retention of polymeric micelles38,39.  

Alternatively, specific targeting can be achieved by active targeting. This 

consists on functionalising the hydrophilic block of the polymer with specific 

ligands or antibodies interacting with the receptors of the target tissue 40–43 

(Figure 1.3b). These interactions ensure selective accumulation of the 

micelles in target tissues decreasing potential side effects in other 

tissues34,44.  

Another alternative for targeting is the incorporation of specific fragments 

sensitive to temperature, pH or to specific chemical reactions such as redox 

or enzymatic reactions45–48. In this case, polymeric micelles become stimuli-

responsive and may interact chemically to specific conditions found in the 

cells or external stimuli such as heat, light, magnetic field or ultrasound37. 

This has important implications for controlling the drug release from the 

micelles. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of targeting mechanisms of polymeric micelles when 
administrated into the blood stream. Polymeric micelles can reach the targeted tissue via passive 
targeting (a). Particles can enter cancerous tissue via leaky vessels surrounding the tumour (a1). In 
this case, the size of the particle administrated determines the retention in the targeted tissue (a2). 
Low molecular weighted particles can diffuse in and out of the blood vessels causing their effective 
concentration in the tissue to decrease fastly. Contrarily, high molecular weight particles, such as 
polymeric micelles, cannot permeate back easily to the blood stream leading to progressive 
accumulation (EPR effect). Alternatively, polymeric micelles can reach the targeted tissue by active 
targeting (b) where a ligand attached to the surface of the carrier binds to cell membrane receptors 
overexpressed by cancer cells (b1) or angiogenic endothelial cells (b2). Image reprinted with 
permission from Biswas et al.32  
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1.2.1.2 Drug release mechanism of polymeric micelles  

Drug encapsulation into micelles happens by chemical conjugation or 

by physical entrapment of the hydrophobic drug into the hydrophobic core 

of the micelle49. When the drug is physically entrapped into the micelles, 

release happens via diffusion. Thus, the release depends on the partition 

coefficient between the core of the micelle and the aqueous solvent1. Some 

stimuli responsive micelles have been engineered to release the drug into 

cells after being internalised by applying external stimuli. Other polymeric 

micelles rely on the intercellular stimuli, such as pH changes to release their 

cargo50.  

 

1.2.2 Block copolymers 

Block copolymers (BCPs) are amphiphilic molecules able to self-

assemble in solution into different structures, most notably micelles. BCPs 

are formed of at least two monomers with different chemical structures 

conferring them different affinities to the solvent. These monomers can 

group into blocks which can be combined in different ways to form various 

types of BCPs. The type of combination of these blocks allows the 

classification of BCPs into diblock, triblock or multiblock copolymers51 

(Figure 1.4). Diblock copolymers are the simplest type of BCP. They are 

formed of two different blocks linearly arranged (AB configuration) (Figure 

1.4 A). Triblock copolymers (TBCPs) are also linear structures formed of 

two or three different blocks arranged as ABC or ABA configurations (Figure 
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1.4 B). Multiblock copolymers are BCPs with more than three consecutive 

blocks aligned to form either a linear or branched structure52 (Figure 1.4C). 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Classification of block copolymers. (A) AB type diblock copolymer (B) ABA and ABC types 
of triblock copolymers (C) (AB)n type multiblock copolymers. 

 

1.2.2.1 Poloxamer block copolymer 

Poloxamers are a class of non-ionic TBCPs also known as Pluronics. 

Poloxamers are made of poly(ethylene-oxide) (PEO) and poly(propylene-

oxide) (PPO) blocks arranged into an ABA type configuration53–55 (Figure 

1.5 A). This structure is arranged in a way that the hydrophilic groups are 

terminal groups (PEO) of the chain with the hydrophobic group in between 

(PPO). The general formula of these polymers can be expressed as PEOm/2 

-PPOn -PEOm/2 where m and n are the average of PEO and PPO monomers 

respectively34. The properties of the specific poloxamer depends on the total 

molecular weight and the relative ratio of the PEO and PPO monomers. For 
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the purpose of drug delivery and solubilisation in general, the number of 

PEO and PPO blocks in the polymer are key parameters to consider when 

selecting a poloxamer as carrier system. Table 1.1 presents the number of 

PEO and PPO blocks sound in various commercially available Pluronics®. 

The self-assembly of poloxamer units into micelles in aqueous solution has 

been thoroughly studied56. Self-assembly of the polymer into micelles is 

promoted by increasing the temperature, at a given concentration. This 

thermo-responsive property has had an important impact on the design of 

drug delivery systems53,57. Additionally, the PEO terminal chain has shown 

to facilitate the functionalisation of the micelles for active targeting53. 

Furthermore, the degradation of these polymers in biological systems 

results in non-toxic monomers making these TBCPs good candidates for 

drug encapsulation58,59 (Figure 1.5 B).  

 

Figure 1.5 Diagram of poloxamer P407 micelles. (A) P407 triblock copolymer A-B-A structure with 
two PEO hydrophilic end blocks (blue) and one hydrophobic middle PEO block (red) (B) Micelle 
encapsulating a hydrophobic cargo (green). 
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Table 1.1 List of commercially available Pluronics® TBCPs used for drug formulations. Data obtained 
from Alexandridis et al.56 

Pluronic® 
MW 

(g/mol) 

PPO 

monomers (m) 

PEO 

monomers (n) 

L64 2900 30 26 

P65 3400 17 36 

P84 4200 43 38 

P85 4600 40 52 

F88 11400 39 206 

P103 4950 60 34 

P104 5900 61 54 

P105 6500 56 74 

F108 14600 50 264 

P123 5750 69 38 

F127 12600 65 200 

 

1.2.2.2 Poloxamer P407 micelles a model to study carrier 

internalisation and drug release  

This research has focussed specifically on Poloxamer 407 (P407) also 

known as Pluronic® F127. The structure of this polymer consists of two 

large external chains of approximatively 100 PEO monomers with a shorter 

chain of approximatively 65 PPO monomers in the middle. The triblock 

arrangement favours the polymer to fold itself forming a “U-shaped” 

configuration with the hydrophilic side tails aligned together and the 

hydrophobic middle chain in the middle of the U (Figure 1.5 B). In aqueous 
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solution, the hydrophobic middle chains, made of PPO, self-assemble with 

other hydrophobic chains from other polymer strands. This leaves the 

hydrophilic PEO side tails exposed to the aqueous solution. The PEO long 

side tails act as a protection shield for the PPO middle chains. When this 

polymer reaches its CMC and CMT in solution, a micellar structure is formed 

by self-assembly. (Figure 1.5 B). This way, the polymer allows to trap water 

insoluble particles in the core of the self-assembled micelles. As part of the 

poloxamer classification, P407 micelles have shown thermo-responsive 

micellisation at physiological temperatures (Table 1.2). Furthermore, this 

polymer has been approved for use by the U.S Food and Drugs 

Administration (FDA)57,60.  

An extensive number of works using Poloxamers to facilitate drug 

transport in epithelial cells are reported in literature. Relevant examples are 

presented here. One of the most pioneering findings on epithelial cells was 

made by Batrakova et al61,62 where in vitro studies examined the effects of 

Pluronics® block copolymers on drug absorption and permeability in Caco-

2 monolayers. This study was then performed in vivo by Banerjee et al.63. 

In both cases, evidence showed that Pluronic block copolymers increased 

oral absorption of selected drugs by inhibiting drug efflux systems in 

intestinal epithelial cells54. Nidhi et al.64 tested the effects of F127/chitosan 

mixed micelles on the delivery of dexamethasone trough the corneal 

epithelial membrane. This study resulted on the improvement of the 

intraocular absorption of dexamethasone due to the enhancement of the 

permeability of the corneal membrane facilitated by encapsulation with F127 

and chitosan64. More recently, the focus of encapsulating drugs into 
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Poloxamer micelles has been to overcome the epithelial mucus barrier. This 

barrier can be found in various parts of the body critical for drug delivery 

such as the respiratory, gastro-intestinal, and female genital tracts as well 

as in nasal passages and eyes65. Notably, P 407 has been used 

successfully to coat acyclovir monophosphate nanoparticles which resulted 

in enhanced penetration into mucus66. All these successful findings on 

Poloxamer micelles and especially P407 illustrate the importance and 

potential of understanding the properties behind their internalisation 

mechanisms in epithelial cell barriers. 

 

Table 1.2 Variations of CMT for P407 at different concentrations. Data obtained from Alexandridis et 
al. 56 

Concentration 

(% w/v) 

CMT 

(ºC) 

0.025 35.5 

0.05 33 

0.1 31 

0.25 28 

0.5 26.5 

1.0 24 

2.5 21.5 

5.0 19.5 
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1.2.2.3 Lipophilic fluorescent dye for micelle loading 

In this work, P407 micelles were loaded with a lipophilic fluorescent 

dye, 3,3’-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (DiO) (excitation:484, 

emission 501). This dye belongs to the family of cyanine dyes commonly 

used to fluorescently label lipid bilayers67. The positively charged rings of 

DiO confers it the fluorescence properties while the long carbon chains are 

responsible of its hydrophobic properties68(Figure 1.6). DiO dissolves in cell 

membranes by inserting its hydrophobic tail into the phospholipid 

membrane. This dye labels entirely the cell membrane and resides stably 

for long periods of time (up to 24 hours)69. Together with its analogue dye 

1,1’-dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3’-tertamethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI), 

DiO is one of the most commonly used dyes for fluorescence resonant 

energy transfer studies70,71. 

  

 

Figure 1.6 Chemical structure of DiO. 
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 Cellular uptake mechanisms of polymeric 

micelles  

1.3.1 Overview of cell uptake mechanisms 

Cellular uptake is the process by which particles or nutrients, from the 

external milieu, are internalised by cells via passive or active transport 

mechanisms. Active transport is achieved when the cellular membrane 

compartmentalises to form vesicles encapsulating particles or nutrients 

before being transported to different cell organelles. This internalisation 

process is also called endocytosis and it can be subdivided into two 

categories, depending on the size of the particles, phagocytosis ‘cell eating’ 

and pinocytosis ‘cell drinking’. Whilst phagocytosis occurs only in 

specialised cells, as part of the immune system, pinocytosis occurs in most 

eukaryotic cells72. Pinocytosis can occur through distinct mechanisms 

differentiated by the proteins involved in the entry processes, the primary 

classification being into clathrin-dependent or -independent mechanisms.  

Clathrin-dependent uptake, also referred to as clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis, is one of the most studied endocytic mechanisms. This 

mechanism is one of the most important for nutrient internalisation in cells73. 

In clathrin-mediated endocytosis, membrane pits are coated with clathrin-

cages. These cages represent recognition sites for different cargoes and 

add structural properties for internalisation veiscles74. The particles 

internalised via this method have diameters < 300 nm72. Clathrin 

independent processes do not involve clathrin cages. However, a similar 

type of endocytosis is caveolin-mediated endocytosis. This process 
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involves pits coated with caveolin proteins (caveolin-1 and 2) and, along 

with clathrin-mediated endocytosis, is part of receptor mediated endocytosis 

mechanisms. Particles with diameters < 80 nm have shown to undertake 

this mechanism of entry in cells72,75. Another clathrin-independent 

internalisation pathway of nutrients and particles is by macropinocytosis. 

This mechanism involves plasma membrane deformations engulfing 

external fluid to form macropinosomes. This process is actin-regulated and 

independent from the interaction of membrane receptors and cargoes76. All 

the processes mentioned so far, transport the internalised particles to early 

endosomes. After entering early endosomes, the cargo is transported into 

late endosomes to be finally transported into lysosomes for degradation. 

However, some particles in the clathrin and caveolae coated pits can be 

transcytosed without reaching the endosomes77,78 (Figure 1.7). Other 

clathrin-independent internalisation mechanisms such as Arf6, Flotillin, 

Cdc42, and RhoA-dependent endocytosis (Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8) have 

little relevance for the purpose of this work but can be found in other 

reviews72,79. 
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Figure 1.7 Mechanisms of different endocytosis uptake mechanisms in typical eukaryotic cells. 
Image adapted with permission from Canton et al.72 

 

Figure 1.8 Classification of different endocytic mechanisms. 
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1.3.2 Cellular uptake mechanism of polymeric micelles 

TBCPs have previously been shown to enter mammalian cells through 

different mechanisms depending on the micellisation of the polymer. Below 

the CMC, when the polymer has not self-assembled into micelles, unimers 

can enter cells through caveolae mediated endocytosis. In cells lacking 

caveolae such as polarised MDCK cells80,81, unimers are internalised via 

caveolae independent pathways79. When micelles are present, above the 

CMC, the internalisation happens via clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Under 

these conditions, caveolae mechanism are disrupted by the high number of 

TBCPs interacting with the membrane while this does not affect the clathrin-

mediated pathway79,82 (Figure 1.9).  

Additionally, TBCPs have shown sealant and permeabilising effects on the 

cellular membrane (Figure 1.10). This two-state mechanism acts on the 

basis that initially unimers adsorb on the membrane conferring a sealing 

effect. Successively, unimers are inserted into the lipid-bilayer opening up 

pores causing membrane permeabilisation. These two effects are seen with 

all Pluronics® polymers. However, the transition between adsorption and 

insertion depends on the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance of the specific 

polymer83–85. 
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Figure 1.9 Mechanism of uptake of Pluronic ® unimers and micelles (1) in epithelial cells.(2) In cells 
lacking caveolae, such as confluent MDCK cells unimers can be internalised through caveolae-
independent pathways.(3) Above the CMC, the high concentration of polymer inhibits caveolae 
mediated endocytosis and micelles enter through clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Image adapted with 
permission from Sahay et al.79  

 

 

 

Figure 1.10 Adsorption and insertion of Pluronic® polymers into lipid bilayers. Figure adapted from 
Cheng et al.83 
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 Cell barrier models  

1.4.1 Biological barriers 

Biological barriers are responsible for separating two compartments in 

different organs of the body. These barriers can be formed by epithelial or 

endothelial cells. Epithelial cells are present in external and internal organs 

of the body while endothelial cells are only found in the interior of lymphatic 

and blood vessels and are considered to be specialised epithelial cells86. 

One of the main challenges in drug delivery is to overcome these biological 

barriers to effectively transport therapeutics into specific organs or 

tissues87,88. These barriers are made of confluent cells expressing 

intercellular tight junctions separating apical and basolateral membrane 

compartments89. Endocytic pathways can differ substantially between 

apical and basolateral membranes90–93. In order to cross biological barriers, 

drug delivery particles need to enter the cells using via endocytic pathways 

on the apical side followed by transcytosis to the basal side94–96. Having 

raised these challenges for particles crossing biological barriers, it is 

important to develop in vitro models expressing tight junctions and polarised 

cells to study their interactions with drug delivery systems. This work 

focuses on biological barriers made of epithelial cells (placenta and kidney). 

Examples of previous studies using epithelial cell models to study drug 

delivery can be found in literature97–101. 
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1.4.2 Cell polarity and barrier development 

Cell polarity refers to the morphological and functional differences 

seen between distinct regions of a cell. This is characterised in epithelial 

cells by the asymmetry between two opposite sides of the cell membrane 

(apical and basolateral sides)102. The presence of these two membrane 

domains in cells are responsible of the polarisation of organelles seen in 

developed epithelial barriers and are regulated by the formation of a 

junctional complex at the apical-lateral border of cells103. The intercellular 

junctional complex is specific to polarised epithelial cells and is essential to 

the establishment of the epithelium and its function as a paracellular 

barrier102. The intercellular junctional complex consists of tight junctions, 

adherens junctions, and desmosomes, described in more detail in chapter 

5. 

Cell polarisation can be obtained by applying an external gradient such as 

nutrient gradient or a mechanical force (blood flow). When external cues are 

applied to cells, actin concentrates in one side of the cell creating membrane 

protrusions (microvilli) affecting the membrane tension and causing the 

inhibition of the microvilli formation in the opposite side of the cell. This 

triggers actin rearrangements within the cells resulting in the morphological 

differences seen in polarised cells104–106. Following the idea of using a 

nutrient gradient as an effector for cell polarisation, it is possible to obtain 

polarised cell models by growing them on permeable membrane filters 

101,107–110 (chapter 5).  
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1.4.3 Fluid shear stress (FSS) and barrier development 

As mentioned in section 1.4.2, external mechanical stimuli can induce 

structural reorganisation of cells having important implications for 

development of cell barrier models. Fluid shear stress (FSS) has been used 

in in vitro models to reproduce the vascular blood flow in tissues. This 

mechanical stress is a tangential force exerted on cells by applying a 

laminar flow onto the apical surface of cells111. FSS has been shown to 

trigger the formation of microvilli on the apical surface of the cells 112. This 

has implications on the barrier differentiation since these membrane 

protrusions are present on differentiated epithelial cells in vivo. Additionally, 

in human placenta cells, FSS has been shown to affect expression and 

localisation of membrane transport proteins such as glucose transporters 

which are essential for placental barrier function and development113. FSS 

has also been shown to affect regulation of permeability in endothelial 

barriers 114. Furthermore, FSS plays a key role in cell differentiation of cells 

into cells found in in vivo barriers alongside promoting formation of tight 

junctions, cell division and expression of multidrug resistance 

transporters111. All these features developed by applying a FSS on cells 

suggest the potential importance of incorporating such stimulus into in vitro 

models in order to obtain models reproducing in vivo conditions specially for 

drug transport experiments. This can be achieved by using microfluidics 

devices112,115–118. 
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1.4.4 Kidney barrier model 

The kidney barrier is the interface regulating the transport between 

urine and blood in the kidney. This model is based on the reproduction of a 

renal proximal tubule using MDCK cells119. MDCK cells were first isolated 

by S. H. Madin and N. B Darby in 1958 from the kidney tubule of a normal 

adult Cocker Spaniel120. MDCK cells grown on permeable supports develop 

tight junctions making them a good model to study transepithelial 

transport107,121 and clearly differentiated apical and basolateral membranes 

allowing their use to study the differences between apical and basal 

endocytosis in epithelial cells93,99,122. MDCK cells represent one of the most 

characterised cell lines and are commonly used to model the renal epithelial 

barrier and as a more general model of epithelial transport in other locations 

including gastrointestinal and nasal tissues120. 
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1.4.5 Human placental cell barrier model 

The placental barrier acts as an interface between the mother and the 

foetus. During pregnancy, the main role of the placenta is to allow the 

transfer of nutrients and oxygen, from the maternal blood to the foetus, as 

well as the waste from the foetus to the mother for excretion. The placenta 

allows particles under 300 nm to cross and enter foetal circulation123. This 

highlights the importance of studying particle transport across this biological 

barrier to human health. The placental model used in this thesis is based on 

the immortalised BeWo b30 cell line. This cell line was first isolated in 1968 

from a human choriocarcinoma (a trophoblastic cancer) by Pattillo and 

Gey124. This cell line expresses transferrin receptors, tight junctions, and 

chemokines receptors which makes it a suitable model for the study of 

nanoparticle transport across the placenta100,125,126. Furthermore, upon 

differentiation, trophoblastic cells have shown syncytiotrophoblast cells 

properties. These cells can be found in the intervillous space of the maternal 

blood115 (Figure 1.11) acting an interface between maternal blood and foetal 

extracellular fluid facilitating material exchange.  

 

Figure 1.11 (A)  Schematic of a human foetus and placenta.(B) Cross-sectional view of the placenta 

showing the placental villus in contact with the maternal blood. (C) Surface of a placental villus 
containing differentiated trophoblasts into syncytiotrophoblasts. Image adapted with permission from 
Blundell et al.115  
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 Aims and objectives 

Polymeric micelles represent a promising vector for delivering 

hydrophobic drugs into the body. In order to design new micellar drug 

delivery systems and assess their efficacy it is essential to first understand 

their interactions with cells and tissues in the human body. Previous work 

has provided evidence that triblock copolymers can effectively incorporate 

hydrophobic drugs and carry these into cells but relatively little is known 

about the mechanisms underlying their uptake and trafficking or the extent 

to which they are transported across epithelia.  

This thesis provides insight into the nature of micellar drug delivery by 

focussing on the interactions of poloxamer P407 micelles and a model cargo 

with kidney and placental epithelia. This was accomplished by undertaking 

a series of experiments with the following objectives: 

1. To develop and characterise a micellar drug delivery model based 

on poloxamer P407, its fluorescent derivative (RITC-P407) and the 

hydrophobic fluorophore DiO as model cargo.  

2. To investigate the uptake mechanisms of P407-DiO micelles into 

non-polarised epithelial cells (BeWo b30 and MDCK) using 

advanced microscopy and biochemistry techniques. 

3. To explore more complex tissue culture techniques for developing 

in vitro models capable of mimicking features found in fully 

developed placental and kidney barriers and use these to assess 

particle transport and test the hypothesis that P407-DiO uptake is 

affected by the differentiation state of epithelial cells. 
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 Synthesis of micelles 

Different combinations of micelles were synthesised to find a suitable 

system to help understand their uptake and cargo release in cells. To follow 

the cargo release mechanism, two hydrophobic fluorescent dyes were used; 

1,6-diphenyl-1, 3, 5-hexatriene (DPH) and 3,3’-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine 

perchlorate (DiOC18(3) or DiO). The cargoes were encapsulated into a 

micelle made of the triblock copolymer Poloxamer 407 (P407). To follow the 

uptake of the polymer, P407 was tagged with a red fluorescent dye, 

Rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RITC). 

 

2.1.1 P407-DiO micelles 

The preparation of P407-DiO micelles was done using the solvent 

evaporation method (Figure 2.1 A). 1 mL of a 0.4 mM solution of the 

fluorescent fluorophore DiO (Merck, 34215-57-1) (λexcitation= 484; 

λemission=501) in chloroform was added to 10 mL of a 5% (w/v) solution of 

P407 (Merck, 9003-11-6) in water giving a final concentration of DiO of 40 

µM. The mixture was then vortexed for 2-5 minutes until a white emulsion 

was obtained (Figure 2.1 B). Following this, the solution was placed into a 

rotary evaporator (Buchi Rotavapor R-200) for 20 minutes at 37 ºC (Buchi 

heating bath B-409) to remove the chloroform from the solution. A visual 

indicator of chloroform removal is that the solution becomes clear again 

(Figure 2.1 C & D). 
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Figure 2.1 Preparation of micelles by solvent evaporation method. (A) Diagram of steps required to 
obtain polymeric micelles by solvent evaporation method. (B) Emulsion formation. (C) Solvent 
evaporation. (D) Obtention of polymeric micelles in suspension.  

 

2.1.2 RITC-P407-DiO micelles 

2.1.2.1  Functionalisation of P407 with RITC 

2.1.2.1.1 Synthesis of amino-terminated P407 

The synthesis of the amino-terminated P407 (P407-NH2) was 

achieved by a modified procedure of Lu et al. and Zhang et al. 1–3. P407 

was purified by dissolving in acetone and precipitating into an excess 

amount of cooled hexane followed by drying the precipitate under vacuum. 

5.75g, 1mmol of purified P407 was dissolved into 15 mL of dry acetonitrile 

and added dropwise to an excess amount of N,N0-carbonyldiimidazol (CDI, 

Merck, 530-62-1) (1.62 g, 10 mmol) in 15 ml of dry acetonitrile at room 

temperature during a 2h period under nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture 

was then stirred for an additional 2 h period. After this step, 0.2 mL of water 
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was added to the mixture for 20 mins to neutralize the nonreacted CDI. The 

solution was then added dropwise to 10 mL of 1,2-ethylenediamine at room 

temperature over a 2h period. The mixture was then allowed to react 

overnight and any unreacted 1,2-ethylenediamine was removed by 

evaporation. The resulting oily mixture was dialyzed against water for 5 days 

then freeze-dried to obtain P407- NH2. 

2.1.2.1.2 Crosslinking of RITC to P 407-NH2 

0.25g of P407-NH2, obtained as described in the previous section, was 

added to 67.5 mg of RITC (Merck, 36877-69-7) (in 10 mL DMF and stirred 

in a nitrogen atmosphere at room temperature in a dark environment 

overnight. The mixture was subsequently dialysed (MWCO 3500) against a 

weakly alkaline aqueous solution of NaOH (pH 8.0). RITC-labelled P407 

was then obtained by freeze-drying the solution. A summary of the full 

functionalisation process can be found in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Steps required for obtention of RITC-P407 polymer 

 

2.1.2.1 RITC-P407-DiO micelles  

1 mL of 0.4 mM DiO solution in chloroform was added to 10 mL of a 

5% (w/v) of P407, containing 0.5% RITC-P407, in water. The mixture was 

vortexed into an emulsion and the chloroform was evaporated as described 

in section 2.1.1 to obtain RITC-P407-DiO micelles. 
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 Particle-characterisation techniques 

2.2.1 Dynamic light scattering  

2.2.1.1 Fundamental theory  

The dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique, also known as photon 

correlation spectroscopy (PCS) or quasi-elastic light scattering (QLS), is a 

characterisation technique used to determine the size distribution of 

nanoscale particles in solution. This technique relies on measuring the 

Brownian motion of particles in solution to determine their hydrodynamic 

diameter. The Brownian motion is the resulting motion of particles after 

colliding with the fast-moving particles of the surrounding solvent. Following 

this idea, large particles have a slower Brownian motion than small particles 

as the particle collision has a bigger effect on the movement of small 

particles than larger ones. The DLS technique measures the velocity at 

which the particles diffuse in solution due to Brownian motion. This is done 

by directing a laser beam coming from the instrument source through the 

sample. When the beam hits the particles in suspension, the light is 

scattered. The intensity fluctuations of the scattered beam are registered by 

the detector situated at a specific angle to the beam.  To ensure similarity 

within the detected signals, an auto-correlation function is calculated. Since 

large particles move slower than small particles, the detected signal 

changes less and therefore the correlation persists for a longer time than for 

smaller particles. The rate of decay of the correlation function is smaller for 

large particles than it is for small particles. The decay of the correlation 

function can then be associated to the velocity of the Brownian motion, 
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known as the particle diffusion coefficient4. With this information, the 

hydrodynamic diameter of the particles can be calculated using the Stokes-

Einstein equation5 (Equation 2.1). 

� = �� · �
3 · 	 · 
 · � 

Equation 2.1 Stokes-Einstein equation, where d is the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles, kB is 
the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, η is the viscosity of the solution and D is the 
diffusion coefficient. 

The size of the particles in solution can then be extracted from the 

correlation function by fitting a multiple exponential curve to the correlation 

function to obtain the mean size distribution of the particles. The width of 

the obtained distribution is the polydispersity index (PDI) of the sample. The 

distribution plot obtained represents the relative intensity of the light 

scattered by all the particles within different size bins. The intensity size 

distribution is always correct as it is the magnitude measured directly by the 

instrument. However, converting the size distributions by intensity to size 

distributions by volume or number can give more information about the 

sample6. Whilst the distribution by volume expresses the volume of the 

particles in different size bins, the number distribution shows the number of 

particles detected in each size bin. The transformation of the data can be 

explained by taking two sets of particles with sizes “a” and “b”. The number 

of “a” particles detected in the sample is Na and the number of “b” particles 

detected is Nb. The relative contribution of each particle in terms of number 

is given by (Equation 2.2) 
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%�,� = (�,�)
� + � × 100 

Equation 2.2 Relative contribution by number, where a and b size of particles and Na and Nb 
represent number of particles6. 

 

Assuming the particles are spherical, the volume of the particles needs to 

include a term of [size]3 therefore the relative contribution of each particle in 

terms of volume is expressed in (Equation 2.3) 

%�(�,�) = (�,�) ∙ (�, �)�
� ∙ �� + � ∙ �� × 100 

Equation 2.3 Relative contribution by volume, where a and b size of particles and Na and Nb 
represent number of particles6. 

 

Furthermore, according to Rayleigh’s small size parameter approximation 

equation (Equation 2.4), the intensity of the light scattered is proportional to 

the diameter of the particle to the power of 6. 

I = ��
1 + cos" #

2%" &2	
' () *+" − 1

+" + 2-
"

&�
2(.

 

Equation 2.4 Rayleigh’s small size parameter approximation7, where I is the intensity of the light 
scattered by the particles, I0 is the intensity of the incident beam of wavelength λ, R is the distance 
to the particle, θ is the scattering angle and n is the refractive index of the particles of diameter d.  
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In terms of intensity, the relative contribution of each particle is then given 

by (Equation 2.5). 

%�(�,�) = (�,�) ∙ (�, �).
� ∙ �. + � ∙ �. × 100 

Equation 2.5 Relative contribution by Intensity, where a and b size of particles and Na and Nb 
represent number of particles6. 

Since the size has a bigger contribution in the size distribution by intensity 

than in the volume or number distributions, the results are weighted towards 

large particles. For this reason, the intensity distribution is preferred to 

detect small amounts of aggregation. The size of the particles has no 

weighting effect on the number distribution which is why it is good to 

measure small particles. The volume distribution is a good balance between 

the intensity or number distribution besides it give more information on the 

quantity of particles aggregated. In some cases, some peaks can disappear 

when transforming the data from intensity to volume or number as their 

volume or number contributions are no longer considered relevant to the 

transformation. 

 

2.2.1.2 DLS method 

All DLS measurements were made using a Malvern Nano ZSP 

zetasizer (Malvern Instruments Ltd.). Prior to DLS measurements, all 

samples were filtered using a 0.2 µm cellulose acetate filter (VWR, 28145-

477). 12 µL of micelle suspension were added to a quartz cuvette (Malvern 

Panalytical, ZEN2112). For simple particle size determination, the 

measurements were made at physiological temperature (37ºC). For 
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temperature dependent measurements, the measurements were taken 

from 4 to 37ºC with a temperature step size of 3ºC. The equilibration time 

at each temperature was 120 seconds. The initial cooling of the solution 

(from room temperature to 4ºC) was left to equilibrate for 10 minutes. The 

refractive index used in DLS measurements was 1.47 for P407 micelles.  

2.2.2 Fluorimetry 

2.2.2.1 Fundamental theory 

Fluorimetry is a spectroscopic technique used to measure 

fluorescence of materials in solution usually called fluorophores. In 

fluorescence two phenomena are present, first excitation followed by 

relaxation. Excitation occurs when the electrons of a fluorophore molecule 

are excited to a higher energy state. This happens when the molecule 

absorbs incident photons from an electromagnetic radiation source. 

Relaxation occurs when the excited electrons relax back to their ground 

state losing energy through emission of a photon with lower energy, thus, 

longer wavelength. The relaxation step generates fluorescence of the 

material (Figure 2.3 A). In a spectrofluorometer a sample is irradiated with 

light of a chosen specific wavelength (usually λmax excitation). The resulting 

emitted fluorescent light is measured by a detector set at 90º from the light 

source (Figure 2.3 B). The detection range of the detector is usually set 

around the value of λmax emission. The values of λmax excitation and λmax excitation 

are specific to a material and hence are used to characterise fluorescent 

samples. 
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Figure 2.3 Fluorimetry diagram. (A) Excitation and relaxation phenomena in fluorescence. (B) 
spectrofluorometer setup for fluorescence measurements. 

 

2.2.2.2 Fluorimetry method 

Fluorimetry measurements were performed with a spectrofluorometer 

(Horiba scientific, FluoroMax-4). Prior to fluorescence measurements, all 

samples were filtered using a 0.2 µm cellulose acetate filter (VWR, 28145-

477). After filtering, 700 µL of micelle suspension was inserted in a quartz 

cuvette with a PTFE lid (Thorlabs, CV10Q700FS). The measuring settings 

used can be found in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Parameters used for fluorimetry measurements. 

Spectra Sample 
λ excitation 

(nm) 

λ detection  

(nm) 

Emission  P407-DiO 484 490-550 

Excitation  RITC-P407 595 486-690 

Emission RITC-P407 540 550-650 

Emission RITC-P407-DiO 484 490-550 
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 Cell-culture methods 

Two different epithelial cell lines were used in this work as model 

systems to understand micelle uptake at a cellular level. Human placental 

BeWo b30 cells and Madin-Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK) were chosen 

for this work as they are found in two key barriers for nutrients and drugs 

transport in the human body8–13. 

2.3.1 Cell culture of BeWo b30 cells 

The BeWo cell line derives from a human placenta choriocarcinoma 

therefore, this cell line was chosen as a model to evaluate P407 micelles 

transport in the placental barrier. The cells were obtained from Prof. Harry 

McArdle (Rowett Research Institute, Aberdeen) with permission from Dr. 

Alan Schwartz (Washington University, St Louis, MO, USA). 

2.3.1.1 Cell culture conditions 

BeWo b30 cells, used between passage 16 to 40, were seeded on day 

0 at a concentration of 104 cells/cm2 in a 75 cm2 cell culture flask (Corning®, 

430641) containing 24 mL of a medium solution of Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagle’s medium nutrient mixture F-12 (DMEM-F12, Sigma D6434 without 

phenol red) with the added supplements 10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS, 

Merck F9665), 1% amphotericin B (Amp B, Merck A2942) and 1% penicillin 

streptomycin L-glutamine solution (PSLG, Merck G6784). The cells were 

left to grow for 7 days at 37 ºC and a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 with 

a change of medium on day 6 post-seeding. 
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2.3.1.2 Cell passage 

Passage of BeWo b30 cells was carried out once the cells reached 70-

80% confluence (usually on day 7 post-seeding). The cells were washed 

twice with 12 mL with a phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS, Merck 

D8537) before trypinising with 5 mL of Trypsin-EDTA solution (Merck 

T4049) for 13 minutes at 37 ºC, 5% CO2 (flask was tapped after 9 minutes 

to dislodge the cells from the flask). 5 mL of cell culture medium was added 

to the cell suspension to deactivate the trypsin solution and the clumps of 

cells were broken by passing the solution through a 10 mL pipette several 

times before centrifuging at 1500 g for 5 mins. The supernatant was 

removed, and the cells were resuspended in 5 to 8 mL of medium for 

counting using a heamocytometer. The appropriate volume of cell 

suspension was then added to a 75 cm2 flask (Greiner CellStar, 658175) 

containing 24 mL of cell culture medium to give a final concentration of 104 

cells/cm2. 

2.3.2 Cell culture of MDCK cells  

MDCK cells are epithelial cells isolated from the kidney tubule of an 

adult Cocker Spaniel. This cell line is one of the best characterised epithelial 

cell lines12, thus it provides a suitable model to study the uptake of micelles 

and compare the results with the BeWo b30 model. The cells were acquired 

from Professor N. L. Simmons (University of Newcastle, UK). 
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2.3.2.1 Cell culture conditions 

MDCK strain I cells, used between passage 99 to 125, were seeded 

on day 0 at a concentration of 2 x 104 cells/cm2 in a 75 cm2 flask (Corning®, 

430641) containing 10 mL of a medium solution of Eagle’s minimal essential 

medium (EMEM, Merck D6171 with phenol red) supplemented with 10% 

fetal calf serum (Gibco, 10270), 1% nonessential amino acids (NEAA, 

Merck 7145) 1% kanamycin (Merck K0129) and 1% glutaMAX (Thermo 

Fisher 35050061). The cells were left to grow for 7 days at 37 ºC and a 

humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 with a change of medium on day 3 post-

seeding. 

2.3.2.2 Cell passage 

Passage of MDCK cells was carried out once the cells reached 

confluency (usually on day 7 post-seeding). The cells were washed twice 

with PBS (Sigma D8537) before adding 5 mL of Trypsin-EDTA solution 

(Merck T4049) for 45 minutes to 1 hour at 37 °C, 5% CO2 until the cells 

became detached from the surface. To deactivate the trypsin solution, 10 

mL of cell culture medium was added to the cell suspension. The solution 

was then passed through a pipette with a 1 mL Gilson pipette tip attached 

5-10 times to break the clumps of cells. The appropriate volume of cell 

suspension was then added to a 75 cm2 containing 10 mL of cell culture 

medium to give a final concertation of 2 x 104 cells/cm2. 
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2.3.3 Cell culture experimental set-up  

2.3.3.1 Culture of cells on coverslips 

For experiments involving confocal imaging, BeWo and MDCK cells 

were grown to from a monolayer on coverslips. Prior to cell seeding, 13 mm 

coverslips (VWR, thickness #1) were sterilised by laying the coverslips 

down on a piece of fibre-free tissue before covering them with a second 

piece of tissue and spraying them with 70 % ethanol until saturated. Once 

the ethanol was evaporated, each coverslip was placed into one well of a 

12-well plate (Greiner CellStar, 685180) using sterile forceps.  

The cell suspension obtained during the cell passage step described 

previously in sections 2.3.1.2 and 2.3.2.2 was diluted in cell culture medium 

to obtain a final concentration of 0.66 x 105 cells/mL. 1 mL of the diluted 

cells was added to each well containing coverslips and the plate was placed 

at 37 ºC and a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 for 3 days. 

 

2.3.3.2 Culture of cells on 96 well plates 

For high content screening experiments BeWo b 30 and MDCK cells 

were grown to from a monolayer in each well of a 96-Well plate (Thermo 

Scientific 265301, Nunc™ MicroWell™ Optical-Bottom Plate with Polymer 

Base).  

The cell suspension obtained during the cell passage (sections 2.3.1.2 and 

2.3.2.2) was diluted in cell culture medium to obtain a concentration of 1.8 

x 105 cells/mL and 100 µL of the cell suspension was added to each well. 
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The plate was placed at 37 ºC and a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 for 

2-3 days until a monolayer of cells was formed, this was assessed using 

phase contrast microscopy. 

2.3.3.3 Culture of cells on transwells 

For transport experiments, cells were grown to form a polarised 

monolayer on transwell 12-well plates with polyester membrane inserts 

(Corning 3460, membrane diameter 12 mm, membrane pore size 3.0 µm). 

On day 0 prior to seeding the cells, 0.5 and 1.5 mL of cell culture medium 

were added to the apical and basal chambers respectively and the plate 

was incubated at 37 ºC and a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 for 1hour. 

The medium was removed from the apical chamber and replaced by 0.5 mL 

of cell suspension diluted to give a density of 1 x 105 cells/cm2 for BeWo 

cells and 0.5 x 105 cells/cm2 for MDCK cells. The plate was placed at 37 ºC 

and a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 for 3 days, the medium from the 

basal and apical chambers was changed and the trans-epithelial electrical 

resistance (TEER) of the cell barrier was measured every day until the 

TEER values reached equilibrium (usually 5-6 days). Transport assays were 

run on day 6 after obtaining a polarised monolayer of cells on the transwell 

membrane.  
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2.3.4 Chemical inhibitor MiTMAB 

A chemical endocytic inhibitor, namely myristyl trimethyl ammonium 

bromide (MiTMAB) was used to verify the uptake mechanism of RITC-P407 

micelles. As seen in section1.3.2, previous works have found RME to be the 

uptake mechanism by which polymeric micelles enter epithelial cells. This 

molecule competitively prevents the dynamin protein from binding to 

phospholipids and thus, inhibits RME14,15. Inhibiting dynamin protein from 

binding is believed to directly block endocytic trafficking as this enzyme type 

protein is involved in the membrane constriction and fission during 

endocytosis14. This enzyme assembles as a helical polymer around the 

constricted neck formed by membrane invagination during early stages of 

endocytosis16,17. This separates the endocytic vesicles from the plasma 

membrane. Dynamin is involved in most endocytic pathways except CDC42 

and ARF6 which can occur without dynamin18,19. However these two 

pathways are usually preferred by to particles with sizes greater than 50 and 

100 nm respectively17.  
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2.3.5 Antibody staining protocol 

Cells on coverslips were fixed in using 4% PFA for 15 minutes at room 

temperature. After fixation, coverslips were washed twice for 5 minutes with 

PBS and permeabilised using 0.1 % saponin in PBS for 4 minutes. 

Unspecific binding sites were blocked using 3% of a solution of albumin from 

bovine serum (BSA; Merck, A9647) in PBS and 0.01% saponin in PBS for 

30 minutes. After blocking, 50 µL of primary antibody (Table 2.2), diluted 1 

in 200 in 3% BSA and 0.1% saponin in PBS solution, were added to each 

coverslip and incubated in the dark at room temperature. After incubation, 

the cells were washed three times for 5 minutes with a solution of 0.001% 

saponin in PBS. The wash was followed by the addition of the secondary 

antibody to each coverslip (Table 2.2) diluted 1 in 200 in 3% BSA and 0.1% 

saponin in PBS solution and incubated for 1 hour in the dark at room 

temperature. After incubation, the coverslips were washed three times for 5 

minutes with a solution of 0.01% saponin in PBS. Finally, the coverslips 

were washed twice for 5 minutes in PBS and mounted onto a microscope 

slide using Vectashield containing DAPI (Vector laboratories, H-1200). 

 The choice of primary antibodies was made by their specific target 

proteins (Table 2.2). EEA1 gene encodes for the protein early endosome 

antigen 1. This protein is found exclusively in early endosomes and acts as 

a tethering molecule responsible for bringing the endosomes together for 

fusion and cargo delivery. Because of these properties, EEA1 antibody is 

widely used to specifically target early endosomes20,21 . CD63 antigen is a 

protein encoded by the gene CD63. This protein is found in the endosomal 
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system and the cell surface. In most cells, CD63 protein is found in the late 

endosomes, multivesicular bodies and lysosomes. For this reason, this 

protein is used for targeting lysosomal membranes22,23. ApoB is a gene 

coding for the apolipoprotein B. This protein is the major component of very-

low-density lipoproteins and is found in a region surrounding the lipid 

droplets. This makes it a good target protein to target lipid droplets24,25.  
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Table 2.2 Antibodies used for immunofluorescence 

Primary 

antibody 

Maker and 

catalogue 

number 

Used to 

target 
Dilution 

Secondary 

antibody 

Maker and 

catalogue 

number 

 Dilution 

EEA1  

(mouse) 

Transduction 

laboratories 

E41120 

Early 

endosomes 
1:200 

Alexa 

594 

(mouse) 

Thermofisher 

scientific 

A32754 

 1:200 

CD63  

(mouse) 

Bio-Rad 

laboratories 

MCA2142 

Late 

endosomes/ 

Lysosomes 

1:200 

Alexa 

594 

(mouse) 

Thermofisher 

scientific 

A32754 

 1:200 

ApoB 

(rabbit) 

Abcam 

ab20737 

Lipid 

droplets 
1:200 

Alexa 

594 

(rabbit) 

Thermofisher 

scientific 

A32744 

 1:200 
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 Confocal microscopy 

2.4.1 Fundamental theory 

Confocal microscopy or confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 

is a technique relying on the fluorescence (see section 2.2.2.1) properties 

of a sample. In CLSM, a laser beam at a specific wavelength, capable of 

exciting the electrons of the fluorophore molecules, scans the sample in a 

series of lines. The light emitted is detected by a detector set at a 

wavelength range. To obtain high resolution images, the two pinholes are 

placed to confine the laser beams, one in front of the laser source and the 

other on in front of the detector. The pinhole has a role of minimising the 

fluorescence out-of-focus (Figure 2.4). Since the field of view is reduced to 

a single point due to the pinhole, samples must be imaged in individual Z-

sections or focal planes to finally produce a 3D representation of the sample 

after stacking. This technique was widely used in this work to detect the fate 

of the fluorescent cargo and polymer in the micelles. 
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Figure 2.4 Confocal microscope diagram  

 

2.4.1.1 Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) 

Fluorescence or Förster resonance energy transfer is the process by 

which non-radiative energy is transferred from a fluorophore to another. In 

FRET as in fluorescence, the electrons of a fluorophore (donor) are initially 

excited to a higher energy state. However, instead of emitting fluorescence 

during relaxation the energy is transferred to another fluorophore (acceptor). 
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For this phenomenon to occur, the emission spectrum of the donor needs 

to overlap with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor26. The energy 

transfer occurs by intermolecular long-range dipole-dipole coupling, thus, 

the two fluorophores need to be at a proximity of between 1 and 10 nm27. 

Because of this size range, this technique is relevant to study the 

interactions of molecules and biomolecules in biological systems28,29. 

2.4.2 Method 

Confocal images were obtained with a Leica SP5-II AOBS confocal 

laser scanning microscope attached to a Leica DM I6000 inverted 

microscope. Using a 63x oil-immersion lens (NA 1.4). The lasers used to 

acquire images were a 50 mW 405 nm diode laser, a 65 mW 488 nm argon 

laser and a 20 mW 561 nm solid state yellow laser. Filters used for visual 

inspection were I3 (blue), N2.1 (green) and A4 (UV). The pinhole was set to 

1 AU and the line average to 1, The dimensions of the image were kept at 

1024x1024 pixels, the zoom numbers used were 1, 2 and 3 depending on 

the detail needed in the image (image size: 1024 x 1024 pixels). Z-stacks 

of the cell monolayer were obtained at each experiment using a step size of 

1 µm. All settings were kept constant over all samples and experiments to 

enable direct comparison. Through this thesis the CLSM methods relevant 

to each section will be described.  
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 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

In transmission electron microscopy, electrons produced by an 

electron gun are confined into a beam that traverses the sample followed 

by a series of electromagnetic lenses to finally reach the observation plane 

(Figure 2.5). The image is generated by the scattering of the electrons, from 

the electron beam, by the electron-dense sample. The wavelength of an 

electron beam is in the order of magnitude of picometers therefore, the 

spatial resolution achieved by TEM is around 0.2 nm in contrast with 

conventional light microscopes which have spatial resolution around 200 

nm30.  

 

Figure 2.5 Diagram of a TEM. 
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 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Contrarily to TEM, where the electron beam crosses the sample, scanning 

electron microscopy gives surface information about the sample. To prevent 

the electron beam to traverse the sample, lower accelerating potentials are 

used in the electron gun than for TEM. When the electron beam hits the 

surface of the sample, electrons are detached from the surface and 

collected by the detector (Figure 2.6). The energy of the detached electrons 

is lower than 50 eV. The maximum spatial resolution achieved with SEM is 

approximatively 2 nm. SEM gives a good representation of surface 

topography of samples 31.  

 

Figure 2.6 Diagram of a SEM. 
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 Introduction 

Polymeric micelles are being studied to address problems associated 

with bioavailability and erratic absorption of drugs within the human body1–

8. These micelles are formed by self-assembly of amphiphilic 

macromolecules and can act as drug carriers for poorly water-soluble drugs. 

However, the understanding of the internalisation of these drug carriers in 

the body is very limited.  

In this work, the incorporation of fluorescent microscopy probes such 

as DiO on the inside (cargo), and RITC on the outside (corona) of P407 

micelles was achieved. Such fluorophores were incorporated as markers to 

follow the uptake mechanism of the micelle within cells by using fluorescent 

microscopy techniques. Additionally, evidence of DiO and RITC as a FRET 

pair has been previously reported9–12.  

In this chapter, the characterisation of P407-DiO and RITC-P407-DiO 

micelles is discussed. The possibility of FRET occurring in RITC-P407-DiO 

micelles is also explored in this chapter. 

 

 Characterisation of P407-DiO micelles 

P407-DiO micelles were prepared by the solvent evaporation method 

described in section 2.1.1. Prior to characterisation, the micelle solution was 

filtered to remove aggregates larger than 200 nm. 
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3.2.1 Fluorescence of P407-DiO micelles 

The fluorescence spectrum of a P407 micelles solution encapsulating DiO 

was measured using a fluorimeter. The sample solution was excited at 484 

nm to obtain an emission spectrum within the detection range of 490 to 560 

nm (Figure 3.1). A maximum fluorescence intensity peak value was found 

around 505 nm. The value obtained was compared to the values in the 

literature; where the maximum fluorescence emission peak shows little 

variation (between 496 and 504 nm) depending on the solvent used to 

dissolve the dye 13–15. Additionally, the shape of the emission spectrum 

matches the shape of the reported spectra for DiO dye. These last points 

suggest that the encapsulation of the dye into micelles has no significant 

effect on its fluorescence profile 

 

Figure 3.1 Fluorescence emission spectrum of 200µL 5% w/v P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM 
of DiO obtained at 37 ºC. The measured sample was excited at 484 nm and the detection range set 
between 490 to 600 nm   
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3.2.2 Size of P407-DiO micelles 

The size of the P407-DiO micelles was determined by dynamic light 

scattering (DLS). This technique measures the intensity fluctuations of the 

light scattered by the particles at 37 ºC (see section 2.2.1). Since the 

particles are in aqueous solution, the measured size value corresponds to 

the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles. Different transformations to the 

DLS data were done and compared to each other to fully characterise the 

behaviour of the particles in solution.  

Initially, the relative intensity of the light scattered by the particles was 

measured within different size bins obtaining a size distribution graph by 

intensity (Figure 3.2 A). The size distribution by this method is considered 

the most accurate as it is the one directly measured by the instrument. The 

intensity size distribution expression contains a factor, dictated by 

Rayleigh’s approximation, weighting the distribution by the sixth power of 

the particle diameter (Equation 2.5). Thus, larger particles are more likely to 

be detected even if present in small quantities. (Figure 3.2 A) shows two 

intensity distribution peaks. The first peak has a maximum value at 28 nm, 

while the second one has a maximum value at 5560 nm. Since the intensity 

distribution peaks detected are relative to each other, their difference in size 

indicate their relative amount detected in the measured sample. This 

suggest that most of the particles detected in the sample have 

hydrodynamic diameters around 28 nm and the other peak, at 5560 nm, 

correspond to aggregated particles present at a lower quantity. However, 

the diameter factor, by this method, has a disproportionate effect on the 
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amplitude of the peak, so the signal detected by traces of aggregates are 

overamplified misleading the interpretation of this data. 

As described in section 2.2.1 (materials and methods), it is possible 

to transform the resulting intensity size distribution data to size distributions 

relative to the volume or number of particles detected (Figure 3.2 B and C 

respectively). Often, this reveals more information about the particles and 

their size distribution.  

The volume size distribution equation includes a factor of volume in its 

expression weighting the relative volume size distribution by the third power 

of the particle diameter (Equation 2.3). Consequently, the diameter has a 

lower effect on the weighting of the relative distributions while traces of 

aggregates may still be visible after this transformation. The volume size 

distribution (Figure 3.2 B) displays just one peak with a maximum value of 

14 nm. The loss of the peak associated with the traces of aggregates, 

detected in the distribution by intensity, is likely due to the lower contribution 

of the diameter by this method. In this case, the relative volume of the 

aggregates becomes so small that it becomes irrelevant in the 

transformation of the data from intensity to volume. Additionally, the volume 

distribution peak appears to be more narrowly distributed than the peak at 

28 nm from (Figure 3.2 A) showing the reduced effect of larger particles on 

the distribution. 

Although the transformation to volume reduces the effect of the diameter on 

the size distribution, the diameter of large aggregates still has a small 

contribution on the relative distribution of small particles. To further remove 
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the effect of the hydrodynamic diameter of large particles, the data was 

transformed to a size distribution by number. This transformation 

establishes the relative number of particles detected without taking the size 

of the particles in account to weight the result (Equation 2.2). This 

distribution is therefore adequate to determine the size of small particles 

since traces of aggregates are not expected to affect the size 

measurements. In Figure 3.2 C, the peak corresponding to small particles 

has a narrower distribution than the one seen for volume size distribution 

indicating a better data quality. Additionally, this transformation reveals that 

most of the particles detected in the sample have a hydrodynamic diameter 

around 11.6 nm.  

To evaluate the quality of the DLS data acquired, the correlation function 

corresponding to the measurement is here presented (Figure 3.2D). The 

correlation function seems to correspond to a monomodal sample 

displaying only one decay pattern and the smooth line shows no evidence 

of fluorescence from the sample meaning that the micelles are not excited 

by the incident laser16. The fast decay of the correlation function is such of 

a sample containing particles with small diameters (see section 2.2.1.1., 

DLS fundamental theory) and the baseline of the function shows no 

fluctuations which are usually present when samples contain noise artefacts 

such as dust17. Furthermore the intercept value stands close to 1 meaning 

that the signal intensity detected from the analysed particles is large and the 

background noise is negligible18. These characteristics ensure the quality of 

the data acquired as well as supporting the idea of the presence of 
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aggregates in such small amounts that their concentration does not affect 

the decay of the correlation function.  

 

Figure 3.2 DLS of 5% P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM of DiO at 37 ºC. (A) Size distribution 
relative to the intensity of the light scattered. (B) Size distribution relative to the volume of particles 
detected. (C) Size distribution relative to the number of particles detected. (D) Correlation function 
corresponding to the measurement. Means and standard deviations of three DLS measurements are 
shown for each distribution.   
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3.2.3 Temperature stability of P407-DiO micelles 

3.2.3.1  Temperature dependent DLS 

Self-assembled micelles form above a critical micellar concentration 

(CMC) and a critical micelle temperature (CMT)19. One of the main variables 

affecting the stability of self-assembled micelles is the temperature at which 

the micellar solution is used. To assess the stability of P407-DiO micelles, 

DLS was used to measure the size of the micelles in suspension at different 

temperatures.  

The size of the micelles was determined every 3 ºC within a 

temperature range of 4 to 40 ºC, after thermal equilibrium was reached. The 

maximum value of the size distribution peaks found by intensity, volume and 

number were plotted against temperature (Figure 3.3). At low temperatures, 

such as 4 ºC, (Figure 3.3.A) the particle size distribution expressed by 

intensity shows two distribution peaks, at 4.8 ± 0.3 (peak 1) and 955.4 ± 

296.0 nm (peak 3). As seen in Figure 3.2 A, the mean size distribution of 

the micelles at 37 ºC is approximatively 28 nm, suggesting that the smaller 

peak corresponds to submicellar structures (unimers) and the larger one 

corresponds to aggregated micelles.  

At 25 ºC (Figure 3.3.B), three peaks are detected. Peak 1 is still present 

however; the standard deviation of this measurement is higher than the one 

found for this same peak at 4 ºC. This variation can be justified because the 

small particles were sometimes not detected in the repetitions of the 

measurements performed. A new peak at 42.3 ± 2.5 nm (peak 2) is now 
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detected and the maximum of peak 3 is reduced to 825.0 ± 240.0 nm. Peak 

2 shows the presence of a new conformation of the micelles in solution.  

When further increasing the temperature to 37 ºC, only two peaks are 

detected (Figure 3.3.C). The detected peaks correspond to peak 2 and 3 

which maxima have decreased to 21.0 ± 3.3 and 531.2 ± 79.0 nm 

respectively. 

As mentioned in section 3.2.2, to obtain full information about the 

particles present in solution the DLS measurements need to be analysed by 

intensity, volume and number. The trend of peaks 1,2 and 3 were compared 

expressing the data using the three previously mentioned methods (Figure 

3.3. D, E & F). From 4 to 25 ºC, the value of the hydrodynamic diameters 

by intensity by volume and by number of Peak 1 (Figure 3.3.D) varies 

between 3 and 6 nm. However, from 25 ºC to 40 ºC, peak 1 is no longer 

detected meaning that unimers are no longer present in solution after 25 ºC. 

This signals the presence of a phase transition in the micellar solution 

around 25 ºC. 

The trend of peak 2 (Figure 3.3. E) indicates that from 4 to 13 ºC no particles 

can be detected by intensity, by volume, or by number. However, from 15 

ºC to 25 ºC particles with sizes between 60 to 80 nm size can only be 

detected by intensity. This is due to the overamplifying effect caused by the 

diameter factor associated to this transformation (see section 3.2.2). For the 

same reason, peak 2 is detected by volume, at 22 ºC, before being detected 

by number, at 25 ºC. After 25 ºC, peak 2 is detected by all methods and the 
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value of the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles remains constant until 

40 ºC.  

Furthermore, the sizes found by all methods, after 25 ºC match with the size 

values corresponding to single micelles in section 3.2.2. With this 

information, it is possible to say that the formation of P407-DiO micelles 

happens after 25 ºC and therefore the CMT can be found around this value. 

Additionally, Peak 3 (Figure 3.3. F) is only detected by intensity at all 

temperatures but cannot be detected by volume or number. Therefore, only 

small traces of aggregates are present in solution. 

In order to verify the quality of the data, the correlation function associated 

to each measurement at all temperatures is presented (Figure 3.4). At all 

temperatures, the baseline of all correlation curves does not present 

fluctuations associated to dust or fluorescence caused by the incident laser 

beam16,17. This confirms that all changes detected in Figure 3.3 are due to 

a change in conformation and not to other noise artefacts. Furthermore, a 

slow decay of the correlation functions at temperatures from 4 to 25 ºC 

confirms the presence of large aggregates of micelles in solution as seen in 

Figure 3.3. Above 25 ºC (CMT) the correlation function decays at 

significantly lower times due to the detection of smaller sized particles 

associated to the dissociation of aggregates into micelles. The low intercept 

values from 4 to 25 ºC is explained by the low concentration of aggregates 

in solution since unimers are also present in solution18. The unimers 

detected in Figure 3.3A should cause a bimodal distribution, but the results 

are skewed by the large aggregates due to Rayleigh’s approximation 
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(Section 2.2.1.1.). The correlation functions verify the quality of the data and 

highlight the changes in conformation seen previously in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Temperature dependent DLS of 5 % P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM. of DiO. (A) Size distribution relative to the intensity of the light scattered at 4 ºC -peak 1 in 
grey and peak 2 in red and, peak 3 in blue. (B) Size distribution relative to the intensity of the light scattered at 25 ºC. (C) Size distribution relative to the intensity of the light 
scattered at 37 ºC. Means and standard deviations of three DLS measurements are shown for each size distribution graph. (D) Variations of the maximum value of the 
hydrodynamic diameter detected by peak 1 plotted as function of the temperature (-□- by intensity, by -○- volume and -∆- by number). (E)Variations of the maximum value of the 
hydrodynamic diameter detected by peak 2 plotted as function of the temperature. (F) Variations of the maximum value of the hydrodynamic diameter detected by peak 3 plotted 
as function of the temperature
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Figure 3.4 Corresponding correlation functions for temperature dependent DLS measurements on 
5% P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM. of DiO (see also Figure 3.3). The dashed and dotted lines 
highlight a transition between large and small diameter particles detected. 
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3.2.3.2 Temperature dependent fluorimetry 

The stability of the fluorescence of P 407-DiO micelles was evaluated by 

measuring the fluorescence of the sample at different temperatures. This 

was made using a fluorimeter (Section 2.2.2).  

The sample solution was excited at 484 nm to obtain a fluorescence 

emission spectrum measured every 3 ºC within a range of 4 to 40 ºC (Figure 

3.5 A). The shape of the spectra remains unchanged at all temperatures 

meaning the chemical structure of the dye remains intact during the 

experiment. However, the fluorescence intensity increases with increasing 

the temperature as a result of the change in conformations of the micelles 

to unimers or aggregates in solution (see section 3.2.3.1). Changes in 

fluorescence reflect unimers-to-micelle transition and encapsulation of 

fluorophore in hydrophobic environment. 

To follow the variations of fluorescence intensity, the maximum 

intensity values detected at 505 nm are plotted against temperature (Figure 

3.5 B). The intensity signal remains practically unchanged from 4 to 13 ºC, 

followed by a burst increase from 13 to 19 ºC. Then, from 19 to 25 °C, the 

intensity remains constant. Above 25 °C (CMT) and up to 37 °C, the 

intensity increases linearly. Finally, it remains constant up to 40 ºC. The low 

intensity in the first temperature interval (4 to 16 °C) matches with the 

temperature range at which the polymer is present in solution either as 

aggregates or unimers leaving little hydrophobic environment for the dye to 

solubilise.The sudden increase of the intensity between 13 and 19 °C, can 

be attributed to the phase transition from unimers and aggregates to 
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micelles. This effect is due to the increase of available hydrophobic 

environments in solution capable to solubilise more DiO. In the temperature 

interval between 19 and 25 °C, the aggregates size is unchanged, and thus 

the fluorescence intensity remains constant, as can be seen in table 1.1. In 

Section 1.3.2.1, the aggregates showed to rapidly start dissociating into 

smaller fractions from 25 ºC when the solution had reached the CMT. This 

spontaneous change is also detected by fluorimetry at this same 

temperature. The intensity of the fluorescence increases gradually as more 

micelles are formed. The rate at which the intensity increases remains 

practically constant until reaching 37 ºC. After this temperature, no changes 

in intensity are detected, indicating that most of the polymer and dye are 

present in solution in the form of a single-micelle conformation.  
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Figure 3.5 Temperature stability of fluorescent P407-DiO micelles. (A) Fluorescence emission 
spectra of 5% P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM of DiO measured at temperatures between 4 and 
40 ºC (temperature step size = 3 ºC). The measured sample was excited at 484 nm and the detection 
range set between 490 to 600 nm. (B) Variation of the maximum florescence peak at temperatures 
between 4 and 40 ºC. The red coloured area designates the temperature range at which the polymer 
aggregates dissociate to from micelles.  
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 Characterisation of RITC-P407-DiO micelles 

3.3.1 Fluorescence of RITC-P407-DiO micelles 

Initially the excitation and emission spectrum of RITC-P407 polymer were 

obtained by fluorimetry (Figure 3.6). The maximum excitation is found 

around 553 nm which matches with the value of maximum absorption of the 

dye used to conjugate the polymer (Section 2.1.2). This confirms the 

conjugation of RITC to P407 polymer as well as showing that the chemical 

structure of the dye was maintained after the conjugation of the fluorophore. 

The maximum emission of the dye is found around 574 nm. Furthermore, 

the values obtained are comparable to a previous work using RITC 

conjugated to Pluronic L 61. Where the maximum excitation and emission 

values are 558 and 586 nm respectively20. 

 

Figure 3.6 Normalised excitation and emission spectra of RITC-P407 obtained at 37ºC. The 
excitation spectrum was obtained using the following parameters: λem = 486-690 nm; λex = 595 nm. 
The emission spectrum was obtained using the following parameters: λex = 540 nm; λem = 550-650 nm. 
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Subsequently, fluorimetry measurements were made to RITC-P407-

DiO micelles. The sample solution was excited at 484 nm and the detection 

range was set between 484 and 650 nm (Figure 3.7.C). The first detected 

emission peak at 505 nm corresponds to DiO (see Figure 3.7.A for 

comparison). The second emission peak detected at 574 nm corresponds 

to RITC (see Figure 3.7.B for comparison). This confirms the presence of 

the two fluorophores the micelles after encapsulation. Since the excitation 

value used corresponds to the maximum excitation value for DiO, the only 

peak expected was the one corresponding to DiO. However, the 

fluorescence emission of RITC is also detected at a higher intensity than 

DiO. Additionally, the intensity of the DiO peak seems to decrease as the 

intensity of the peak increases in RITC-P407-DiO micelles compared to the 

control peaks (Figure 3.7.A and B). These two phenomena suggest the 

presence of fluorescence quenching caused by an energy transfer between 

the two dyes, but further analysis may be required to confirm this. 
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Figure 3.7 Fluorescence emission spectrum of 200µL 5% w/v RITC-P407-DiO micelles 
encapsulating 0.4 mM of DiO obtained at 37 ºC. (A) Emission spectra of P407-DiO and (B) RITC-
P407 micelles obtained individually are shown for comparison. (C) Emission spectrum showing two 
peaks corresponding to DiO and RITC-P407. The measured sample was excited at 484 nm and the 
detection range was set between 486 to 650 nm.  
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To understand the phenomenon behind the excitation of both dyes 

at 484 nm, the emission spectrum of DiO plotted alongside the excitation 

spectrum of RITC (Figure 3.8). An important spectrum overlap is seen 

between DiO and RITC-P407. This leads to the assumption that an energy 

transfer (FRET) could be happening in the micelles between the two 

fluorophores explaining the double excitation detected previously. However, 

for FRET to occur, the fluorophores need to be at a distance less than 10 

nm from each other21 (Section 2.4.1.1). To confirm this an analysis of the 

micelles size is required. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Overlap between DiO emission spectrum (filled green line) and RITC-P407 excitation 
spectrum (dashed red line).Both spectra were obtained from (figures 1.1 and 1.6).   
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3.3.2 Size of RITC-P407-DiO micelles 

The size of RITC-P407-DiO micelles was determined by DLS at 37 

ºC. Initially, an intensity size distribution was obtained. To gain more 

information about the sample solution, the intensity size distribution was 

transformed to volume and number distributions (see section 3.2.2). 

 The size distribution obtained by intensity (Figure 3.9 A) shows two 

peaks, the first one around the value of 26 nm and the second one with a 

maximum value of 5560 nm. The difference in intensities of these two 

peaks, reveals that the relative amount of large particle aggregates in the 

second intensity peak represent a small fraction of the total particles in the 

sample with a hydrodynamic diameter around 26 nm. Since the intensity of 

the light scattered is proportional to the sixth power of the particle diameter, 

the signal detected by traces of aggregates might be overamplified and 

therefore the relative amount of the aggregates in solution might be 

insignificant.  

To confirm this, the data was transformed to a volume size distribution 

(Figure 3.9 B). This distribution displays only one peak with a maximum 

value around 15 nm. The peak detected at 5560 nm by intensity is no longer 

detectable by this method. In this transformation, the volume size 

distribution is proportional to the third power of the particle diameter. This 

transformation confers less significance to the size of the particles than in 

the intensity distribution explaining the loss of the peak corresponding to the 

traces of aggregates. For this same reason, the peak seen by volume has 

a narrower distribution than the one found by intensity. 
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 To fully reduce the effect of the diameter on the size distribution, the data 

was transformed to a distribution by number (Figure 3.9 C). The peak seen 

at 12 nm has a narrower distribution than the one seen for volume 

distribution. In terms of number, the relative contribution of each particle 

compared to another is now just dictated by the number of particles detected 

without any contribution of the size. This transformation gives a clearer 

information about the size of the non-aggregated particles. 

The quality of the measurement was assessed with the correlation 

function (Figure 3.9D). This curve presents a fast decay corresponding to 

small sized particles and the pattern of a monomodal distribution. The 

smooth line shows no evidence of fluorescence from the sample meaning 

that the micelles are not excited by the incident laser16. Furthermore, the 

baseline of the curve shows no fluctuations such as the ones seen in 

presence of noise artefacts17. The intercept value close to 1 means a good 

quality data, where the signal intensity detected from the particles is large 

and the background noise is negligible18. 

These characteristics ensure the quality of the data acquired as well as 

supporting the idea of the presence of aggregates in such small amounts 

that their concentration does not affect the decay of the correlation function. 
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Figure 3.9 DLS of 5% RITC-P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM of DiO at 37 ºC. (A) Size distribution 
relative to the intensity of the light scattered. (B) Size distribution relative to the volume of particles 
detected. (C) Size distribution relative to the number of particles detected. (D) Correlation function 
corresponding to the measurement. Means and standard deviations of three DLS measurements are 
shown for each distribution.  
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3.3.3 Temperature stability of RITC-P407-DiO micelles 

3.3.3.1 Temperature dependent DLS 

As established previously in section 3.2.3.1, one of the main variables 

affecting the formation and stability of self-assembled micelles is the 

temperature. To evaluate the stability of RITC-P407-DiO micelles, DLS 

measurements were done to measure the size of the micelles in suspension 

at different temperatures. 

The size of the micelles was determined initially by cooling down the 

micelle solution from room temperature to 4 ºC and measuring the size 

every 3 ºC increment until reaching a temperature of 40 ºC. At every step, 

the solution was allowed to reach thermal equilibrium. At low temperatures 

such as 4 ºC (Figure 3.10 A) the particle size distribution by intensity shows 

two distribution peaks, at 91.3 nm (peak 1) and at 5560 nm (peak 2). 

However, the size of the micelles at 37ºC showed to be around 26 nm 

(Figure 3.9 A). This suggests that the particles detected at, 4ºC, by peak 1 

and 2 are aggregates of micelles. 

 When increasing the temperature to 37 ºC (Figure 3.10 B), the first 

distribution peak, obtained by intensity, is reduced to 24 nm which 

corresponds to the size detected previously in in Figure 3.9.A and peak 2 

disappears showing the thermoreversibility of the micelle formation. 

Subsequently, the maximum value of each size distribution found, by 

intensity, volume, and size, was plotted against temperature to identify all 

the possible conformations of micelles in solution (Figure 3.10 C). The 

maximum values of peak 1 by intensity (Figure 3.10 C), show constant 
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values of 91 nm 4 to 10 ºC. After this, the hydrodynamic diameter, 

decreases until reaching 22 ºC. Above 22 °C, the HD remains practically 

constant. Although the same trend is seen for volume and number, the start 

and end values vary depending on the transformations used to express the 

data. 

The hydrodynamic diameter of larger aggregates detected in peak 2 (Figure 

3.10 D) remains also constant between 4 to 10 ºC when expressed by 

intensity and volume with values of 5560 and 4801 nm respectively. Above 

10 ºC the presence of aggregates is no longer detected. As mentioned in 

the previous section, the intensity and volume distribution are more 

sensitive to small traces of aggregates than the number distribution. 

Therefore, the aggregates remain undetected by the distribution by number 

over all the temperature range.  

Combining the information given by peaks 1 and 2 in Figure 3.10 C and D, 

it is clear that from 22 to 40 ºC the particles detected are for the most part 

single micelles. 

In order to verify the quality of the data, the correlation function 

associated to each measurement at all temperatures is presented (Figure 

3.11). At all temperatures, all correlation curves and their baselines do not 

present fluctuations associated to dust or fluorescence caused by the 

incident laser beam16,17. This confirms that all changes detected in Figure 

3.10are due to a change in conformation and not to other noise artefacts. 

Furthermore, the decrease of decay times of the correlation functions at 

increasing temperatures is due to the detection of smaller particles 
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confirming the dissociation of large aggregates into micelles as seen in 

Figure 3.10. The intercept values close to 1 shows the large signal intensity 

and the negligible background noise18. The correlation functions verify the 

quality of the data and highlight the changes in conformation seen in Figure 

3.10 
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Figure 3.10 Temperature dependent DLS of 5% RITC-P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM  of DiO 
(A) Size distribution relative to the intensity of the light scattered at 4 ºC -peak 1 in red and peak 2 in 
blue. (B) Size distribution relative to the intensity of the light scattered at 37 ºC. (C) Variations of the 
maximum value of the hydrodynamic diameter detected by peak 1 plotted as function of the 
temperature (-□- by intensity, by -○- volume and -∆- by number.) (D)Variations of the maximum value 
of the hydrodynamic diameter, detected by peak 2 plotted as function of the temperature.  
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Figure 3.11 Corresponding correlation functions for temperature dependent DLS measurements on 
5% RITC-P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM. of DiO (see also Figure 3.11). The dashed and dotted 
lines highlight a transition between large and small diameter particles detected. 

 

.  
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3.3.3.2 Temperature dependent fluorimetry 

The stability of the fluorescence of RITC-P407-DiO micelles was analysed 

by measuring the fluorescence of the cargo (DiO) at different temperatures 

(section 2.2.1.2). 

To obtain an emission spectrum at all temperatures, the sample 

solution was excited at 484 nm and the detection range was set between 

486 to 600 nm. Each measurement was taken every 3 ºC within a 

temperature range of 4 to 40 ºC (Figure 3.12 A). The profile of the spectra 

is the same at all temperatures. Whereas the fluorescence intensity varies 

with the temperature.  

The variations in the fluorescence intensity at 505 nm are plotted 

against temperature (Figure 3.12 B). Initially, the fluorescence intensity 

increases with the temperature between 4 to 13 ºC. At 13 °C the intensity 

reaches a maximum and decreases slowly up to 40 °C. 

The initial increase in intensity is explained by the dissociation of 

aggregates and the gradual increase of available hydrophobic 

environments in solution capable to solubilise DiO.(see sections 3.2.3.1 and 

3.3.3.1).  

After 13 ºC, the fluorescence intensity of the sample diminishes as the 

temperature increases. This may be explained by the presence of FRET 

(Section 2.4.1.1) since the two dyes present in the sample have an overlap 

in their emission and excitation spectra (Section 3.3.1). According to figure 

1.7 B, the hydrodynamic size of the micelles at 16 ºC, is approximatively 30 

nm. The radius of the micelle is therefore <15nm. Thus, the distance 
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between the cargo (DiO) and the corona (RITC) of the micelle may be 

smaller than 10 nm which is small enough for a transfer of energy to occur22. 

In this case, DiO is the donor transferring energy to the acceptor, P407-

RITC. Additionally, as shown in sections 3.2.3.1 and 3.3.3.1, Increasing the 

temperature decreases the size of the particles. The closer the fluorophores 

get to each other; the more energy transfer occurs between the donor and 

the acceptor leading to a decrease on the intensity of fluorescence of DiO. 

However, the peak corresponding to RITC at 574 nm does not increase with 

temperature as previously seen in RITC-P407-DiO micelles (Figure 3.7). 

One explanation to this could be due to a self-quenching effect previously 

reported for RITC23. This self-quenching effect is due to a high dye density 

which may have occurred at low temperatures when the polymer was 

present in solution as forms of aggregates. To resolve this without 

interference of self-quenching, the experiment should be repeated with 

longer equilibration times between measurements. 
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Figure 3.12 Temperature stability of fluorescent RITC-P407-DiO micelles. (A) Fluorescence 
emission spectra of 5% RITC-P407 micelles encapsulating 0.4 mM of DiO measured at temperatures 
between 4 and 40 ºC (temperature step size = 3 ºC). The measured sample was excited at 484 nm 
and the detection range set between 490 to 600 nm. The filled lines indicate the increasing 
fluorescence intensities whereas the dashed lines indicate the decreasing fluorescence intensities 
due to variations in temperature. (B) Variation of the maximum florescence peak at 505 nm within 
temperatures between 4 and 40 ºC (temperature step size = 3 ºC). The red coloured area designates 
the temperature range at which FRET may be occurring.  
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 Discussion  

This chapter has shown different approaches to characterise and 

understand the behaviour of P407-DiO and RITC-P407- DiO micelles in 

solution.  

The fluorescence data at 37 ºC of the two type of micelles showed that 

in both cases, the encapsulation has no effect on the maximum value of the 

fluorescence peak of the cargo. This proves that the encapsulation occurs 

via a physical method rather than chemical. The RITC fluorophore showed 

to maintain its characteristic fluorescence after conjugation, meaning that 

the structure responsible of its fluorescence stayed intact. Furthermore, in 

the case of RITC-P407-DiO micelles, the fluorimetry showed to be a useful 

tool to assess the presence of both fluorophores in the micelles after 

encapsulation. However, evidence of fluorescence quenching between the 

two fluorophores was detected via this method leading to investigate further 

the possibility of FRET occurring in the micelles. 

The data obtained by DLS at 37 ºC, allowed to determine the size of 

particles detected in solution and to identify different conformations when 

using different expressions of size distributions. For both types of micelles, 

aggregates were identified in the sample. Though, their relative amount 

proved to be insignificant compared to the amount of micelles in solution. 

Additionally, at this temperature, most of the particles in solution showed to 

have a HD around 12 nm for both type of particles. Furthermore, the size 

values found in this work agree with values found in the literature for 

unloaded P407 micelles5,24,25 (values reported between10 and 20 nm 
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depending on the method used to determine particle size) suggesting that 

encapsulating DiO and functionalising the polymer does not affect the size 

of the micelles.  

The temperature dependent DLS revealed information about the 

stability of the micelles in solution. Across all temperatures, three main 

conformations of micelles were found (sub-fractions of micelles or unimers, 

micelles and, aggregates) for P407-DiO micelles whereas just two were 

seen for RITC-P407-DiO micelles (micelles and aggregates). This 

difference may be explained by the steric hindrance caused by the RITC 

attached to the polymer impeding the micelles to adopt intermediate 

conformations in the transition from aggregates to micelles. Moreover, it 

was possible to identify an approximative value for the CMT for both 

micelles around 25 ºC. This shows the little effect of the conjugation of the 

polymer on the CMT value. At this value, most of the formed aggregates 

dissociated to form single micelles proving the self-assembly of the micelles 

as well as their thermal reversibility. However, the CMT values for P407-

DiO and RITC-P407-DiO differ from the values found in literature for 

unloaded P407 micelles (19.5 ºC for 5% P407) in aqueous solution19. This 

suggests that the encapsulation of DiO affects the CMT of P407 micelles. 

The temperature dependent fluorimetry showed that the fluorescence 

intensity of P407-DiO micelles increased with the temperature due to the 

dissociation of aggregates into micelles consolidating the data found by 

DLS. For RITC-P4047-DiO micelles, the temperature dependent fluorimetry 

helped follow all the micelles conformations until the radius of the micelles 

reached approximatively 10 nm. At this point, the intensity of fluorescence 
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of DiO decreased. This observed phenomenon supports the possibility of 

FRET occurring in the micelles. However, to fully prove the presence of 

FRET, the emission peak of RITC needs to be monitored alongside DiO 

allowing more equilibration time between measurements. Contrarily to DiO, 

an intensity increase on the emission peak would expect to be seen to 

confirm the energy transfer from the donor to the acceptor. Another way to 

support this data would be the measurement of the exponential decay of the 

fluorescence with time using fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy.  

Finally, the study of the different characterisation techniques allowed 

to develop a quality control methodology for characterising and controlling 

the properties of the micelles before using in other experiments. This way, 

at 37 ºC, where biological experiments are performed, most of the particles 

found in solution are single micelles of approximatively 12 nm. But the 

sample must be kept at 37 ºC prior to the experiment. 
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 Introduction 

Over the past decades, the use of nanoparticles has become an 

important alternative for drug delivery systems. Because of their size, these 

particles have a large inherent surface area per unit volume which increases 

interactions with their surroundings1,2. Additionally, nanoparticles can be 

injected into the bloodstream without the risk of blocking the blood vessels3. 

Many drugs of potential interest for the treatment of several diseases such 

as cancer, schizophrenia or epilepsy have a complex chemical formulation 

which may compromise their solubility in common solvents like water. This 

insolubility compromises drug bioavailability in the organism and thus their 

therapeutic value4,5.  

Alternative formulations such as polymeric micelles are being studied 

to address poor solubility problems 6,7. Polymeric micelles have proved to 

have a high solubilisation index, a high drug loading capacity as well as high 

stability in the blood stream7–9. These polymeric micelles can be composed 

of biocompatible and water-soluble polymeric side chains such as PEO10–12 

and hydrophobic core-forming segments (PPO) belonging to the family of 

Pluronics13. A particular type of Pluronic type polymer being used to 

encapsulate drugs is the triblock copolymer P407 also known as F127. So 

far, P407 has shown to be a good drug-delivery candidate used to efficiently 

encapsulate and deliver a wide range of water-insoluble drugs into target 

areas14–18. 
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To use and design such drug delivery systems, it is essential to 

understand their mechanism of internalisation in cells and therefore in the 

human body. Endocytosis is a general process by which cells internalise 

molecules and macromolecules from the external cellular environment by 

enclosing them into the plasma membrane. This process can be 

subclassified into phagocytosis ‘cell eating’, which only happens in 

specialised cells, and pinocytosis ‘cell drinking’. This last mechanism can 

be further divided into other sub-mechanisms such as receptor-mediated 

endocytosis (RME) or macropinocytosis amongst others19. Previous studies 

on polymeric micelles made with a similar triblock copolymer (P85) have 

shown them to undergo receptor mediated endocytic pathways to enter 

mammalian cells20.  

However, endocytic mechanisms involve structural changes in the 

cellular membrane21. Thus, the importance of understanding the 

interactions of triblock copolymers with the membrane. These copolymers 

have been shown to interact with the phospholipid membrane in two 

different ways depending on the duration of the exposure. Previous studies 

have found the ability of the polymer to be first adsorbed on the membrane, 

at early exposure times, creating a sealing effect. This adsorption is followed 

by the insertion of the hydrophobic chain of the polymer into the lipid bilayer 

increasing the permeability of the membrane22,23. This last step has been 

shown to facilitate the entry of particles from the external cell environment 

into the cell. 
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In this chapter, P407-DiO and RITC-P407-DiO micelles 

(characterised in chapter 3) are used as a study vector to try to understand 

their uptake mechanism and cargo release in two different cell monolayers 

(MDCK and BeWo). This was undertaken by combining different 

microscopy techniques, confocal microscopy, high content screening 

microscopy, immunofluorescence and FRET. Several hypotheses are 

tested in this chapter, these are: if polymeric micelles are uptaken by 

epithelial cells, they would be trackable and quantifiable with P407-DiO and 

RITC-P407-DiO micelles over time. If polymeric micelles are being uptaken 

by cells via RME as stated above, the use of inhibitors of such pathway 

would result in the complete inhibition of their uptake. Furthermore, the use 

of immunofluorescent markers of endocytic vesicles should help tracking 

their uptake path. Finally, if the cargo of the micelles is released after uptake 

this should be trackable using FRET technique in RITC-P407-DiO micelles. 
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 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Cell culture methods 

4.2.1.1 Imaging of micelle uptake over time  

For time course exposures, MDCK and BeWo b30 cells were seeded 

on 13 mm sterile coverslips. Each coverslip was placed at the bottom of an 

individual well of a 12 well plate. 1 mL of cell suspension was added to each 

well at a concentration of 0.66 x 105 cells/mL and grown for 3 days at 37 °C 

in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. The prepared solution containing 

P407-DiO or RITC-P407-DiO micelles (Section 2.1) was filtered in a 0.2 µm 

filter and diluted 10-fold in the appropriate cell culture medium (Section 2.3) 

to be finally added to the cells for 1, 4, 8 and 24 hours at 37 °C in a 

humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. At the end of all exposure periods, the 

coverslips were washed with PBS to remove any extracellular material and 

fixed using 4% PFA. The coverslips were then mounted onto a microscope 

slide using Vectashield containing DAPI (Vector laboratories, H-1200). 

Within a single experiment, each experimental condition was performed in 

duplicate. All experiments were performed at least three times on separate 

occasions. 
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4.2.1.2 Analysis of micelle uptake by high content screening 

To quantify the fluorescence associated with P407-DiO micelles over 

time,100 µL of BeWo b 30 or MDCK cell suspension at a concentration of 

1.8 x 105 cells/mL were seeded in each well of a 96-well plate and grown 

for 2-3 days until they formed a monolayer. The cells were exposed to P407-

DiO micelles as explained in section 4.2.1.1 for a time course of 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7, 8 and 24hours. At the end of all exposure periods, the wells were 

washed with PBS to remove any extracellular material and fixed using 4% 

PFA. The cells were then stained with a nucleus selective dye (Hoechst 

33342, blue; Thermo scientific, 62249). 

Additional experiments using inhibitors were undertaken on cells 

grown on 96 well plates as explained above. Treated cells were pre-

exposed to a dynamin-II inhibitor MiTMAB (Merck, 1119-97-7) at a final 

concentration of 30 nM in cell culture medium (1 in 1000 from the stock 

solution at 30 µM) for 30 minutes. After this step, cells were exposed to a 1 

in 10 dilution of filtered P407-DiO micelles with and without MiTMAB. The 

positive control used to test inhibitor efficacy was transferrin-488 

(green;Invitrogen, T13342) at 25 µg/ml cell culture medium (1 in 200 dilution 

from a stock solution of 5 mg/mL). Additionally, cells were exposed to cell 

culture medium containing 30nM MiTMAB in the absence of micelles as a 

negative control for fluorescence. The total length of each exposure was 1 

hour. 

Each experiment included 6 replicate wells and was performed on two 

separate occasions. 
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4.2.1.3 Surfactant optimisation  

To localise cell compartments containing DiO by immunofluorescence 

localisation, it was first necessary to establish conditions that allowed 

membrane permeabilisation for antibody entry while retaining DiO 

fluorescence within intracellular compartments. The selection of an 

appropriate surfactant for immunofluorescence experiments was carried out 

on MDCK cells grown in imaging dishes. 2 mL of cell suspension at a 

concentration of 0.88 x 105 cells/mL were seeded on cell culture imaging 

dishes and grown for 2 days at 37 ºC in a humidified atmosphere of 5% 

CO2. After the incubation time, a 10-fold dilution of filtered P407-DiO 

micelles (section 4.2.1.1) in cell culture medium was added to the cells for 

4 hours at 37 ºC in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. At the end of the 

exposure time, the coverslips were washed with PBS to remove any 

extracellular material and fixed using 2% PFA. To test the effect of the 

surfactant on fixed cells, the cells were imaged in 2 mL of PBS. After 30 

seconds, 0.5 mL of PBS was removed from the dish and replaced with 0.5 

mL of 0.4 % Saponin(Merck, S4521) or Triton™ x-100 (Merck, 9002-93-1) 

in PBS to give a final concentration of 0.1 % in the imaging dish. This 

experiment was repeated twice on separate occasions. 
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4.2.1.4 Localisation of sub-cellular compartments by 

immunofluorescence 

MDCK and BeWo b30 experiments with antibodies was done on coverslips 

as previously described (section 4.2.1.1). The cells were exposed 

separately to P407-DiO micelles for 4 hours. An additional 24 hours 

experiment was set up for BeWo b30 cells only following the same 

procedure. Following fixation, the cells were permeabilised with 0.1% 

Saponin and incubated with a primary antibody followed by a secondary 

antibody selected for each specific target (Table 4.1). The full protocol can 

be found in Section 2.3.4.  

Within a single experiment, each experimental condition was performed in 

duplicate. All experiments were performed at least three times. 

 

Table 4.1 Primary and secondary antibodies used 

Primary 

antibody 

Used to 

target  
Dilution 

Secondary 

antibody 
Dilution 

EEA1  

(mouse) 

Early 

endosomes 
1:200 

Alexa 594 

(mouse) 
1:200 

CD63  

(mouse)  

Late 

endosomes/ 

Lysosomes 

1:200 
Alexa 594 

(mouse) 
1:200 

ApoB 

(rabbit) 
Lipid droplets 1:200 

Alexa 594 

(rabbit) 
1:200 
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4.2.1.5 Determination of cargo release using FRET  

The same process described in section 4.2.1.1 was followed for FRET 

experiments on MDCK cells continuously exposed to RITC-P407-DiO 

micelles or using a pulse-chase protocol in which cells were exposed for 

one hour before replacing the experimental medium with cell culture 

medium. The cells were then kept at 37 ºC and a humidified atmosphere of 

5% CO2 for the required time. 
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4.2.2 Imaging methods 

4.2.2.1 General confocal imaging conditions 

Confocal images were obtained with a Leica SP5-II AOBS confocal laser 

scanning microscope attached to a Leica DM I6000 inverted microscope 

using a 63x oil-immersion lens (WD 0.1, NA 1.4). Filter cubes used for visual 

inspection were I3 (blue), N2.1 (green) and A4 (UV). The lasers used to 

acquire images were a 50 mW 405 nm diode laser, a 65 mW 488 nm Argon 

laser and a 20 mW 561 nm solid state yellow laser. The detectors used were 

a standard PMT with a detection range set at 415-470 nm, and two hybrid 

detectors with detection ranges of 498-545 nm and 575-650 nm 

respectively. The dimensions of the acquired images were 1024 x 1024 

pixels with a resolution of 4.14580 pixels/µm. 

For each condition, six random fields of view were selected in the cell 

monolayer and z-stacks were obtained using a step size of 1 µm. All settings 

were kept unchanged over all samples and experiments to ensure 

comparability. After image acquisition, the maximum intensity stack was 

selected using ImageJ/Fiji24,25 software. The most representative images of 

the acquired data were chosen from at least 4 experiments and are 

presented in this work. 
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4.2.3 High content screening imaging 

High content screening images were obtained by automated acquisition 

using a Perkin-Elmer Opera LX spinning disk confocal with autofocus and a 

60x water-immersion lens (NA 1.2). Ten fields of view were randomly 

chosen for each well and 15 to 20 z-steps were acquired at 1 µm intervals. 

Approximatively 900 images were obtained for each individual condition 

within one experiment. The image analysis was performed using a batch-

processing plugin within the ImageJ/Fiji software (written by Dr Stephen 

Cross see Appendix A for more details) giving information about the mean 

intensity of pixels inside and outside a selected size range of 3, 5 and 10 

pixels around the nuclei of the cells (Figure 4.1). The minimum measured 

range was set at 3 pixels distance to evaluate the intensity in areas close to 

the nuclei whereas the maximum range at 10 pixels was chosen to measure 

the intensity within a full individual cell. The outcome of this analysis was 

statistically processed using a MATLAB code (see appendix B) where the 

outliers were removed using le Chauvenet’s criterion26 and the means and 

standard deviations of the data were obtained. Finally, the statistical values 

obtained, for each time point, were plotted against time and a second-

degree polynomial regression was used to adjust the data.  
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Figure 4.1 Diagram of the area selected for image quantification of fluorescence in images obtained 
using high-content screening microscopy. The red dashed line illustrates the different measured 

areas around the nuclei3, 5, and 10 pixels (0.65µm, 1.08 µm, and 2.15 µm respectively). The black 

dashed line shows the average distance between nuclei (~30 pixels or 7 µm). 

 

4.2.4 Analysis of colocalisation of DiO with antibodies 

The resulting images from the antibody staining experiments were analysed 

using CellProfiler27 software. A pipeline was used to automate the analysis 

by applying the same processing steps (Figure 4.2) to all analysed images 

and finally obtain two numerical values associated with the amount of 

colocalisation between the antibodies and DiO. The obtained values 

correspond to the Mander’s coefficients indicating the degree of overlap 

between two channels. All data are expressed as means of the measured 

coefficients. The significance of differences between means was assessed 

using a one-way ANOVA test and a Tukey post-test analysis with 

significance set at P<0.001. 
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Figure 4.2 Diagram of the cell profiler pipeline used to measure colocalisation. 

 

4.2.5 Imaging for FRET measurements 

As a quenching effect was detected in RITC-P407-DiO micelles 

between the two fluorophores (results chapter 1 FRET section), FRET was 

used to evaluate the possible release of the DiO cargo from RITC-P407 

micelles into fixed cells. This was done by measuring the energy transfer 

between the encapsulated fluorophore and the fluorophore conjugated to 

the polymer at different exposure times. FRET measurements were 

obtained using a Leica SP5-II AOBS confocal laser scanning microscope 

attached to a Leica DM I6000 inverted microscope. The capture of images 

was supported by the Leica Application Suite Advanced Fluorescence (LAS 

AF) software. Within the LAS AF, the FRET acceptor photo-bleaching 

wizard was used to measure the fluorescence intensity of the FRET donor 

(DiO) before and after bleaching the acceptor (RITC-P407). This difference 

of fluorescence intensity is directly related to the amount of FRET and 

therefore the FRET efficiency was quantified by the LAS AF using the 

following equation28: 
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/%0�1223431546 = (�789: − �7;1)
�789:  

Equation 4.1 FRET efficiency, where Dpost corresponds to the fluorescence intensity of the donor 
after photo-bleaching and Dpre to the fluorescence intensity of the donor before photo-bleaching  

 

The settings used to acquire the images were as described in section 

4.2.2.1. A region of interest (ROI) was defined by a squared region of 30 x 

30 µm in the acceptor image including the cell cytoplasm and the nucleus. 

This ROI was bleached over 10 frames with the 561 nm laser with intensity 

increased using AOTF settings. After bleaching, a look-up table (LUT) was 

generated to display the fluorescence intensities. 

For each timepoint, ten different fields of view were randomly selected on 

the cell monolayer. One ROI was defined within each field for bleaching. 

The amount of FRET efficiency (presented as an LUT) was recorded for 

each ROI defining three sub-ROI of 5x5 µm in the cytoplasm and one in the 

nucleus -where FRET was not expected to be detected. A mean value of all 

the FRET efficiencies detected within each sub-ROI was obtain using the 

LAS AF software. The mean values were then averaged and presented with 

their associated standard deviations. 

Within a single experiment, each experimental condition was performed in 

duplicate and three independent experiments were performed. 
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 Uptake of P407-DiO micelles over time 

4.3.1 Uptake of P407-DiO micelles by MDCK cells 

MDCK cells were exposed to P407-DiO micelles for 1, 4, 8, and 24 

hours and compared to the control (cells grown in medium without micelles) 

(Figure 4.3). After exposing the cells to micelles for 1 hour, a green 

fluorescent signal is observed over all the cell monolayer excluding the 

nuclei (Figure 4.3). This green fluorescence appears to be distributed in the 

cytoplasm with some accumulation around the nucleus and is not present 

in the control indicating that the green fluorescence is due to the 

internalisation of the DiO dye and not to inherent fluorescence of the cells. 

After 4 hours of continuous exposure, some brighter punctate labelling is 

evident within cells in addition to the more uniform labelling seen at 1h (Fig 

1.3) suggesting that some internalised DiO is accumulating in specific 

locations of the cell. Similar accumulation sites are also observed after 8 

hours of exposure with a more uniform distribution in the cytoplasm (Figure 

4.3). At a longer exposure time, such as 24h, the green fluorescence 

intensity in the entire monolayer seems to have increased as well as the 

number of accumulation sites compared to previous time points.  

Over all measured timepoints, the green fluorescence associated with DiO 

can be detected throughout the cells indicating the effective continuous 

internalisation of DiO over time. Additionally, the confinement of the 

fluorophore into localised sites in the cytoplasm suggests that the 

fluorophore could be accumulating into the sub cellular compartment of the 

cells. Furthermore, cell morphology remains unaffected by the presence of 
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micelles after 24 hours of continuous exposure to micelles suggesting the 

polymer is relatively non-toxic. 
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Figure 4.3 Uptake of P407-DiO micelles (green) in MDCK cells over time. Confocal images were taken on fixed cells previously grown in medium (control) and exposed to P407-
DiO micelles for 1, 4, 8 and 24 hours. The circled areas show the accumulation of DiO in specific cellular compartments. Nuclei labelled with DAPI (blue). The images shown are 

representative of those obtained in four separate experiments. Scale bar 25 µm. 
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4.3.2 Uptake of P407-DiO micelles by BeWo b30 cells  

BeWo b30 cells were exposed continuously to P407-DiO micelles over 

the same time range as previously used for MDCK cell exposure (Section 

4.3.1). After 1-hour exposure, a green fluorescent signal is observed over 

all the cell monolayer excluding the cells’ nuclei. The fluorescence intensity 

appears to be higher than in the control suggesting that the DiO dye is 

responsible for the observed green fluorescence. Similarly to the results 

found for MDCK cells, the dye seems to accumulate in certain areas of the 

cell forming bright punctuate structures. The number of dye-accumulation 

sites appear to increase with time as well as the overall fluorescence of the 

cells. In addition, the cell monolayer does not show any disruption after 

being exposed to micelles for 24 hours supporting the results found 

previously with MDCK cells. 

MDCK and BeWo cells show comparable compartments when exposed to 

P407-DiO micelles. However, MDCK cells show more fluorescence than 

BeWo cells at early time points despite being exposed to identical 

experimental conditions. This suggests that the internalisation rates may be 

different for each cell line. Although the visual evaluation shows evidence of 

the dye being internalised in the cells over time, quantification of the green 

fluorescence is needed to validate the results. 
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Figure 4.4 Uptake of P407-DiO micelles (green) in BeWo b30 cells over time. Confocal images were taken on fixed cells previously grown in medium (control) and exposed to 
P407-DiO micelles for 1, 4, 8 and 24 hours. The areas signalled by a circle show the accumulation of DiO in specific cell compartments. Nuclei labelled with DAPI (blue). The 

images shown are representatives of those obtained in four separate experiments. Scale bar 25 µm.
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 Quantification of fluorescence in cells over time 

4.4.1 Quantification of DiO fluorescence in micelles-

exposed MDCK cells  

The quantification of the green fluorescence due to DiO internalisation 

was made using high-content screening imaging. This was used to 

corroborate the observations previously made (section 4.3.1) on the uptake 

of DiO dye into MDCK cells monolayers. The mean pixel intensity was 

measured in three different concentric rings around the nuclei (Figure 4.1) 

at different particle exposure times. 

The mean fluorescence intensity detected in the first detection ring, set 3 

pixels (0.65µm) apart from the edge of each nucleus, was measured and 

plotted against time of exposure. The mean intensity outside this range was 

also plotted against time to compare the amount of fluorescence measured 

in both areas of the cells (Figure 4.5.A). Although both curves present the 

same growth pattern, the curve corresponding to the mean intensity 

detected inside the range is lower than the one detected outside for all time 

points. The curves for 5 (1.08 µm) and 10 pixels (2.15 µm) range (Figure 

4.5 B and C respectively), show the same growth type as seen for 3 pixels. 

This difference between the signal detected inside and outside the selected 

range is consistent with the nature of the experiment as the measured range 

represents only a fraction of the total fluorescence intensity measured in the 

monolayer. Furthermore, the increase of the fluorescence with time shows 

that the dye internalisation happens slowly at early time points but increases 

rapidly for later timepoints without reaching equilibrium or saturation over 
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25 hours after exposure. The growth pattern also shows that the dye 

accumulates into the cells over time without much recycling which would 

result in a constant gradient.  

To compare the effects of changing the width of the measured range on the 

values of mean fluorescent intensities, the mean values found at 3, 5 and, 

10 pixels were plotted together for measurements inside and outside the 

range (Figure 4.6 A and B). The curves seem to superimpose showing no 

difference for all measured areas. These results imply that the detected 

mean fluorescence intensity seems to be distributed across the cells even 

though the images show dye accumulation in specific cell compartments 

(Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.5 Mean green fluorescence intensity measured in MDCK cells over time. Cells were 
exposed to P407-DiO micelles and the intensity was measured inside and outside selected ranges. 
(A) 3 pixels, (B) 5 pixels, and (C)10 pixels range. All the values are presented as means ± SD (n=60). 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of the mean green fluorescence intensities measured in MDCK cells at 
different measurement ranges (A) inside and (B) outside the selected range. All the values are 
presented as means ± SD (n=60) (see also Figure 4.5)  
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4.4.2 Quantification of fluorescence in micelles-exposed 

BeWo b30 cells 

High-content screening imaging was used to validate the observations 

made previously on the uptake of DiO dye into BeWo cells monolayers 

(section 4.3.2). To detect the accumulation in specific areas of the 

cytoplasm of BeWo b30 cells, the mean pixel intensity was measured in 

three different concentric rings around the nuclei (Figure 4.1) at different 

particle exposure times.  

The first measured area was set at 3 pixels (0.65µm) distance from the 

nuclear membrane. The green fluorescence intensity of DiO within this 

range was quantified and plotted against time of exposure of micelles to the 

cells. Equally, the mean green intensity detected outside these areas was 

plotted against time (Figure 4.7.A). At all-time points, the green fluorescence 

intensity seems to be higher inside the measured range than outside. This 

suggests that the DiO could be accumulating more in areas close to the cell 

nucleus. Both curves present almost a linear growth at first with a slower 

growth at later timepoints such as 22 hours. This could be due to the dye 

reaching saturation in the cell being recycled or degraded after 22 hours. 

When measuring the green fluorescence intensity within distances of 5 and 

10 pixels (1.08 µm and 2.15 µm) from the nuclear edge (Figure 4.7 B and C 

respectively), the observed patterns are consistent with the ones observed 

at 3 pixels distance. The difference between inside and outside the range is 

still visible and both curves follow different types of growths similarly to the 

one seen previously at 3 pixels.  
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The mean values found at 3, 5 and, 10 pixels were plotted together to 

understand the effects of changing the radius of the measured rings outside 

and inside the range (Figure 4.8 A and B respectively). The curves 

superimpose showing no difference between the different measurements. 

This shows an even distribution of the dye in the cytoplasm despite the 

accumulation sites seen in the confocal images (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.7 Mean green fluorescence intensity measured in BeWo b30 cells over time. Cells were 
exposed to P407-DiO micelles and the intensity was measured inside and outside selected ranges. 
(A) 3 pixels, (B) 5 pixels, and (C)10 pixels range. All the values are presented as means ± SD (n=60). 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of the mean green fluorescence intensities measured on BeWo b30 cells at 
different measurement ranges (A) inside and (B) outside the selected range. All the values are 
presented as means ± SD (n=60) (see also Figure 4.7) 
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 Effect of MiTMAB inhibitor on micelles uptake 

Previous work has shown triblock copolymer micelles and unimers to 

enter mammalian cells through receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME)20. 

The internalisation pathway of P407-DiO micelles in BeWo b30 and MDCK 

cells was evaluated combining high-content screening microscopy 

technique alongside a chemical endocytic inhibitor, namely myristyl 

trimethyl ammonium bromide (MiTMAB). This molecule competitively 

prevents the dynamin protein from binding to phospholipids and thus, 

inhibits RME29,30. 

 

4.5.1 DiO fluorescence quantification in MDCK cells with 

MiTMAB 

The green fluorescence observed in MDCK cells after exposure to 

P407-DiO micelles for 1 hour was quantified and compared to the 

fluorescence detected in presence of MiTMAB (Figure 4.9). The mean 

fluorescence intensity of DiO was significantly reduced by 30% (P<0.001) 

in the presence of MiTMAB (DiO/MM). Additionally, cells exposed to 

transferrin and MiTMAB were used as a control for the inhibitor efficacy. The 

mean fluorescence of cells exposed to transferrin (ALEXA FLUOR™ 488) 

also showed a significant decrease in the presence of MiTMAB but in this 

case inhibition was 98% (P<0.001) (Figure 4.9).  

The decreased DiO fluorescence with MiTMAB suggests involvement of 

RME in P407-DiO internalisation in MDCK cells. However, the incomplete 
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inhibition of P407-DiO uptake contrasted with that of transferrin and 

suggests that additional pathway(s) contribute to micelle internalisation. 

Since the use of MiTMAB has shown to inhibit cytokinesis in some 

cells30, the cell viability count was performed in samples exposed to 

MiTMAB and DiO and DiO only (Figure 4.10). No significant difference in 

the number of nuclei with or without the use of MiTMAB inhibitor was 

detected. This shows that at the concentrations and exposure times used in 

this experiment, MiTMAB inhibitor did not present a toxic effect on MDCK 

cells. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Effect of MiTMAB inhibitor on the uptake of P407-DiO and transferrin (ALEXA FLUOR™ 
488) in MDCK cells. Cells were exposed to P407-DiO micelles or transferrin (ALEXA FLUOR™ 488) 
with and without MiTMAB (MM) for 1 hour. All the values are presented as means ± SD (n=40) and 
the significance difference between means was evaluated using a one-way ANOVA followed by a 
post hoc comparison (Tukey test):  *** P<0.001. 
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Figure 4.10 Effect of MiTMAB inhibitor on the number of MDCK cells detected per field of view. The 
red and black bars represent mean ± SD (n=30) and the significance difference between means was 
evaluated using an unpaired t-test with significance set at P<0.05. 

  

4.5.2 DiO fluorescence quantification in BeWo b30 cells with 

MiTMAB 

The effect of the dynamin inhibitor MiTMAB on P407-DiO uptake by 

BeWo b30 cells was measured to evaluate the potential role of RME in 

uptake (Figure 4.11). Addition of MiTMAB alongside P407-DiO micelles 

(DiO/MM) results in a decrease of the mean green fluorescence intensity 

detected in the monolayer by 22% (P<0.001) with respect to the control 

(cells exposed to P407-DiO micelles). The control used to test the inhibitor 

efficacy was transferrin. In the presence of MiTMAB, the mean fluorescence 

intensity decreases significantly by 77% (P<0.001) (Figure 4.11). 

Comparably to MDCK cells, the fluorescence observed in cells exposed to 

micelles in presence of inhibitors indicates that one possible internalisation 
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pathway of P407-DiO micelles is through RME. Additionally, as seen in 

MDCK cells, the DiO uptake is not completely inhibited suggesting that RME 

is not the only internalisation pathway followed by P407-DiO micelles. 

A cell viability count was performed in cells exposed to DiO in 

presence and absence of MiTMAB (Figure 4.12. No significant difference in 

the number of nuclei detected was seen in both cases. This indicates that 

the use of MiTMAB at the concentration and exposure time used in this 

experiment did not lead to cell toxicity in BeWo b30 cells.  

 

 

Figure 4.11 Effect of MiTMAB inhibitor on the uptake of P407-DiO and transferrin (ALEXA FLUOR™ 
488) in BeWo b30 cells. Cells were exposed to P407-DiO micelles or transferrin (ALEXA FLUOR™ 
488) with and without MiTMAB for 1 hour. All the values are presented as means ± SD (n=60) and 
the significance difference between means was evaluated using a one-way ANOVA followed by a 
post hoc comparison (Tukey test): *** P<0.001. 
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Figure 4.12 Effect of MiTMAB inhibitor on the number of BeWo b30 cells detected per field of view. 
The red and black bars represent mean ± SD (n=30) and the significance difference between means 
was evaluated using an unpaired t-test with significance set at P<0.05. 
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 Localisation of endocytic sub-cellular 

compartments using immunofluorescence 

To corroborate the results seen with inhibitors, immuno-fluorescence 

was used to examine the cellular colocalisation of the DiO dye with key 

compartments accessible through RME. For this, BeWo b30 and MDCK 

cells were exposed to P407-DiO micelles for 4 hours then fixed and stained 

with antibodies against early endosomes and lysosomes. Because of its 

hydrophobic properties, it was also hypothesised that DiO might accumulate 

in lipid-rich cellular compartments. Hence, an additional antibody marker for 

lipid-droplets (LD) was used. 

 

4.6.1 Optimisation of the surfactant for antibody staining 

One important step for immunolabelling is the permeabilisation of the 

plasma membrane prior to the addition of primary antibodies in order for the 

antibodies to access intracellular compartments.  To proceed with 

immunofluorescent localisation of compartments containing DiO it was first 

necessary to establish conditions that allowed membrane permeabilisation 

to antibodies while retaining DiO fluorescence within intracellular 

compartments. 

Triton X-100 is the most commonly used membrane-permeabilising 

agent in immunofluorescence. This non-ionic surfactant permeabilises the 

cellular membrane by inserting a hydrophobic monomer into the lipid 

membrane creating pores31. However, this surfactant is non-selective and 
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therefore it may extract proteins alongside lipids. The effect of Triton X-100 

(0.1%) on MDCK cells previously exposed to P407-DiO micelles was 

followed with live-imaging during a 10 minutes period (Figure 4.13). Visually, 

the DiO fluorescence decreased with time so that by the end of the exposure 

almost all the fluorescence had disappeared, suggesting the surfactant had 

formed pores sufficiently large for DiO to escape the cells.  

Saponin has been found to be specific for cholesterol rich sites in the cellular 

membrane forming 10 nm size pores32. 0.1% of saponin surfactant was 

added to MDCK cells under the same experimental conditions as the 

addition of Triton x-100 (Figure 4.14). The fluorescence of DiO was 

maintained after 10 minutes of permeabilising the cells with saponin. This 

shows that the loss of fluorescence is due to membrane permeabilisation 

and not to photobleaching as well as demonstrating the suitability of saponin 

as a membrane-permeabiliser agent for the purposes of this work. 
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Figure 4.13 Confocal imaging of the addition of 0.1% Triton X-100 to fixed MDCK cells previously 
exposed to P407-DiO micelles (green). The red highlighted time (60s) marks the time of addition of 

the surfactant. Scale bar 25 µm.  
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Figure 4.14 Confocal -imaging of the addition of 0.1% Saponin to fixed MDCK cells previously 
exposed to P407-DiO micelles (green). The red highlighted time (60s) marks the time of addition of 

the surfactant. Scale bar 25 µm.   
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4.6.2 Colocalisation of sub-cellular compartments with DiO 

in MDCK cells  

As seen in previous sections, DiO fluorescence increased with time 

and accumulated in bright punctate structures following exposure of MDCK 

cells to P407-DiO (sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.1). Additionally, the use of a 

dynamin inhibitor reduced the uptake of DiO into cells suggesting that the 

DiO micelles might be internalised by the cells through RME. To validate 

the uptake of micelles through such endocytic pathway, immunolabelling 

was used to identify key cellular compartments such as early endosomes 

and lysosomes. Moreover, the accumulation of the dye in highly 

hydrophobic sites was suspected and thus, immunostaining of LD was 

carried out. The immunolabeling was undertaken on cells exposed to P407 

DiO micelles for 4 hours (Figure 4.15). The immunolabelling of early 

endosomes with EEA1 primary antibody and ALEXA 594-labelled 

secondary antibodies shows a red punctate pattern superficially similar to 

that seen with DiO. However, the merged image shows little colocalisation 

between DiO and early endosomes (Figure 4.15). Late endosomes and 

lysosomes were stained with CD63 primary antibody. However, low 

amounts of red fluorescence were seen compared to that seen previously 

for early endosomes. This was only seen after doubling the intensity of the 

laser suggesting that the antibody labelling was unsuccessful. Yet, the 

merged image showed a small amount of colocalisation of DiO with the 

lysosomal marker which could be due to the background noise caused by 

the high laser power. The LD compartments labelled with ApoB primary 
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antibody, show red punctate structures but no colocalisation with DiO was 

seen in the merged channel.  

The amounts of colocalisation between DiO and antibodies was determined 

calculating the Mander’s coefficients (M1 and M2) (Figure 4.16). The value 

of M1 for EEA1 antibody indicates that only 20% of the red pixels 

corresponding to the antibodies colocalise with the green pixels detected for 

DiO. M2 shows that approximatively 5% of the pixels detected for DiO 

colocalise with the red pixels of EEA1. The low values of M1 and M2 indicate 

a very low amount of colocalisation of the DiO with the early endosomal 

marker. The value of M1 for CD63, shows that approximatively 60% of the 

red pixels corresponding to the lysosomal marker overlap with the DiO 

green pixels. However, the statistical difference analysis of this value shows 

no significance between this value and the one found for EEA1. This high 

value of overlap observed is therefore caused by the noise detected in the 

CD63 image (Figure 4.15 A) overlapping with DiO signal rather than the 

antibody colocalising with DiO. The values of M1 and M2 display no 

colocalisation between the LD marker and DiO with no significant difference 

between these results and the ones found for EEA1. 
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Figure 4.15 Colocalisation of EEA1, CD63 and, ApoB with DiO in MDCK cells.(A) cells were 
exposed to P407-DiO micelles for 4h (green) and labelled with antibodies after fixation (red). Nuclei 

are labelled in blue with DAPI. Scale bar: 15µm (B) Magnifications of selected regions indicated by 
white dashed boxes. The colocalisation is shown in yellow. The images shown are representative of 
those obtained in three separate experiments. 
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Figure 4.16 Quantification of the colocalisation of EEA1, CD63 and ApoB with DiO in MDCK cells 
using Mander’s coefficients (M1 and M2). M1 represents the fraction of antibody staining in 
colocalisation with DiO whereas M2 shows the fraction of DiO in colocalisation with the antibody 

staining. All the values are means ± SD (n=3) and the significance difference between means was 
evaluated using a one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc comparison (Tukey test) with significance 
set at P<0.001. 
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4.6.3 Colocalisation of sub-cellular compartments with DiO 

in BeWo b30 cells 

To gain insight into the mechanism by which the DiO dye is being 

internalised into BeWo cells, the subcellular localisation of early 

endosomes, lysosomes and LD was investigated using immunolabelling. 

The immunostaining was undertaken on cells exposed for 4 hours to P407-

DiO micelles (Figure 4.17). The DiO and EEA1 primary antibody show green 

and red punctate patterns respectively. The merged image shows negligible 

colocalisation between DiO and the early endosomal marker. The CD63 

primary antibody used to label late endosomes and lysosomes also 

presents a red fluorescent punctate distribution. Although fewer DiO puncta 

are observed compared to CD63 labelling, the merged image shows 

substantial colocalisation of DiO and the lysosomal marker. The LD marked 

with the ApoB primary antibody showed fluorescent red punctate patterns 

which do not overlap with DiO green puncta in the merged image. 

The amount of overlap between DiO in cells after 4h exposure to P407-DiO 

micelles and each antibody staining was expressed using Mander’s 

coefficients (Figure 4.18.A). For EEA1, the value of M1 indicate that only 

20% of the signal detected from the antibody was colocalised with the DiO 

signal. The value of M2 shows that a negligible amount of DiO signal 

colocalises with the early endosomal antibody. The low values of M1 and 

M2 indicate a very low amount of colocalisation of the DiO with the early 

endosomal marker. For CD63, the value of M1 shows that approximately 

50% of the red pixels detected for the lysosomal marker overlaps with the 
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green pixels associated to DiO. The value of M2 for CD63 shows 80% of 

the DiO pixels colocalising with the antibody. Both coefficient values seem 

to confirm the observations made about the DiO colocalising with the 

lysosomal marker. Nevertheless, one coefficient is higher than the other 

since there are less green DiO pixels than red CD63 pixels. The low values 

of M1 and M2 for ApoB present no colocalisation between the lipid-droplets 

marker and DiO. Furthermore, the values of M1 and M2 for EEA1 and ApoB 

showed no significant difference with each other confirming that both 

antibodies do not show any colocalisation with DiO. The value of M2 for 

CD63 was shown to be significantly higher than the value for EEA1 (mean 

difference of 0.83 ± 0.11 and P < 0.001) and ApoB (mean difference of 0.78 

± 0.12 and P < 0.001) validating the colocalisation of DiO with the lysosomal 

marker. The value of M1 does not show any statistical difference with any 

other coefficient as the data is too disperse. 

The same overlap was measured in cells exposed to P407-DiO micelles 

for a longer time period of 24h (Figure 4.18.B). For EEA1 and ApoB, the 

values of M1 and M2 show no colocalisation of the antibody staining and 

DiO. The value of M2 for CD63 shows only 60% of DiO in colocalisation with 

the lysosomal marker. This value decreased by 20% from 4h to 24h 

exposure. Furthermore, the mean difference of M2 for CD63 and for EEA1 

decreased from 0.83 ± 0.11 with P < 0.001, at 4h exposure, to 0.46 ± 0.25 

with P < 0.05 after 24h exposure. This suggests that the DiO might be 

released from the lysosomes and late endosomes over time. 
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Figure 4.17 Colocalisation of EEA1, CD63 and, ApoB with DiO in BeWo b30 cells.(A) cells were 
exposed to P407-DiO micelles for 4h (green) and labelled with antibodies after fixation (red). Nuclei 

are labelled in blue with DAPI. Scale bar: 15µm (B) Magnifications of selected regions indicated by 
white dashed boxes. The colocalisation is shown in yellow. The images shown are representative of 
those obtained in three separate experiments.  
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Figure 4.18 Quantification of the colocalisation of EEA1, CD63 and, ApoB with DiO exposed for (A) 
4h and (B) 24h in BeWo b30 cells using Mander’s coefficients (M1 and M2 ). M1 represents the 
fraction of antibody staining in colocalisation with DiO whereas M2 shows the fraction of DiO in 

colocalisation with the antibody staining. All the values are means ± SD (n=3) and the significance 
difference between means was evaluated using a one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc 
comparison (Tukey test) with significance set at P<0.001 
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 Uptake of RITC-P407-DiO micelles over time 

4.7.1 Uptake of RITC-P407-DiO micelles on MDCK cells 

In previous sections, the evaluation of the green fluorescence 

associated with DiO cargo showed evidence of the internalisation by MDCK 

cells as well as its accumulation in specific cell compartments. However, no 

information on whether the dye is still in micelles when internalised was 

found. To address this matter, MDCK Cells were exposed continuously to 

RITC-P407-DiO micelles for 1, 4, 8, and 24 hours (Figure 4.19). After 1-hour 

exposure, a red and green fluorescence can be seen in the cytoplasm of 

the cells. Neither fluorescence is seen in the control cells not exposed to 

micelles indicating the uptake by the cells of the RITC-P407 polymer as well 

as the cargo (DiO) after 1 hour of exposure. From 4 to 8 hours exposure, 

the green and red fluorescence seems to increase in the overall cell 

monolayer as the micelles continue to enter the cells. However, at 1, 4, and 

8-hours, the green fluorescence appears to be lower than previously 

observed in MDCK cells exposed to P407-DiO micelles at the same time 

points (Figure 4.3). After 24 hours of continuous exposure, the green 

fluorescence is substantially higher than for the previous time points which 

is in marked contrast to the red fluoresce which seems to have slightly 

decreased. As seen previously (Chapter 3), the fluorescence of DiO seems 

to be quenched by RITC-P407 at 37 ºC. This could explain the low 

fluorescence observed in the cell monolayer when adding RITC labelled 

P407 to the micelle corona. This also suggests that from 1 up to 8 hours 

DiO may still be encapsulated into RITC-P407 micelles. At later time points, 
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the green fluorescence seems to increase as the red fluorescence 

decreases. This could be due to a reduced quenching effect if the polymer 

and the encapsulated dye might be following different pathways after 8 

hours exposure.  

From this experiment, evidence is seen of the dye being encapsulated into 

micelles when taken up by the cells. However, a deeper analysis of the 

fluorescence quenching is needed to confirm these results.  
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Figure 4.19 Uptake of RITC-P407-DiO micelles in MDCK cells over time. Confocal images were taken on fixed cells previously exposed to RITC-P407-DiO micelles for 1, 4, 8 

and 24 hours. The images shown are representative of those obtained in four separate experiments. Scale bar 50 µm.
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4.7.2 Uptake of RITC-P407-DiO micelles on BeWo b30 cells 

BeWo cells were continuously exposed to RITC-P407-DiO micelles for 1, 

4, 8, and 24 hours (Figure 4.20). After 1h exposure, a green and red 

fluorescence is seen in the cell monolayer in contrast to control cells 

confirming the uptake of the DiO dye and RITC-P407 polymer. At 4, 8, and 

24 hours, the red fluorescence diminishes gradually whereas the green 

fluorescence slightly increases with time. After the first hour of exposure, 

the green and red fluorescence seem to overlap resulting in a yellow 

merged image. At later timepoints, the green fluorescence increases as the 

red fluorescence decreases suggesting that, as seen previously in MDCK 

cells, the RITC-P407 polymer could be quenching the fluorescence of DiO. 

Additionally, the overlap of the green and red channels seems to decrease 

with time and the cross-section images at 24h display green and red 

accumulation areas in different sites of the cells. This implies that the DiO 

may be following a different pathway than the RITC-P407 polymer and thus, 

indicates the potential release of the cargo from micelles to the cells after 

being internalised. 
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Figure 4.20 Uptake of RITC-P407-DiO micelles in BeWo b30 cells over time. Confocal images were taken on fixed cells previously exposed to RITC-P407-DiO micelles for 1, 4, 

8 and 24 hours. The images shown are representative of those obtained in four separate experiments. Scale bar 50 µm. 
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 Evaluation of the cargo release in cells over time 

using FRET  

To further investigate the quenching effect observed when exposing 

RITC-P407-DiO micelles to cells (section 4.7), the quantification of FRET 

detected between RITC-P407 polymer and DiO dye was done on MDCK 

cells.  

 

4.8.1 Determination of the FRET efficiency in MDCK cells 

during a continuous exposure to micelles 

MDCK cells were continuously exposed to RITC-P407-DiO micelles 

using a protocol replicating the experiments presented in section 1.7. After 

exposure, the FRET efficiency, expressing the amount of energy transfer 

between the donor and acceptor (DiO and RITC respectively), was obtained 

by photo-bleaching the acceptor within a ROI. The result from this was 

displayed as a LUT image (Figure 4.21 A). The merged image, after 1h 

exposure, shows an overall orange fluorescence resulting from the overlap 

of the green fluorescence of DiO and the red fluorescence of RITC-P407. 

This indicates that both dyes are colocalised in the same sites of the cells 

hence, DiO might still be encapsulated in micelles for this time point. The 

pseudo colours in the LUT image show higher FRET signals detected in 

proximity to the nucleus. The merged image after 24h of continuous 

exposure presents green and red puncta in different loci of the cell 

suggesting that some cargo was released from micelles at this timepoint. 
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The LUT image indicates lower FRET efficiency than the one seen at 1h 

exposure and reveals the accumulation of the fluorescence into punctate 

structures in contrast to the uniform distribution seen at 1h.  

The FRET efficiencies obtained from the LUTs at 1, 4, 8, and 24h were 

measured in the cytoplasm and compared to the values found in the nucleus 

where no fluorescence or FRET are visually observed (Figure 4.21 B). After 

1h exposure, 30% of FRET efficiency is measured in the cytoplasm of the 

cells. This FRET efficiency confirms that after 1h, part of the cargo is still 

inside the micelles as fluorescence quenching is detected only when DiO is 

encapsulated inside 15 nm RITC-P407 micelles (Chapter 3).  

From 1 to 4h exposure a considerable decrease in FRET is observed 

indicating the release of the dye from the micelles’ core. From 4 to 24h, no 

substantial changes in FRET are seen with efficiency values of ~10%. 

These values differ significantly from the ones detected inside the nuclear 

area meaning that FRET is still occurring in the cytoplasm during this time 

period.  

The significant decrease in FRET efficiency, suggests that most of the cargo 

is released from the micelles during the first 4h of exposure. Nevertheless, 

after 4h, a low amount of FRET is still detected. This could arise because 

new micelles continue to enter the cells during the experiment since the 

experimental setup inlcudes continuous exposure.   
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Figure 4.21 FRET measurements on MDCK cells continuously exposed to RITC-P407-DiO micelles. 
(A) Conversion of the FRET signal detected from a confocal image (left) into LUT (right) after 1 and 
24h of continuous exposure. The bleached ROI is designated by a green square. The FRET efficiency 
was measured in the cytoplasm of a cell (cyan squares) and compared to the one observed in the 
nucleus (pink squares). The images shown are representative of those obtained in 3 separate 
experiments. (B) FRET efficiencies measured over time. The measured values in the cytoplasm 
(blue) are compared to the ones found in the nuclei (red) All the values are presented as means ± 
SD..  
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4.8.2 Determination of the FRET efficiency in MDCK cells 

during a pulse exposure to micelles 

To further examine the time-course of RITC and DiO segregation in 

cells a pulse-chase RITC-P407-DiO exposure experiment was performed 

on MDCK cells followed by confocal and FRET analysis. The pulse-chase 

protocol was introduced with the intention of avoiding FRET signal from 

micelles entering the cells at all time points during a continuous exposure 

(section 4.8.1) and hence to provide a clearer analysis of time-dependent 

changes in DiO-RITC FRET. During this experiment, the cells were exposed 

to RITC-P407-DiO micelles only during the first hour of the experiment. The 

FRET efficiency occurring between DiO and RITC-P407 was imaged and 

displayed as a LUT image (Figure 4.22 A). The merged confocal image after 

1h exposure shows a uniform orange fluorescence distribution due to the 

overlap between RITC-P407 and DiO fluorophores. Additionally, the pseudo 

colours seen on the LUT image show a higher FRET in the cytoplasm of the 

cells than in the nuclei. These observations are comparable to the ones 

seen for a continuous exposure (Figure 4.21) thus, the assumption can be 

made that some DiO is still encapsulated into micelles after 1h exposure. 

After 24h of experiment, evidence is seen of the cargo being released from 

the micelles as the merged image shows green and red dots accumulating 

into different sites of the cells. Furthermore, the LUT image shows lower 

FRET efficiency than the one seen at 1h. 

The decrease of the FRET efficiencies was measured over time (Figure 

4.22 B). During the first hour of the experiment, approximatively 20% of 
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FRET efficiency is detected in cells. This value decreases considerably to 

~7% after four hours indicating some release of the cargo from the micelles. 

At the end of the experiment, the value of FRET efficiency obtained is 

approximatively 5% which is lower than the final value seen in the 

continuous exposure. This is to be expected as in the continuous 

experiment, had a constant exposure to RITC-P407-DiO micelles. 

The observed decrease in FRET, within this experiment, support the results 

seen in the continuous experiment suggesting that most of the DiO 

encapsulated is released in the first 4 hours after being internalised. 

However, a small amount of FRET can still be detected after 24 hours 

meaning that some of the DiO is still in micelles.  
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Figure 4.22 FRET measuremets on MDCK cells exposed to RITC-P407-DiO micelles for 1 hour. (A) 
Conversion of the FRET signal detected from a confocal image (left) into LUT (right) after 1 and 24h 
of continuous exposure. The bleached ROI is designated by a green square. The FRET efficiency 
was measured in the cytoplasm of a cell (cyan squares) and compared to the one observed in the 
nucleus (pink squares). The images shown are representative of those obtained in 3 separate 
experiments. (B) FRET efficiencies measured over time. The measured values in the cytoplasm 
(blue) are compared to the ones found in the nuclei (red). All the values are presented as means ± 
SD. 
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 Discussion 

In this chapter, the internalisation and cargo release of P407 micelles 

were assessed in BeWo b30 and MDCK cell monolayers. This was 

achieved by analysing P407-DiO and RITC-P407-DiO micelles with a range 

of imaging techniques. 

Initially, P407-DiO was localised in cells at various time points using 

confocal microscopy. Over all time points examined, the green fluorescence 

signal corresponding to DiO was detected in MDCK and BeWo b30 cells 

indicating the effective internalisation of the cargo. In the first 4 hours of 

exposure DiO fluorescence appeared to be distributed throughput the cell 

with possible accumulation around the nucleus. Moreover, evidence of 

accumulation of the dye into sub-cellular compartments was seen in both 

cell lines for time points later than 4 hours. This fluorescence was not seen 

for controls confirming DiO uptake. Furthermore, no fluorescent staining 

was seen in cellular membranes indicating that the dye is entering the cells 

in a different way that the usual lipid membrane stain seen for DiO33,34. To 

support these observations, quantitative and mechanistic studies were 

made on cells.  

Because of its randomised image acquisition and high throughput, 

high-content imaging using a spinning disk-based system was used to 

quantify DiO fluorescence in cells over time obtaining data with high 

statistical value. The results obtained confirmed the increase in 

fluorescence over time in MDCK and BeWo b30 cells. In both cases, the 

fluorescence increased in a non-linear way. In MDCK cells, the dye 
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internalisation happened slowly at early timepoints and increased more 

rapidly at later timepoints. The apparent non-linear internalisation is 

consistent with previous data showing triblock copolymers to have a double 

effect on membranes35–39. Depending on the incubation time and the 

hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity ratio of the polymeric chain, the polymer can 

seal and/or permeabilise the cellular membrane22,23,40. P407 polymer has 

more hydrophobic segments than P181 polymer and this hydrophobicity has 

previously been linked to an ability to permeabilise the lipidic membrane 

efficiently, enhancing the uptake of antitumor drugs in tumour cells41. 

However, the hydrophilic chains of P407 are longer than the ones of 

Poloxamer P188, a feature that has previously been associated with 

protection of lipid vesicles from peroxidation23. Overall, the 

hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio of P407 confers a dual effect on the lipidic 

membrane. This effect might explain, at least in part, the biphasic nature of 

the increase in fluorescence in MDCK cells. Initially, when the fluorescence 

increases slowly the membrane may be partially sealed by free polymer in 

solution. The rapid increase in fluorescence at later time points may be due 

to the membrane being permeabilised as the hydrophobic section of the 

polymer is inserted into the membrane. This last step may allow more dye 

to enter the cell.  

Although the high-content screening imaging proved to be suitable 

for quantifying the fluorescence of DiO in MDCK cells, the green 

fluorescence of DiO in BeWo b 30 cells was more challenging to quantify 

due to the irregularity in the size and morphology of the cells. For high-

content screening acquisition, confocal settings such as the number of focal 
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planes acquired were set equal for all conditions. However, using fixed 

settings with such irregular cell monolayer led to variations in background 

signal causing considerable variability in the fluorescence detected at all 

timepoints. Nevertheless, the dye uptake rate in BeWo b30 cells showed to 

decrease at late timepoints indicating a level of saturation not seen 

previously in MDCK cells. For this cell line, using a manual acquisition of 

the images may be more appropriate for future quantification studies.  

In contrast with the reported effects of polymer on membrane 

permeability, other evidence in the literature suggests Poloxamer micelles 

may be internalised by RME in A-549 and MDCK cells 20,42. The dynamin 

inhibitor MiTMAB added to MDCK and BeWo b 30 cells partially inhibited 

DiO internalisation indicating that the micelles appear to be internalised via 

RME in addition to another internalisation pathway. The evidence seen 

previously of the membrane being sealed or permeabilised by P407 

suggests an alternative internalisation mechanism which could be 

happening by diffusion of particles into the cells after membrane 

permeabilisation with P407 polymer. This proposed internalisation pathway 

can also explain the saturation level detected in BeWo b30 cells. However, 

other endocytic pathways also should be explored as it is a common 

observation that multiple cell entry mechanisms can operate 

simultaneously, making the identification of a single specific mechanism 

very difficult to identify without discarding others19. 

The use of antibodies helped to identify the compartments in the cells 

where accumulation was seen by confocal microscopy. The partial inhibition 

seen using an RME inhibitor prompted experiments to identify early 
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endosomes (using an anti-EEA antibody), and late endosomes and 

lysosomes (using and anti-CD63 antibody). Initial experiments were 

necessary to optimise cell permeabilisation to enable antibody labelling 

without affecting DiO localisation. These identified 0.1% saponin as a 

suitable surfactant for subsequent immunofluorescent staining. Antibody 

labelling revealed no colocalisation between accumulated DiO and early 

endosomes in either MDCK or BeWo b30 cells. In contrast, the punctate 

structures formed by dye accumulation were effectively colocalised with late 

endosomes and/or lysosomes in BeWo b30 cells. Unfortunately, the anti-

CD63 antibody used was not successful on MDCK cells. One reason for this 

may be due to the available EEA1 antibody being raised against human 

protein which might not be compatible with the canine derived cell line. To 

investigate the colocalisation of DiO with MDCK late 

endosomes/lysosomes, an antibody raised against canine EEA1 may be 

useful. Alternatively, the use of a lysosome specific fluorescent dye such as 

Lysotracker™ might prove useful for further experiments43.  

Additionally, the lack of evidence of colocalisation with endosomes 

and the hydrophobic nature of the dye led to a suggestion of possible non-

specific sequestration of the dye into lipid droplets. This idea was disproved 

by using a lipid-droplet antibody (anti-ApoB) which worked effectively in both 

cell lines but revealed no colocalisation with DiO.  

The lack of localisation of DiO in early endosomes was somewhat 

surprising and led to several alternative hypotheses. One possibility is that 

the selected time points may have not been appropriate to capture the dye 

in the early endosomes since the trafficking from the endocytic vesicles to 
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late endosomes happens in the first 20 minutes of the exposure19 leaving a 

small time-window for detection of the dye in early endosomes. To increase 

the probability of finding the dye in early endosomes, cells were exposed to 

DiO containing micelles continuously ensuring the constant internalisation 

of the particles over the time course but still no colocalisation of DiO with 

early endosomes was seen. An alternative explanation could be related to 

the sensitivity of the microscope being unable to detect individual micelles 

as they enter the cell. The detected signal in cells might be generated by 

the accumulation of multiple micelles or fluorophore molecules exceeding a 

detection threshold. To test this hypothesis, the use of alternative imaging 

techniques with greater sensitivity or ability to resolve single micelles may 

be warranted alongside CLSM44. An alternative possibility is that the 

apparent accumulation of DiO in late endosomes and/or lysosomes is not 

related to endocytosis but a by-product of DiO being internalised by diffusion 

through the membrane. Although the decreased accumulation of DiO 

observed in the presence of MiTMAB supports a role for RME in its uptake 

it is also possible that MiTMAB might exert an indirect effect. The dynamin 

inhibitor could exert a mechanical effect via its inhibition of membrane 

fission affecting the membrane tension and rigidity45. This mechanical 

stress might affect the way the polymer interacts with the membrane and 

delay the permeabilization process. Although on balance the data presented 

some evidence of RME playing a role in DiO-P407 uptake, the lack of 

evidence of early endosome localisation leaves this unproven at present. 

These findings appear to refute a current model for cell entry by Pluronics 
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micelles. And suggests that the entry mechanisms might happen via 

diffusion of micelles through the cellular membrane rather than by RME.  

Having explored the internalisation pathways of DiO in cells, the 

question remained unclear on whether the dye was released from micelles 

or not. In Chapter 3, RITC-P407-DiO micelles showed fluorescence 

quenching between the fluorophore linked to the polymer (RITC) and the 

one encapsulated in micelles (DiO). To support this result and assess the 

release of the cargo, amount of FRET detected was tested on MDCK cells. 

The continuous exposure of cells to RITC-P407-DiO micelles showed a 

significant decrease of the FRET efficiency within the first 4 hours of 

exposure. This suggested that a significant part of the cargo was released 

from micelles during this time. However, after this time the FRET efficiency 

value was kept constant but not null. A pulse experiment showed the same 

significant decrease in FRET within the first 4 hours of exposure still the 

constant value was not null. This supported the conclusion of most DiO 

being released over the first 4 hours of exposure and proved that some of 

the DiO is still in micelles up to 24 hours after exposure. 

Over all experiments, the micelles showed no apparent effect on the 

cell morphology even after exposed continuously for 24 hours. This 

highlights the suitability of this polymer as a non-toxic drug carrier 7,46. To 

confirm this an attempt to assess the cytotoxicity of micelles on cells was 

made using a colorimetric toxicity assay (Lactate dehydrogenase assay) 

capable to indirectly measure the amount of lysed cells exposed to micelles. 

However, the fluorescent signal of the DiO interfered with the signal of 

fluorescent marker of the assay (Formazan). To prove the low toxicity of the 
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micelles, the cell lysis needs to be assessed using a different toxicity assay 

with a different colorimetric marker such as Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) assay 

or assessed by Lactate dehydrogenase assay using dye-free micelles which 

would not interfere with the signal. However the latter would not give any 

information about the toxicity of the dye. 

The results presented in this chapter helped explore and raise new 

questions on how polymeric micelles interact with cells using a simple in 

vitro model. However, in order to reach their target after being administrated 

into the blood stream, these drug-delivery systems need to overcome key 

barriers in the human body47. The cells found in these barriers have more 

structural complexities than the ones used in the in vitro model presented in 

this chapter. To address this problem, the development of more complex 

tissue culture methods capable to mimic physiological conditions of barriers 

need to be optimised and used to test transport of such drug delivery 

systems. 
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 Introduction 

In recent years, the development of in vitro models capable of 

mimicking in vivo-like conditions have gathered increased attention. This is 

due to the interest in using ethical models to solve scientific problems such 

as drug design and testing1. One of the main problems to address in drug 

delivery is the transport of therapeutics across biological barriers before 

reaching the target tissue. As mentioned in chapter 1, epithelial cells can be 

found in internal and external barriers of the human body. These cells are 

interconnected by strong intercellular junctions regulating the diffusion of 

particles in developed epithelial barriers. The regulation of diffusion allows 

the differentiation of the cellular membrane into apical and basolateral 

sides2. Culture of epithelial cells on porous filters can model in vivo 

conditions by allowing nutrient transport from the apical to the basolateral 

side of cells (Figure 5.1) promoting cellular differentiation and increasing the 

similarities with native tissue3,4.  

 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of a polarised cell barrier grown on a PE membrane filter. 
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Formation of junctions and cell barrier integrity can be assessed by 

measuring trans epithelial electrical resistance (TEER). In this method, a 

current passes through the cellular barrier and resistance to the flow of 

current is measured. The measured TEER is the combination of the 

transcellular resistance (basal and apical membrane) and the paracellular 

resistance (cell-cell junctions)5 and is notably increased by the presence of 

junctional complex proteins6. The junctional complex comprises three types 

of junctions, tight junctions, adherens junctions, and desmosomes. Each 

junction is characterised by the expression of different proteins as seen in 

Figure 5.2. Tight junctions (TJ), also known as zonulae occludentes (ZO) 

are composed of at least 40 different proteins7. Among these proteins, 

claudins and occludins are the main transmembrane proteins. TJ are 

usually situated near the apical side of polarised cells. Adherens junctions, 

also known as zonulae adherentes, are constituted of cadherin and catenin 

proteins. Desmosomes, also known as maculae adherentes, are binding 

bodies specialised in cell-cell adhesion and are mainly composed of 

desmoglein and desmocollin proteins. While TJ and adherens junctions are 

actin rich complexes, desmosomes are supported by intermediate filaments 

(Figure 5.2). Previous works have shown that the overexpression of claudin-

1 protein (found in tight junctions) in MDCK cell monolayers increases the 

TEER values8 relating directly the presence of tight junctions with high 

TEER values. However, the expression of such protein depends on the 

nature of the cells forming the cellular barrier and therefore different TEER 

values are seen depending on the barrier. Previous works on MDCK strain 
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1 cells reported1 high TEER values between 1500 and 2000 Ω.cm2 whereas 

TEER values reported9–11 for BeWo b30 cells vary from 14 up to 300 Ω.cm2.  

 

 

Figure 5.2 Schematic of the intercellular junctional complex in polarised cells. 

 

Furthermore, when external cues such as nutrient transport or blood flow 

are applied to cells, actin concentrates into the apical side of the cells 

creating membrane protrusions (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2) called microvilli 

(MV). The formation of such affects the membrane tension and causes the 

inhibition of MV in the basolateral side. These actin rearrangements result 
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in morphological differences seen in polarised cells such as organelle 

reorganisation and cellular cytoskeleton asymmetry 12–14.  

Finally, culturing epithelial cells under a fluid shear stress (FSS) can also 

mimic in vivo conditions by simulating the blood flow present in tissues. This 

model has previously been shown to trigger the formation of microvilli on 

the apical surface of BeWo b30 cells 15 as well as altering membrane 

transport proteins such as glucose transporters which are essential for 

placental barrier function and development16. More information on the 

effects of cell polarisation and FSS can be found in sections 1.4.2 and 0. 

In this chapter, cell cultures on filter membranes and under FSS are 

explored to obtain suitable models to assess particle transport and test the 

hypothesis that if epithelial cells are differentiated, the uptake mechanism 

of P407-DiO will be different from non-differentiated cells. 
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 Methods 

5.2.1 Cell culture methods 

5.2.1.1 In vitro model of polarised cells 

MDCK and BeWo b30 cell monolayers were grown as confluent layers 

on Transwell (Costar, 3462) inserts with polyester (PE) membrane inserts 

to promote polarisation and facilitate particle transport studies. The diameter 

of the membrane used was 12 mm and the pore size 3.0 µm. Cells were 

seeded on day 0 by adding 0.5 mL of cell suspension at a concentration of 

1.13 x 105 and 2.26 x 105 cells/mL for MDCK and BeWo b30 cells 

respectively to the apical chamber (Figure 5.3). Additionally, 1.5 mL of 

growing medium were added to the basolateral chamber. The cells were 

incubated for 3 days at 37 °C and a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. From 

day 3 to 6 post-seeding, the medium was changed daily.  

 

 

Figure 5.3 Diagram of a Transwell system used as in vitro cell-barrier model. 
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5.2.1.2 Trans-epithelial electrical resistance measurements 

The development and integrity of the MDCK and BeWo b30 cell 

monolayers was monitored by measuring trans-epithelial electrical 

resistance (TEER) after day 3 post-seeding. TEER measurements were 

done using two different techniques to find the most suitable for each cell 

line. The first technique consisted of using a removable electrode pair(World 

precision instruments, STX-2/chopstick) (Figure 5.4 A). These 

measurements were compared to the ones obtained using a fixed electrode 

(World precision instruments, EndOhm) (Figure 5.4 B) containing 3 mL of 

cell culture medium. Both EndOhm chamber and chopsticks electrodes, 

were attached to an EVOM system (World precision instruments) measuring 

resistance. All measurements were performed at room temperature to 

prevent variations associated with temperature fluctuations. The TEER 

value of a blank sample consisting of a permeable membrane without cells 

was measured as a control. This value was then subtracted from the 

measured resistance of the cell monolayers on the semipermeable 

membranes (Equation 5.1)1. 

Within a single experiment, six replicates of Transwells containing cells 

were measured. The TEER value for each Tanswell® was measured in 

triplicate to discard outliers associated with the measurement using le 

Chauvenet’s criterion17. The entire experiment was performed at least three 

times for each cell line. 
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Figure 5.4 Diagram of instruments set-up for trans epithelial electrical resistance (TEER) 
measurements using (A) removable electrodes STX-2/chopstick electrode pair and (B) an EndOhm 
fixed electrode. 

 

%<399=1(Ω) = %<8:�?(Ω) − %�?�5@(Ω) 

Equation 5.1 Determination of the cell-specific resistance (RTissue). RTotal corresponds to the value 
of resistance measured on a cell monolayer grown on a membrane and RBlank is the value of 
resistance measured on a membrane without cells, 

 

The value of resistance is proportional to the inverse of the measured area 

(Equation 5.2)18. The reported values were reported as shown in Equation 

5.319. 

%<399=1(Ω) ∝ 1
BC;1�(DE") 

Equation 5.2 Relation between the measured cell-specific resistance (RTissue) and the effective area 
of the membrane insert (MArea). 

 

�00%F178;:1G (Ω. DE") = %<399=1(Ω) × BC;1�(DE") 

Equation 5.3 Reported TEER measurements. RTissue corresponds to the calculated cell-specific 
resistance (Equation 5.1) and MArea = 1.13 cm2 for 12 mm inserts. 
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5.2.1.3 In vitro model to test barrier development under dynamic 

conditions 

To test the effect of fluid shear stress (FSS) on epithelial barrier 

development, the optimisation of a microfluidics-based in vitro cell culture 

was carried out. Cells were grown into a Vena8 Endothelial+ (Cellix Ltd) 

biochip. Prior to cell addition, each channel was coated with 20 µL of an 

extra cellular matrix (ECM) component (fibronectin or collagen) or poly-L-

lysine at 100 µg/mL. For other experiments, different concentrations (25, 50, 

75, or 100 µg/mL) of fibronectin were tested. The biochips were left 

overnight (O.N.) at 4 ºC in a humidified chamber. After incubation, 20 µL of 

cell suspension at a density of 4 x 106 cells/mL were added to each channel 

and incubated for 1 hour at 37 ºC in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% 

CO2. The attached cells were then perfused with cell culture medium using 

a KIMA (Cellix Ltd) recirculation pump at a pulse flow rate of 300 µL/min for 

2 minutes and 0 µL/min for 20 min for 12 or 16 hours. 

Experiments to test DiO uptake under flow conditions were carried out on 

cells grown under dynamic conditions for 16 hours. The previously prepared 

and characterised solution containing P407-DiO micelles (Section 2.1) was 

filtered in a 0.2 µm polyester filter and diluted 10-fold in the appropriate 

growing medium (Section 2.3) before being perfused using an EXiGO 

(Cellix Ltd) pump under a constant flow rate of 1.67 µL/min for 40 minutes 

.A post-perfusion wash with cell culture medium was done under the same 

perfusion conditions. The cells were continuously imaged using widefield 

fluorescence microscopy. 
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5.2.2 Imaging methods 

5.2.2.1 Staining of polarised cell monolayers grown on inserts for 

confocal microscopy 

For visual assessment of the integrity and formation of the cell 

monolayer on Transwell inserts, confocal microscopy was performed.  

On day 6 post-seeding, MDCK and BeWo b30 cells were washed with PBS 

to remove extracellular material and fixed using 2% PFA. The cellular 

membrane was then permeabilised with 0.3% Triton X-100 for 10 minutes 

to increase internalisation of the staining dye, this step being omitted for 

cells exposed to DiO-containing micelles. After permeabilisation, 50 µL of 

TRITC-phalloidin at 500 ng/mL was added to the polyester membrane 

resting on a flat surface covered with parafilm and incubated in the dark for 

45 minutes at room temperature. After incubation, the membranes were 

washed with PBS, removed using a scalpel and mounted onto a microscope 

slide using Vectashield containing DAPI. 

Within a single experiment, three inserts were imaged. The experiment was 

performed at least three times on separate occasions.  

 

5.2.2.2 Sample processing for scanning electron microscopy 

The microvilli formation of cells grown on inserts was used as an indicator 

of cell polarisation20. The comparison of polarised and non-polarised cell 

monolayers was done using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  
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Confluent monolayers of MDCK and BeWo cells grown on coverslips and 

on inserts were removed from the cell culture medium and washed with PBS 

to remove any extra cellular material. The cells were posteriorly fixed with 

2% glutaraldehyde in PBS overnight. Next, the cells were washed with PBS 

and dehydrated using a concentration gradient of ethanol for 20 minutes 

each as follows: 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. 50 µL of hexamethyldisilazane 

(HDMS) was added to the dehydrated samples and left to dry completely at 

room temperature. The samples were mounted onto a stub and coated with 

a thin film of Au/Pd using a sputter coater (Emitech, K575X).  

Within a single experiment, three inserts were imaged. The experiment was 

performed twice on separate occasions. 

 

5.2.2.3 Sample processing for transmission electron microscopy 

The examination of tight junctions (TJ) formed between cells grown 

on inserts was used as a quality control indicator to validate the suitability 

of this in vitro model as a well-differentiated barrier system21. This validation 

was made using TEM images of cells grown on inserts. This was 

accomplished by following and adapting the protocol described by Ye et 

al21.  

On day 6 post-seeding, cells were washed with PBS to remove any 

extracellular material and fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS overnight. 

After fixation, cells were washed for 10 minutes using Sørensen’s buffer. 

1% Osmium tetroxide OsO4 was added to the cells for 30 minutes and 

washed with Sørensen’s buffer for 10 minutes. Next, the cells were 
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dehydrated using a concentration gradient of ethanol for 10 minutes in the 

following order: 25%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 95, and 100%(x2). Cells were then 

pre-embedded with a 1:1 epoxy-resin/ethanol for 1 hour before embedding 

with 100% epoxy resin for 2 hours to allow the ethanol evaporation. After 

ethanol evaporation, a section of the PE membrane was cut using a scalpel 

and embedded into a flat embedding mould with 100% epoxy-resin. The 

resin was then left to polymerise in a 65 ºC oven for 48 hours. Thin cross 

sections (70 nm) were finally obtained (with help from Mr Tom Stewart) and 

stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate before TEM imaging (with help 

from Dr Chris Neal). 

Within a single experiment, three inserts were imaged. The experiment was 

performed twice on separate occasions. 

 

5.2.2.4 Enhanced resolution confocal microscopy 

Confocal images at enhanced resolution were obtained using Leica’s 

HyVolution 2 technique reducing the pinhole to 0.5 Airy units and pixel size 

~50 nm followed by applying a custom deconvolution algorithm. Image 

acquisition was carried out with a Leica SP8 AOBS confocal laser scanning 

microscope attached to a Leica DMi8 inverted epifluorescence microscope 

using a 63x oil-immersion lens (NA 1.4). The lasers used to acquire images 

were a 120 mW 405 nm diode laser and a white light laser 470-670 nm (2.5 

mW/nm). Filters used for visual inspection were DAPI (excitation: 350/50, 

dichroic mirror: 400, emission: 460/50) and Rhodamine (excitation: 546/40, 

dichroic: 560, emission: 585/40). For each condition, three random fields of 
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view were selected in the cell monolayer and z-stacks were obtained using 

a step size of 0.18µm. All settings were kept unchanged over all samples 

and experiments to ensure comparison was valid. The resulting image 

stacks were deconvolved using Huygens software (Scientific Volume 

Imaging). After image acquisition 3D rendering and cross sectional views 

were obtained using ImageJ/Fiji22,23 software. The most representative 

images of the acquired data were chosen from at least 3 experiments and 

are presented in this work. 
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5.2.3 Transport of P407-DiO micelles across developed cell 

barriers 

5.2.3.1 Determination of DiO transport over time 

Once the cell barrier was formed and characterised (Section 5.2.1.1 

and 5.2.1.2), transport experiments were performed. At t0, 0.5 mL of the 

previously prepared and characterised solution containing P407-DiO 

micelles (Section 2.1) was filtered using a 0.2 µm polyester filter, diluted 10-

fold in the appropriate culture medium (Section 2.3) and added to the apical 

chamber at 37 ºC and a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. For each time 

point, a 50 µL sample was removed from the basal chamber and replaced 

with 50 µL of cell culture medium. Each sample was placed into a 96-well 

plate. After the last timepoint, the membrane with cells was removed and 

prepared for imaging as described in section 5.3.3.1. Confocal imaging was 

performed as described in (Section 4.2.2). At the end of the experiment the 

fluorescence of each sample in the 96-well plate was determined using an 

OPTIMA FLUOstar plate reader. The concentration of DiO in each sample 

was determined using the Beer-Lambert law (Equation 5.4) using ε obtained 

from a standard curve. 

 

I = J × K × L 
Equation 5.4 Beer-Lambert law. Where A corresponds to the absorbance detected, ε is the extinction 
coefficient obtained from a standard curve, C is the concentration of the sample and l the path length 
(l = 1.) 
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The number of moles transported Qm across the cell barrier was determined 

as explained in Figure 5.5 and was reported as transport efficiency relative 

to the initial moles added to the system (nºtotal) (Equation 5.5). 

 

�M�+NOPMQ RSSDTR+DU = VW
+<8:�?° × 100 

Equation 5.5 Transport efficiency across a cellular barrier. Qm represents the moles transported 
across the cell barrier and nºtotal the moles of particles added to the apical chamber at t0. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Calculation of the moles transported across cell barriers. Qm represents the moles 
transported from the apical (A) to the basolateral chamber (B) at all times (m). nºtotal is the moles of 
particles added to the apical chamber at t0 (m = 0). 

 

All experiments were performed three times in separate occasions. For a 

single experiment, three Transwell systems were sampled at each time 

point. 
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5.2.3.2 Determination of the permeability coefficient of DiO across 

cell barriers. 

The apparent permeability coefficient of DiO across cell barriers and 

blank PE membrane inserts (Papp) was calculated as described by 

Cartwright et al9 (Equation 5.6). 

Y�77 =
ΔV ΔQ[
I ∙ K�  

Equation 5.6 Apparent permeability coefficient of the Transwell-cell barrier system Papp (See also 

Figure 5.5). 

 

In the cell barrier model, the particles need to cross two permeable 

membranes (the cellular barrier and the PE membrane) set in parallel, the 

permeability coefficient of the system is calculated as described in Equation 

5.7.  

1
Y1 = 1

Y�77 − 1
Y�77,�?�5@ 

Equation 5.7 Permeability coefficient of the cell barrier. Papp  is the apparent permeability coefficient 

of the Transwell-cell barrier system and Papp, blank  is the permeability of the PE membrane (See 
also Equation 5.6). 

 

All experiments were performed three times on separate occasions. For a 

single experiment, three Transwell systems were sampled at each time 

point. 
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 Cell polarisation model to study transport of 

P407-DiO micelles in epithelial barriers 

5.3.1 Trans-epithelial electrical resistance of MDCK cell 

barrier 

TEER measurements were performed on MDCK cells grown on 

Transwell inserts to assess barrier formation and integrity. Electrical 

resistance of the cell monolayer was measured using a set of EndOhm fixed 

electrodes. The measured values were compared to the ones obtained 

using removable STX-2/chopstick electrodes. (Figure 5.6). The resistance 

values, using an EndOhm system, start to equilibrate around a value of 

1000 Ω.cm2 after day 4 post-seeding (Figure 5.6 A) indicating the 

development of a fully developed high resistance epithelial barrier at this 

stage. The chopstick electrodes measurements also revealed a plateau of 

resistance after day 4 at around 2000 Ω.cm2 (Figure 5.6 B). The variability 

of the data obtained using removable electrodes was less than that 

observed with the fixed electrodes despite the expected variation 

associated with the position of the removable electrodes for each 

measurement. This indicates the suitability of the removable electrodes as 

a method to measure electrical resistance of MDCK cell layers. The TEER 

values obtained are comparable to previously reported data for MDCK strain 

I cells1,24.  
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Figure 5.6 Trans-epithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of MDCK cells measured after day 3 post-

seeding. Cells were seeded on 12 mm polyester Transwell inserts. TEER values were measured 
using (A) EndOhm fixed electrodes and (B) Chopsticks removable electrodes. All values are 
presented as means ± SD (N=18). 
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5.3.2 Trans-epithelial electrical resistance of BeWo b30 cell 

barrier 

Barrier formation and integrity of BeWo b30 cells grown on Transwell 

inserts were assessed using TEER measurements. Fixed and removable 

electrodes (section 5.2.1.2) were used to measure electrical resistance of 

the cell monolayer (Figure 5.4). The values of electrical resistance obtained 

using fixed electrodes begins to plateau after day 4 post seeding (Figure 5.7 

A) indicating the integrity and development of the barrier after this stage. 

The TEER values obtained after this time are in the range of 70 Ω.cm2 with 

a low variation in the measured data. Using the removable electrodes, the 

TEER values plateau after day 5 post-seeding with values between 65 and 

80 Ω.cm2 (Figure 5.7 B). Although TEER values measured by both methods 

are within the range of those reported in literature9,25,26, the data measured 

using removable electrodes presented a much higher variation than those 

obtained using fixed electrodes suggesting the suitability of the fixed 

electrodes for TEER measurements of BeWo b30 cell layers. 
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Figure 5.7 Trans-epithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of BeWo b30 cells measured after day 3 

post-seeding. Cells were seeded on 12 mm polyester Transwell inserts. TEER values were 
measured using (A) EndOhm fixed electrodes and (B) Chopsticks removable electrodes. All values 
are presented as means ± SD (N=18). 
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5.3.3 Visual characterisation of the kidney epithelial barrier 

model 

The visual assessment of the integrity and formation of MDCK cell 

monolayers on Transwell inserts was achieved using light and electron 

microscopy techniques. 

 

5.3.3.1 Visualisation of MDCK epithelial cell barriers using confocal 

laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 

Since microvilli (MV) formation is a key feature of fully developed 

epithelia, a visual analysis was performed using confocal microscopy with 

enhanced resolution (HyVolution 2) following F-actin labelling of MDCK cells 

grown on Transwell inserts for 6 days (Figure 5.8). A continuous single 

layer of cells grown on the PE membrane was observed. Additionally, a 

significant visual difference between the apical and the basal side of the cell 

monolayer is seen with dense hair-like membrane projections covering the 

surface of the apical side. These microvillus (MV) protrusions are 

approximatively 2 µm long and are not visible on the basal side of the cell 

monolayer. The presence of MV was apparent over all the cell monolayer 

implying the morphological differentiation of the MDCK cell monolayer to a 

well differentiated, polarised epithelial layer on day 6 post-seeding. 

Furthermore, intense F-actin labelling between cells (Fig. 1.8) is consistent 

with the formation of intercellular junctions (IJ) after 6 days growth, as 

previously demonstrated by TEER measurements (section 5.3.1). Together, 

these observations of actin distribution and TEER are consistent with 
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formation of tight junctions between epithelial cells, although further 

characterisation is needed to specifically localise TJ sites. 
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Figure 5.8 Microvilli (MV) expression on polarised MDCK cells. Enhanced-resolution images were taken on fixed MDCK polarised cells at day 6 post-seeding. F-actin filaments 
were stained with TRITC-phalloidin (red) and cells’ nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Cross-sectional views (left) and three-dimensional rendering (right) show MV 

formed on the surface of the apical side of cells and peri-junctional actin (PA) formed between adjacent cells. Scale bar: 10µm. The images shown are representative of those 
obtained in three separate experiments 
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5.3.3.2 Visualisation of MDCK cell barrier using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) 

To confirm the presence of MV on the MDCK developed cellular barrier 

model, SEM imaging was performed on the surface of the apical side of 

cells grown on Transwell inserts and was compared to confluent cells 

grown on coverslips (Figure 5.9). The micrographs of cells grown on 

coverslips (Figure 5.9 A, B, and B1) show the presence of short and 

relatively sparse microvillus-like protrusions on the surface of all cells.  In 

contrast, the micrographs of Transwell-grown cells (Figure 5.9 C, D, and 

D1) show a denser distribution of longer and frequently branched MV on the 

cell. This morphological difference confirms the cell barrier differentiation 

and supports the results found with CLSM. Furthermore, the reduced 

expression of MV seen on cells grown on coverslips highlights the 

importance of growth on a permeable support for full epithelial 

differentiation. 
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Figure 5.9 SEM micrographs of the brush border on the apical side of (A&B) polarised MDCK cells and (C&D) non-polarised cells. (B1 & D1) Magnifications of selected regions, 
of (B) and (D) respectively, indicated by white dashed boxes. The images shown are representative of those obtained in two separate experiments 
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5.3.3.3 Visualisation of MDCK epithelial cell barriers using 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM)  

Further characterisation of the key features of a fully developed 

cellular barrier, such as MV and TJ formation, was achieved by imaging 

polarised MDCK cells by TEM. For this, cross-sections of cells grown on PE 

membrane filters were imaged on day 6 post-seeding (Figure 5.10 A). The 

micrographs confirm the presence of brush borders seen by CLSM and 

SEM only on the apical sides of the cell barrier (Figure 5.10 B and C). 

Additionally, the length of the MV observed is between 1 and 2 µm in 

accordance to the length seen in CLSM and SEM (sections 5.3.3.1 and 

5.3.3.2). Moreover, the structure of the MV appears to be branched (Figure 

5.10 C) as seen previously in SEM micrographs (section 5.3.3.2). The 

paracellular space between cells appears to be sealed by the presence of 

tight junctions observed as electron dense regions in the between the 

plasma membrane of two adjacent cells (Figure 5.10 D, E, and F). The 

indication of TJ detected by TEM in MDCK cells complemented the 

observations previously seen with CLSM (section 5.3.3.1). Two key 

features, MV and TJ formation, were observed in MDCK cells confirming 

the development of a fully differentiated cell barrier model suitable to test 

particle transport.  
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Figure 5.10 TEM micrographs showing key features of the developed MDCK cell barrier. (A&B) Cross-sections of MDCK cell monolayer grown on Transwell polyester 

membrane filters with 3 µm pores. (C) Microvilli expression in the apical side of polarised cells. (D, E &F) Indication of tight junctions (TJ) sealing the space between adjacent 
cells of the barrier (region indicated between red arrows). The images shown are representatives of those obtained in two separate experiments 
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5.3.4 Visual characterisation of the placental barrier model 

 The integrity and formation of BeWo b30 cell barrier was assessed using 

light and electron microscopy techniques. 

5.3.4.1 Visualisation of BeWo b30 cell barrier using confocal laser 

scanning microscopy (CLSM) 

Enhanced resolution confocal microscopy (HyVolution 2) was used to 

image BeWo b30 cells grown on Transwell inserts for 6 days. This imaging 

technique, alongside a fluorescent stain of F-actin filaments, was used to 

assess the MV expression which corresponds to a key feature of fully 

developed epithelia (Figure 5.11). After day 6 post-seeding, a continuous 

monolayer of cells is seen on the PE membrane. The apical side of the cells 

appear to be different than the basal side presenting membrane projections 

covering the surface of the cells. This brush border covering only the apical 

side of the cells is composed of MV with sizes between 2 and 5 µm long. 

The presence of MV was consistently observed on BeWo b30 cell 

monolayer implying that the cellular model developed after 6 days of cell 

culture on Transwell membranes is morphologically differentiated to a cell 

barrier model. The actin filament stain is also consistent with the presence 

of IJs between adjacent cells as previously demonstrated by increasing 

TEER after 4 days growth on Transwell supports (section 5.3.2).  
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Figure 5.11 Microvilli (MV) expression on polarised BeWo b30 cells. Enhanced resolution images were taken on fixed BeWo b30 polarised cells at day 6 post-seeding. F-actin 
filaments were stained with TRITC-phalloidin (red) and cells’ nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Cross-sectional views (left) and three-dimensional rendering (right) 
show MV formed on the surface of the apical side of cells and peri-junctional actin (PA) formed between adjacent cells. The images shown are representative of those obtained 

in three separate experiments. Scale bar: 10µm.  
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5.3.4.2 Visualisation of BeWo b30 cell barrier using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) 

To verify the expression of the MV on the developed placental barrier 

model, SEM imaging was carried out on the surface of cells grown on 

Transwell inserts. The brush border obtained was compared to the one 

seen on the surface of cells grown on coverslips (Figure 5.12). Cells grown 

on coverslips (Figure 5.12 A, B, B1, and B2) present sparse MV of 

approximatively 1µm long. In contrast, cells grown on PE membranes 

present MV with sizes between 3 and 5 µm. Additionally, the MV seen in 

polarised cells show several branch points within an individual MV leading 

to a denser distribution on the cells surface. The morphological difference 

between polarised and non-polarised cells confirms barrier differentiation 

and confirms the features seen using CLSM. As seen with MDCK cells 

(section 5.3.3.2), the poor development of MV on coverslip-grown cells 

highlights the importance of growth on permeable supports for development 

of a polarised placental barrier model. 
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Figure 5.12 SEM micrographs of the brush border on the apical side of (A&B) polarised BeWo b30 cells and (C&D) non-polarised cells. (B1, B2 & D1) Magnifications of selected 
regions of (B) and (D) indicated by white dashed boxes. The images shown are representatives of those obtained in two separate experiments 
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5.3.4.3 Visualisation of BeWo b30 cell barrier using transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) 

Alongside MV development, the expression of TJ is a key feature of 

epithelial differentiation and development of a cellular barrier. To 

characterise both features, TEM was made on cross-sections of polarised 

BeWo b30 cells on day 6 post-seeding (Figure 5.13 A). The presence of MV 

on the apical side of cells seen previously by CLSM and SEM (Sections 

5.3.4.1 and 5.3.4.2) is confirmed (Figure 5.13 B). Additionally, the length of 

MV observed by this method varies between 1.5 and 3 µm supporting the 

data seen previously. Additionally, TJ are observed in TEM micrographs by 

electron dense regions seen between the plasma membrane of two 

adjacent cells (Figure 5.13 C and D). Furthermore, the presence of 

desmosomes in the cell-cell junction (Figure 5.13 E) confirms the presence 

of a developed epithelial cell junctional complex. 

The features observed by TEM support the observations seen previously by 

other microscopy methods and TEER measurements and confirms the 

development and integrity of the cellular barrier model suitable for studying 

and understanding particle transport in the placenta. 
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Figure 5.13 TEM micrographs showing key features of the developed placental cell barrier. (A) 

Cross-section of BeWo b30 monolayers grown on Transwell polyester membrane filters with 3 µm 
pores. (B) Microvilli expression on the apical side of polarised cells. (D & C) Expression of tight 
junctions (TJ) sealing the space between adjacent cells of the barrier. (E) Evidence of the presence 
of desmosomes (D) as part of the intercellular junctional complex. The images shown are 
representative of those obtained in two separate experiments   
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5.3.5 Transport of P407-DiO micelles across the kidney 

barrier model 

Transport efficiency of P407-DiO micelles across the developed 

MDCK barrier was assessed quantifying the amount of DiO transported 

from the apical to the basolateral chamber of the cell barrier model. For this, 

the fluorescence of the cell culture medium of the basal chamber was 

monitored over 25 hours (Figure 5.14). The transport efficiency across the 

PE membrane in the absence of cells over time shows a non-linear increase 

with up to 60 % of the initial concentration of DiO effectively transported to 

the basolateral chamber after 25 hours. The transport across the cell barrier 

model on PE membranes shows a similar increase pattern with a lower 

transport efficiency of 5 % after 25 hours. This substantial difference in 

transport seen after 25 hours highlights the effect of the presence of the cell 

barrier reducing the transfer of DiO across MDCK cell barrier to the basal 

chamber. The transport efficiency of DiO shown in Figure 5.14 enabled the 

permeability of MDCK cells to be derived (Table 5.1). The permeability 

coefficient was calculated at 5 hours and 25 hours since the transport of 

DiO across the barrier seems to increase more rapidly during the first 5 

hours than for later timepoints. Although the calculated permeability 

coefficient (Pe) was higher at 5 hours compared with 25 hours, the difference 

was not statistically significant so the suggested change in transport kinetics 

over time remains unconfirmed. It is important to note the expected 

saturation value is above 50% and is expected at 75%. This is due to the 

volume ratio between apical and basal chambers which are in a ration of 

1:3. 
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Figure 5.14 Transport of DiO across developed MDCK cell barriers grown on Transwell inserts. 
The transport of particles from the apical to the basolateral chamber was monitored over 25 hours. 

Three Transwell systems were sampled at each time point for a single experiment. The initial 
concentration of DiO added to the apical chamber (n0) was 1.05 µM. The transport efficiency was 
calculated relative to n0. The transported data is shown in presence (blue line and filled squares) and 

absence of cells (red line and empty squares. All the values are presented as means ± SD (n=3). 

 

 

Table 5.1 Permeability coefficients (Pe) across developed MDCK cell barriers grown on Transwell 
inserts. Measurements were made at t = 0h and t = 25h. The significance difference between means 
was evaluated using an unpaired t-test showing no statistical significance. All the values are 

presented as means ± SD (n=3). 

Time (h) Pe (cm/s) 

5 3.2 x 10-6 ± 2.3 x10-6 

 

25 1.4 x 10-6 ± 9.1 x 10-7 
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5.3.6 Confocal imaging of MDCK cellular barrier model 

exposed to P407-DiO micelles 

The MDCK barrier used to determine P407-DiO micelles transport 

was imaged at the end of the experiment (Figure 5.15). The cell barrier 

morphology remains unaffected after 25 hours of exposure to micelles 

indicating the non-toxicity of the micelles as well as supporting the results 

seen in Chapter 4 The punctate green fluorescence seen previously on 

coverslip-grown MDCK cell monolayers was also present in polarised cells, 

however, the number of punctate structures appear to be lower than 

previously seen in non-polarised cells (Chapter 4). This difference indicates 

the effect of monolayer polarisation on the uptake of P407-DiO micelles 

after 25 hours. Furthermore, the presence of green fluorescence confirms 

the dye transport results seen in section 5.3.5 where only 5% of the initially 

added DiO is transported across the membrane meaning that the remaining 

DiO is either on the cellular membrane or in the apical chamber of the 

Transwell system.  
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Figure 5.15 Retention of DiO by a developed MDCK cell barrier after a 25-hours transport study (see 
also Figure 5.14 and Table 5.1). The areas signalled by a circle shows the accumulation of DiO in 
specific sites of the cytoplasm. The images shown are representatives of those obtained in three 
separate experiments. Scale bar: 50µm. 
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5.3.7 Transport of P407-DiO micelles across the placental 

barrier model 

The transport efficiency of the developed BeWo b30 cell barrier was 

determined by monitoring the fluorescence collected from the basolateral 

chamber of the cell barrier model over 25 hours (Figure 5.16). The transport 

efficiency measured on a PE membrane without cells shows a logarithmic 

increase with 60% of the moles of DiO, initially added to the apical chamber, 

transported after 25 hours. The moles transported across the cellular barrier 

grown on PE filters shows a significantly lower (∼ 3%) transport after 25 

hours. This difference in transport efficiency shows the effect of the 

presence of the cellular barrier on the transport of particles. To determine 

the specific permeability of the cellular barrier, the Pe was calculated at 5 

and 25 hours. Both measurements present similar values showing a 

constant transport rate of DiO particles over 25 hours. It is important to note 

the expected saturation value is above 50% and is expected at 75%. This 

is due to the volume ratio between apical and basal chambers which are in 

a ration of 1:3. 
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Figure 5.16 Transport of DiO across developed BeWo b30 cell barriers grown on Transwell inserts. 
The transport of particles from the apical to the basolateral chamber was monitored over 25 hours. 

Three Transwell systems were sampled at each time point for a single experiment. The initial 
concentration of DiO added to the apical chamber (n0) was 1.05 µM. The transport efficiency was 
calculated relative to n0. The transported data is shown in presence (blue line and filled triangles) and 

absence of cells (red line and empty triangles. All the values are presented as means ± SD (n=3). 

  

 

Table 5.2 Permeability coefficients (Pe) across developed BeWo b30 cell barriers grown on 

Transwell inserts. Measurements were made at t = 0h and t = 25h. The significance difference 
between means was evaluated using an unpaired t-test showing no statistical significance. All the 

values are presented as means ± SD (n=3). 

Time (h) Pe (cm/s) 

5 
7.0 x 10-7 ± 6.5 x 10-7 

25 7.9 x10-7 ± 4.1 x 10-7 
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5.3.8 Confocal imaging of BeWo b30 cellular barrier model 

exposed to P407-DiO micelles 

After measuring the transport of P407-DiO micelles for 25 hours, the 

cellular barrier was imaged (Figure 5.17). Over the 25-hours exposure 

period, the cell barrier remains intact displaying a non-toxic effect of the 

micelles on polarised cells. This result is comparable to the one seen with 

non-polarised BeWo b30 cells (Chapter 4). The dye accumulation, for the 

Transwell system, displays a punctate pattern similar to that seen in cells 

grown on coverslips (Chapter 4). The presence of the green puncta in the 

imaged placental barrier (Figure 5.17) indicate some retention of the dye by 

the cellular barrier supporting the incomplete transport, from the apical to 

the basolateral chamber, seen previously (Figure 5.16).  
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Figure 5.17 Retention of DiO by a developed BeWo b30 cell barrier after a 25-hours transport study. 
(see also Figure 5.16 and Table 5.2) The areas signalled by a circle shows the accumulation of DiO 
in specific sites of the cytoplasm. The images shown are representatives of those obtained in three 
separate experiments. Scale bar: 50µm.  
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 Microfluidics-based cell barrier model 

An important variable to consider to obtain an in vitro model capable 

of reproducing physiological functions is the effect of the blood flow on the 

barrier formation and cell differentiation. This variable can be mimicked by 

adding a tangential force (or fluid shear stress, FSS) on cell monolayers and 

is usually made using microfluidics techniques. Different variables were 

tested on BeWo b30 cells grown into a microfluidics device to optimise a 

relevant cell culture model for understanding the effects of FSS on cell 

development.  

 

5.4.1 Extra cellular matrix (ECM) optimisation 

Optimisation of the appropriate ECM for BeWo b30 cells is essential 

to ensure adhesion of the cells to the microfluidics channel before medium 

perfusion. This optimisation was carried out in two stages consisting in 

finding the most appropriate ECM coating followed by concentration 

optimisation. The first stage of optimisation consisted of testing different 

components usually found in ECM to coat the channels of the biochip. The 

immediate adhesion of the cells to the biochip as well as after 1 hour of 

incubation was monitored (Table 5.3). BeWo b30 cells show no attachment 

to the channel when seeded in medium without ECM coating even after 1-

hour incubation. Coating the channel with collagen and poly-L-lysine does 

not improve the adherence of the cells after 1-hour incubation even if the 

cells seem to attach to the channel coated with poly-L-lysine just after 

seeding. The channel coated with fibronectin allow the cells to attach when 
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initially added to the biochip and improves the cell attachment after 1-hour 

incubation. Similarly, the cells present an effective attachment to the 

channel coated with a mixture of collagen and fibronectin. Since the 

collagen coating results in a poor cell adhesion, the attachment of the cells 

to the mixed-coated channel can be attributed to the presence of fibronectin. 

This indicates that, of those tested, the optimal coating to ensure cell 

attachment for microfluidics experiments is fibronectin.  

Different concentrations of fibronectin were tested to find a suitable 

one to prevent the cells from washing off when perfusing the microfluidics 

channel with medium (Table 5.4). All concentrations tested show a similar 

attachment of the cells to the channel after the incubation period and prior 

to perfusion. However, the only effective concentration ensuring the 

attachment of the cells after an over-night (O.N.) perfusion is 100 µg/ml. At 

this concentration the BeWo b30 cells remain adhered to the biochip and 

an intact monolayer seems to have developed O.N. whereas at lower 

concentrations the monolayer developed significant gaps due to the stress 

caused by perfusion. 
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Table 5.3 Adhesion of BeWo b30 cells to microfluidic channels coated with different extracellular 
matrix (ECM) components. The images shown are representative of those obtained in three separate 

experiments. Scale bar: 50 µm.  

ECM coating Cell addition 1h incubation 

Medium 

  

Fibronectin 

(100 µg/ml) 

  

Collagen 

(100 µg/ml) 

  

Poly-L-lysine 

(100 µg/ml) 

  

Collagen/Fibronectin 

1:1 (100 µg/ml) 
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Table 5.4 Adhesion of BeWo b30 cells to microfluidic channel coated with different concentrations of 
Fibronectin after an overnight perfusion with a pulse flow (flow rates: 300 µl/min for 2 minutes and 0 
µl/min for 20 minutes). The images shown are representative of those obtained in three separate 

experiments Scale bar: 200 µm. 

ECM coating Pre-perfusion After O.N. perfusion 

 

Fibronectin  

25 µg/ml 

  

Fibronectin  

50 µg/ ml 

  

Fibronectin  

75 µg/ml 

  

Fibronectin  

100 µg/ml 
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5.4.2 Effect of fluid shear stress (FSS) on cell morphology 

To study the effect of the FSS on cells morphology, BeWo b30 cells 

attached to the biochip were perfused over a 12 hour period and compared 

to cells grown in the biochip under static conditions (Figure 5.18). Cells 

incubated for 1 hour in the microfluidics channel previously coated with 100 

µg/ ml of fibronectin (Figure 5.18 A) show a good adherence to the channel 

as seen in section 5.4.1. After 12 hours of incubation, the cells grown under 

static conditions (Figure 5.18 B) are still attached to the channel. However, 

the density of the attached cells seems to be reduced compared to after 1-

hour incubation. In contrast, the channel perfused with medium for 12 hours 

shows a higher density of cells adhered to the channel (Figure 5.18 C). The 

decrease of cell density after the 12-hour incubation under static conditions 

may be due to the lack of CO2 exchange between the medium in the biochip 

and the exterior conditions causing a pH increase non optimal for cell 

growth. This disruption is not seen for flow conditions because the perfusion 

of the cell culture medium is made with a recirculation pump ensuring the 

correct CO2 exchange with the cell culture environment. Furthermore, cells 

grown under flow conditions appear to present stronger cell-cell junctions 

and a more elongated morphology than the ones grown under static 

conditions. This could be due to the presence of FSS causing the cells to 

form stronger interactions with their surrounding neighbours encouraging 

the cell-cell adhesion and spatial reorganisation of the cytoskeleton27,28.  
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Figure 5.18 BeWo b30 cells grown into a microfluidics channel coated with fibronectin (100 µg/ml). 
(A)Cells pre-perfusion and after 1 hour of static incubation, (B) cells grown without perfusion for 12 
hours, and (C) cells grown under a pulse perfusion (flow rates: 300 µl/min for 2 minutes and 0 µl/min 
for 20 minutes) for 12 hours. The images shown are representative of those obtained in two separate 
experiments Scale bar 200 µm. 
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5.4.3 Uptake of P407-DiO micelles by BeWo b30 under fluid 

shear stress (FSS) 

BeWo b30 cells grown under flow conditions for 16 hours were 

exposed to P407-DiO micelles over a 40-minute continuous flow of 1.67 

µL/min which was monitored using live-cell imaging. At the start of the 

perfusion, the cells look tightly packed into the channel with no gaps 

between cells. After 40 minutes of perfusion, some gaps between cells can 

be seen. The green fluorescence of the DiO particles perfused in the 

channel make their detection on cells challenging. A 2-minutes post-

perfusion wash with medium shows an important retention of the particles 

by the cell monolayer indicating the uptake of a fraction of the perfused 

particles by the cells. The uptake seen in 40 minutes of perfusion appears 

to be greater than the one seen in static experiments (Chapter 4) suggesting 

that the presence of a FSS may increase the uptake rate of micelles into 

cells. Furthermore, the presence of gaps between cells seen at the end of 

the perfusion suggest that exposing BeWo b30 cells to P407-DiO micelles 

may affect the integrity of cell-cell junctions. 
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Figure 5.19 Uptake of DiO by BeWo b30 under flow conditions. A solution of P407-DiO micelles was perfused over 40 minutes (flow rate: 1.67 µl/min) followed by a 2 minutes 
wash with cell culture medium perfused at the same flow rate. Prior to particle perfusion, cells were grown under a pulse perfusion (flow rates: 300 µl/min for 2 min and 0 µl/min 
for 20 min) over 16 hours. Scale bar: 50µm. The images shown are representative of those obtained in two separate experiments.  
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 Discussion  

The aim of this chapter was to develop and characterise cell barrier 

models for understanding particle transport and interaction in epithelial 

barriers. This was done by introducing factors mimicking physiological 

conditions found in vivo. 

The first model used was based on growing cells in a permeable tissue 

culture Transwell system which enables transport of nutrients from one 

side of the cell monolayer to the other and promotes differentiation of a fully 

polarised epithelial barrier. Barrier formation was monitored by measuring 

the electrical resistance (TEER) of BeWo and MDCK cells as an indication 

of the formation of TJs4,6,8. TEER measurements on MDCK and BeWo b30 

cells showed the formation of the barrier after day 4 post-seeding. Two 

techniques for measuring TEER values were used and compared. The STX-

2/chopstick electrodes proved to be adequate for measuring TEER values 

on MDCK whereas the EndOhm fixed electrode was more suitable for 

BeWo b30 cells. The TEER value measured for developed MDCK cells was 

2000 Ω.cm2 and is consistent with the ones found in literature1,24. Similarly, 

the TEER value found for BeWo b30 cells is consistent with previously 

reported data9,25,29 at 70 Ω.cm2. These results are also consistent with the 

design of the EndOhm being specific for low TEER endothelia1.  

To further characterise the formed cellular barriers visual assessment; 

using CLSM, SEM, and TEM was performed for both cell lines at day 6 post-

seeding. CLSM showed fully confluent cells grown on PE membranes with 

a clearly differentiated apical and basal side. This proved the effective 
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polarisation of MDCK and BeWo b30 cells. In both cases, formation of MV 

was evident by this method with approximative lengths of 2 and 5 µm 

(MDCK and BeWo b30 respectively). Indication of strong peri-junctional 

actin labelling was also seen consistent with the presence of TJs and 

adherens junctions (Figure 5.2) and confirming barrier integrity indicated by 

TEER data. This visual examination provides evidence of epithelial barrier 

development in both cell lines and future studies could expand on this by 

further characterisation of the TJs using immuno-labelling of TJ proteins 

such as claudins, occludins, or ZO-1. SEM images supported one of the 

morphological differences seen with CLSM. Shorter and sparser MV were 

seen for non-polarised cells than for polarised cells in MDCK and BeWo b30 

cells. Furthermore, the MV seen in polarised cells appear to be branched. 

This from the mechanistical point of view, results in an increase in the 

surface area of the cellular membrane and may have implications for the 

interaction of the cells with particles. The microvilli formation in cells proves 

that the polarisation of cells promotes full epithelial differentiation of cells30. 

Therefore, the obtention of a polarised cell monolayer is essential prior to 

particle interaction experiments. The last imaging technique used to 

characterise the formed cellular barriers was TEM. The length of MV seen 

in CSLM images was confirmed by this method for each cell line. 

Furthermore, indication of the presence of TJs seen in TEM images support 

the peri-junctional actin staining seen with CLSM as well as the high TEER 

values detected. The presence of desmosomes was seen in BeWo b30 cells 

supporting the formation of a developed epithelial junctional complex 

(Figure 5.2). All visual analyses made in polarised MDCK and BeWo b30 
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cells indicated barrier development and integrity suggesting the 

achievement of a fully developed in vitro model mimicking an in vivo feature 

such as nutrient transport16,31.  

The previously developed and characterised in vitro model was used 

to test P407-DiO transport across the placental and kidney epithelial 

barriers over 25 hours. The transport efficiency of DiO was calculated over 

time. At the end of the transport experiment MDCK and BeWo cells only 5 

and 3% respectively of the initial DiO added on the apical chamber was 

transported to the basolateral chamber in contrast to the 60% transport 

efficiency seen on PE membranes without cells during the same time range. 

This showed that the transport of DiO is restricted by the presence of cells 

in the Transwell system as well as showing a relatively low amount of 

transcytosis across cells. The permeability coefficients after 5 and 25 hours 

were compared in both cell lines since two uptake kinetics were identified. 

However no statistically significant difference was seen between these time 

points for both cell lines. Although the calculated permeability coefficients of 

BeWo b30 and MDCK barriers appeared different, a t-test revealed no 

statistical difference between means but there was substantial variability 

between individual measurements. It would also be interesting to calculate 

the amount of DiO retained in the cell monolayer. However, the error bars 

are too large to quantify this significantly. Therefore, a more appropriate way 

to measure low amounts of fluorescence is needed to accurately determine 

whether or not the permeabilities of the two cell barrier models are 

significantly different.  
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The cellular barriers were examined after transport by CLSM. Morphology 

of the MDCK and BeWo b30 cells remained unaffected after being exposed 

to P407-DiO micelles revealing no apparent toxicity of the P407-DiO 

micelles on polarised cells as seen for non-polarised cells (Chapter 4). 

Furthermore, after 25 hours, DiO seemed to accumulate into punctate 

subcellular structures in MDCK as seen in Chapter 4 but at lower quantities. 

This decrease can be explained by previous works showing that, in MDCK 

cells, endocytosis specialises into apical and basolateral endocytosis as 

well as showing that endocytosis is down regulated in polarised MDCK 

cells32–37. This could be supported by the lack of caveolae expression in the 

apical side of polarised MDCK cells observed in other works38,39. In BeWo 

b30 cells the punctate structures were also present. Though, these 

structures seemed to be present in similar amounts to non-polarised cells 

(Chapter 4). Previous works have shown nanoparticle uptake through 

caveolae-mediated endocytosis in polarised BeWo b3010 confirming the 

presence of caveolae coated pits in the apical side of cells. This way, the 

presence of DiO fluorescence in polarised BeWo cells and the reduced 

fluorescence in polarised MDCK can be directly related to the presence or 

absence of caveolae coated pits. This shows that one endocytic pathway 

for P407-DiO micelles uptake in epithelial cells could be by caveolae-

mediated endocytosis. However, some DiO uptake of is still seen in MDCK 

polarised cells showing that other endocytic pathways are occurring 

simultaneously and need to be further explored. These observations are 

only based on a visual examination and in order to be conclusive 

appropriate quantification of DiO in polarised cells is needed. In order to 
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determine the effect of the cell polarisation on the DiO uptake by polarised 

MDCK and BeWo b30 cells, a series of biochemistry assays need to be 

performed such as the use of chemical inhibitors and antibody staining (see 

Chapter 4). 

The second in vitro model used based on applying a fluid tangential 

force (fluid shear stress, FSS), mimicking the blood flow found in the 

placental barrier, to promote cell differentiation16,31. The optimisation of this 

model was carried out and an optimal ECM coating for cell adhesion in the 

biochip was found. Further optimisation experiments revealed the 

importance of CO2 exchange for optimal cell growth into biochips. 

Furthermore, it was found that the presence of FSS caused cells to form 

stronger interactions with surroundings as well as causing spatial 

reorganisation of the cells. This was demonstrated by the reduced gaps 

between cells and their elongating morphology after being perfused with a 

pulse flow O.N. Initial exposure of the in vitro model to P407-DiO micelles 

showed a faster uptake of DiO in cells than the one seen in cells gown on 

coverslips (Chapter 4). This could be due to the increased surface area of 

the cellular membrane by appearance of MV which has previously been 

shown to be enhanced by FSS31. Moreover, operating in flow contributes 

maintaining a high concentration of particles in the interphase proximity, 

thus maintaining a high driving force for mass transfer to occur. The 

appearance of intercellular space after exposure suggests that the presence 

of flow conditions may have an effect on the integrity of the cell-cell 

junctional complex. This could be supported by previous works on epithelial 
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and endothelial cells showing a reorganisation of junction-associated and 

membrane transport proteins caused by the presence of FSS on cells16,40. 

The results found using the two different in vitro models highlight the 

importance of using more complex models to assess particle transport and 

uptake across epithelial barrier. Finally, the information obtained with the 

experiments described in this chapter represent critical first steps to 

consider towards the development of more complex in vitro models, such 

as placenta and kidney-on-a-chip41,42, used in translational science. 
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The global aim of this work was to provide insight into the nature of 

micellar drug delivery into kidney and placenta epithelia. Previous work has 

provided evidence that triblock copolymers can effectively incorporate 

hydrophobic drugs and carry these into cells but relatively little is known 

about the mechanisms underlying their uptake and trafficking or the extent 

to which they are transported across epithelia.  

To further understand such interactions required development and 

characterisation of a model drug delivery system using poloxamer P407 and 

its fluorescent derivative (RITC-P407) to form micelles encapsulating DiO 

as a cargo model. The micelles obtained showed hydrodynamic diameters 

of 12 nm similar to the ones seen for P407 micelles1 meaning that the 

encapsulation did not change significantly the size of the micelles. 

Furthermore, the micelles showed a temperature dependent self-assembly 

with a CMT around 25 ºC which differed from that in the literature2. This 

difference was shown to be due to a direct effect of the cargo on the self-

assembly and stability of micelles and highlighted the importance of fully 

characterising polymeric micelles before using for drug delivery studies. 

Interesting results showing fluorescence resonance energy transfer 

between RITC-P407 and DiO were found when characterising the micelles 

which were exploited to monitor cargo release in cells. However, to take 

these results further the use of imaging techniques such as fluorescence-

lifetime imaging microscopy is required. Overall, the study of different 

characterisation methods facilitated quality control methodology for 

characterising and understanding the properties of polymeric micelles 

before using for drug delivery experiments. 
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The uptake mechanisms of P407-DiO micelles in non-polarised MDCK and 

BeWo b30 cells were investigated using advanced microscopy techniques. 

Initially, DiO was found to accumulate into sub-cellular compartments with 

a distribution pattern distinct from the usual lipid membrane stain resulting 

from DiO exposure seen when not in micelles3–5. This confirmed the carrier 

function of P407 micelles to facilitate the entry of hydrophobic cargoes. The 

dye accumulations sites were further investigated by different methods 

using high content screening, immunofluorescence, and chemical inhibitors. 

Indication of a new possible internalisation pathway was identified for P407-

DiO micelles, namely, by particle diffusion through the membranes. This 

finding refutes previous results found in literature6–9. Furthermore, the lack 

of evidence of early endosomal accumulation supports the particle diffusion 

uptake mechanism. To support this finding other imaging techniques 

capable of resolving single micelles should be explored alongside CLSM10. 

Furthermore, other endocytic pathways that remained unexplored should be 

studied as multiple cell mechanisms can operate simultaneously, making 

the identification of single specific mechanism very difficult without 

discarding others11.  

More complex tissue culture techniques capable of mimicking features 

found in fully developed placental and kidney barriers were explored. Fully 

developed in vitro barriers were achieved by growing cells in Transwell® 

systems. The characterisation of these barriers was successfully 

accomplished using different imaging techniques. However further 

characterisation using molecular biology can be done to support these 

findings. The cell polarisation showed that caveolae-mediated endocytosis 
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is one of the main endocytic pathways by which P407-DiO micelles are 

taken up by epithelial cells although exploration of other endocytic pathways 

occurring simultaneously still need to be done. The permeability of barriers 

to P407-DiO micelles was determined. This gives more insight on one of the 

main challenges in drug delivery which is overcoming these biological 

barriers to effectively transport therapeutics into specific organs or 

tissues12,13. Furthermore, preliminary data were obtained using a 

microfluidics-based in vitro model to promote cell differentiation following 

initial optimisation. Initial indications of spatial reorganisation of cells were 

detected as well as an accelerated uptake of P407-DiO micelles in cells 

grown under dynamic conditions. Further characterisation of these features 

as well as a full comparison with the experiments and results of non-

polarised cells are still needed. However, the morphological and 

mechanistic differences seen so far already suggest the importance of 

developing models mimicking physiological conditions found in vivo, such 

as placenta or kidney-on-a-chip models14,15, to assess particle transport and 

uptake across epithelia.  

The findings obtained in this work represent important first steps towards 

the understanding and development of polymeric micelle-based drugs as 

well as the appropriate in vitro models to assess their interactions with the 

human body.   
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Appendix A 

 

Fiji Batch processing 

 

Intensity distribution proximal to nuclei was measured using MIA, a 

workflow automation and object analysis plugin for the image processing 

platform, Fiji 1,2,3. First, noise in the blue fluorescence channel was removed 

using a 2D Gaussian filter (σ=1px). This was then binarised using a 3D-

modified version of the stock Fiji local mean threshold function, with applied 

threshold set to 0.75x the automatically calculated version and a minimum 

threshold value of 250 greyscale units. Noise in the binarised image was 

reduced using a 2D median filter (σ=4px), sequential binary dilation and 

erosion steps (σ=2px for both) and a 2D hole filling process.  Adjacent nuclei 

which had become merged into contiguous regions of foreground pixels 

were split using a 3D distance-based watershed transform4. Remaining 

regions of contiguous pixels in 3D space were converted to MIA “objects”.  

Small nuclei objects were assumed to correspond to false detection events, 

so were excluded from further analysis. Mean fluorescence intensity was 

measured separately for green and red channels in two regions of the 

image: (1) In pixels within 3px of the nuclear object surface and (2) in all 

remaining pixels except those coincident with the nucleus itself.  In addition 

to this, the intensity-weighted distance of the fluorescent signal from the 

nuclear surface was also measured for green and red channels. This metric 
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reported both how close the signal was to the nucleus (the mean distance 

value) and how disperse it was (the standard deviation of the distance). 

 

1  Rueden, C. T.; Schindelin, J. & Hiner, M. C. et al. (2017), "ImageJ2: 

ImageJ for the next generation of scientific image data", BMC 

Bioinformatics 18 529 

2  Schindelin, J.; Arganda-Carreras, I. & Frise, E. et al. (2012), "Fiji: an 

open-source platform for biological-image analysis", Nature 

methods 9(7) 676-682 

3 Cross, S. (13 December 2018), “Modular Image Analysis v0.2.1”, 

Zenodo, doi: 10.5281/zenodo. 2616081 

4  Legland, D.; Arganda-Carreras, I. & Andrey, P. (2016), 

"MorphoLibJ: integrated library and plugins for mathematical 

morphology with ImageJ", Bioinformatics 32(22) 3532-3534 
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Appendix B 

 

MATLAB code 

 

clc; 
format compact; 
close ALL; 
%------------------------------------------------------------ 
%step 1, import data from excel file 
%% matrix for each timepoint 
J=reshape(GREEN_IMINT_DISTRNUCLEI_MEAN_INT_INRANGE,10,10,6);%cada 

columna es letra-numero,cada matriz es una letra 
Jt0=reshape(J(:,10,:),10,6); 
Jt1=reshape(J(:,9,:),10,6); 
  
Jt2=reshape(J(:,8,:),10,6); 
Jt3=reshape(J(:,7,:),10,6); 
Jt4=reshape(J(:,6,:),10,6); 
Jt5=reshape(J(:,5,:),10,6); 
Jt6=reshape(J(:,4,:),10,6); 
Jt7=reshape(J(:,3,:),10,6); 
Jt8=reshape(J(:,2,:),10,6); 
Jt26=reshape(J(:,1,:),10,6); 
%% calculations 
%mean 
Jm=mean(J); 
Jt0m=reshape(Jm(:,10,:),1,6); 
Jt1m=reshape(Jm(:,9,:),1,6); 
Jt2m=reshape(Jm(:,8,:),1,6); 
Jt3m=reshape(Jm(:,7,:),1,6); 
Jt4m=reshape(Jm(:,6,:),1,6); 
Jt5m=reshape(Jm(:,5,:),1,6); 
Jt6m=reshape(Jm(:,4,:),1,6); 
Jt7m=reshape(Jm(:,3,:),1,6); 
Jt8m=reshape(Jm(:,2,:),1,6); 
Jt26m=reshape(Jm(:,1,:),1,6); 
%std dev 
Js=std(J); 
Jt0s=reshape(Js(:,10,:),1,6); 
Jt1s=reshape(Js(:,9,:),1,6); 
Jt2s=reshape(Js(:,8,:),1,6); 
Jt3s=reshape(Js(:,7,:),1,6); 
Jt4s=reshape(Js(:,6,:),1,6); 
Jt5s=reshape(Js(:,5,:),1,6); 
Jt6s=reshape(Js(:,4,:),1,6); 
Jt7s=reshape(Js(:,3,:),1,6); 
Jt8s=reshape(Js(:,2,:),1,6); 
Jt26s=reshape(Js(:,1,:),1,6); 
%% find outliers 
[n,p,k] = size(J); 
% Create a matrix of mean values by 
% replicating the mu vector for n rows 
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MeanMat = repmat(Jm,n,1); 
% Create a matrix of standard deviation values by 
% replicating the sigma vector for n rows 
SigmaMat = repmat(Js,n,1); 
% Create a matrix of zeros and ones, where ones indicate 
% the location of outliers 
Jout = abs(J - MeanMat) > (1.96*1)*SigmaMat; 
% Calculate the number of outliers in each column 
nout = sum(Jout); 
  
Jt0out=reshape(Jout(:,10,:),10,6); 
Jt1out=reshape(Jout(:,9,:),10,6); 
Jt2out=reshape(Jout(:,8,:),10,6); 
Jt3out=reshape(Jout(:,7,:),10,6); 
Jt4out=reshape(Jout(:,6,:),10,6); 
Jt5out=reshape(Jout(:,5,:),10,6); 
Jt6out=reshape(Jout(:,4,:),10,6); 
Jt7out=reshape(Jout(:,3,:),10,6); 
Jt8out=reshape(Jout(:,2,:),10,6); 
Jt26out=reshape(Jout(:,1,:),10,6); 
%% 
Jt0mpost=mean(Jt0(logical(1-Jt0out))); 
Jt1mpost=mean(Jt1(logical(1-Jt1out))); 
Jt2mpost=mean(Jt2(logical(1-Jt2out))); 
Jt3mpost=mean(Jt3(logical(1-Jt3out))); 
Jt4mpost=nanmean(Jt4(logical(1-Jt4out))); 
Jt5mpost=mean(Jt5(logical(1-Jt5out))); 
Jt6mpost=mean(Jt6(logical(1-Jt6out))); 
Jt7mpost=mean(Jt7(logical(1-Jt7out))); 
Jt8mpost=mean(Jt8(logical(1-Jt8out))); 
Jt26mpost=mean(Jt26(logical(1-Jt26out))); 
  
Jt0spost=std(Jt0(logical(1-Jt0out))); 
Jt1spost=std(Jt1(logical(1-Jt1out))); 
Jt2spost=std(Jt2(logical(1-Jt2out))); 
Jt3spost=std(Jt3(logical(1-Jt3out))); 
Jt4spost=nanstd(Jt4(logical(1-Jt4out))); 
Jt5spost=std(Jt5(logical(1-Jt5out))); 
Jt6spost=std(Jt6(logical(1-Jt6out))); 
Jt7spost=std(Jt7(logical(1-Jt7out))); 
Jt8spost=std(Jt8(logical(1-Jt8out))); 
Jt26spost=std(Jt26(logical(1-Jt26out))); 
  
%corroborate with boxplots 
%boxplot(Jt0) 
  
  
  

  
  
%% plot results 
%time vector 
t=[[0:8],26]; 
Jtm=[Jt0mpost,Jt1mpost,Jt2mpost,Jt3mpost,Jt4mpost,Jt5mpost,Jt6mpos

t,Jt7mpost,Jt8mpost,Jt26mpost]; 
Jts=[Jt0spost,Jt1spost,Jt2spost,Jt3spost,Jt4spost,Jt5spost,Jt6spos

t,Jt7spost,Jt8spost,Jt26spost]; 
  
%errorbar(t,Jtm,Jts,'o') 
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%% same but with K 
K=reshape(GREEN_IMINT_DISTRNUCLEI_MEAN_INT_OUTRANGE,10,10,6);%each 

colum is letter-number, each mtx is a number 
Kt0=reshape(K(:,10,:),10,6); 
Kt1=reshape(K(:,9,:),10,6); 
Kt2=reshape(K(:,8,:),10,6); 
Kt3=reshape(K(:,7,:),10,6); 
Kt4=reshape(K(:,6,:),10,6); 
Kt5=reshape(K(:,5,:),10,6); 
Kt6=reshape(K(:,4,:),10,6); 
Kt7=reshape(K(:,3,:),10,6); 
Kt8=reshape(K(:,2,:),10,6); 
Kt26=reshape(K(:,1,:),10,6); 
%% calculations 
%mean 
Km=mean(K); 
Kt0m=reshape(Km(:,10,:),1,6); 
Kt1m=reshape(Km(:,9,:),1,6); 
Kt2m=reshape(Km(:,8,:),1,6); 
Kt3m=reshape(Km(:,7,:),1,6); 
Kt4m=reshape(Km(:,6,:),1,6); 
Kt5m=reshape(Km(:,5,:),1,6); 
Kt6m=reshape(Km(:,4,:),1,6); 
Kt7m=reshape(Km(:,3,:),1,6); 
Kt8m=reshape(Km(:,2,:),1,6); 
Kt26m=reshape(Km(:,1,:),1,6); 
%std dev 
Ks=std(K); 
Kt0s=reshape(Ks(:,10,:),1,6); 
Kt1s=reshape(Ks(:,9,:),1,6); 
Kt2s=reshape(Ks(:,8,:),1,6); 
Kt3s=reshape(Ks(:,7,:),1,6); 
Kt4s=reshape(Ks(:,6,:),1,6); 
Kt5s=reshape(Ks(:,5,:),1,6); 
Kt6s=reshape(Ks(:,4,:),1,6); 
Kt7s=reshape(Ks(:,3,:),1,6); 
Kt8s=reshape(Ks(:,2,:),1,6); 
Kt26s=reshape(Ks(:,1,:),1,6); 
%% find outliers 
[n,p,k] = size(K); 
% Create a matrix of mean values by 
% replicating the mu vector for n rows 
MeanMat = repmat(Km,n,1); 
% Create a matrix of standard deviation values by 
% replicating the sigma vector for n rows 
SigmaMat = repmat(Ks,n,1); 
% Create a matrix of zeros and ones, where ones indicate 
% the location of outliers 
Kout = abs(K - MeanMat) > (1.96*1)*SigmaMat; 
% Calculate the number of outliers in each column 
nout = sum(Kout); 
  
Kt0out=reshape(Kout(:,10,:),10,6); 
Kt1out=reshape(Kout(:,9,:),10,6); 
Kt2out=reshape(Kout(:,8,:),10,6); 
Kt3out=reshape(Kout(:,7,:),10,6); 
Kt4out=reshape(Kout(:,6,:),10,6); 
Kt5out=reshape(Kout(:,5,:),10,6); 
Kt6out=reshape(Kout(:,4,:),10,6); 
Kt7out=reshape(Kout(:,3,:),10,6); 
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Kt8out=reshape(Kout(:,2,:),10,6); 
Kt26out=reshape(Kout(:,1,:),10,6); 
%% 
Kt0mpost=mean(Kt0(logical(1-Kt0out))); 
Kt1mpost=mean(Kt1(logical(1-Kt1out))); 
Kt2mpost=mean(Kt2(logical(1-Kt2out))); 
Kt3mpost=mean(Kt3(logical(1-Kt3out))); 
Kt4mpost=nanmean(Kt4(logical(1-Kt4out))); 
Kt5mpost=mean(Kt5(logical(1-Kt5out))); 
Kt6mpost=mean(Kt6(logical(1-Kt6out))); 
Kt7mpost=mean(Kt7(logical(1-Kt7out))); 
Kt8mpost=mean(Kt8(logical(1-Kt8out))); 
Kt26mpost=mean(Kt26(logical(1-Kt26out))); 
  
Kt0spost=std(Kt0(logical(1-Kt0out))); 
Kt1spost=std(Kt1(logical(1-Kt1out))); 
Kt2spost=std(Kt2(logical(1-Kt2out))); 
Kt3spost=std(Kt3(logical(1-Kt3out))); 
Kt4spost=nanstd(Kt4(logical(1-Kt4out))); 
Kt5spost=std(Kt5(logical(1-Kt5out))); 
Kt6spost=std(Kt6(logical(1-Kt6out))); 
Kt7spost=std(Kt7(logical(1-Kt7out))); 
Kt8spost=std(Kt8(logical(1-Kt8out))); 
Kt26spost=std(Kt26(logical(1-Kt26out))); 
  
%corroborate with boxplots 
%boxplot(Kt0) 
  
  
%% plot results 
%time vector 
t=[[0:8],26]; 
Ktm=[Kt0mpost,Kt1mpost,Kt2mpost,Kt3mpost,Kt4mpost,Kt5mpost,Kt6mpos

t,Kt7mpost,Kt8mpost,Kt26mpost]; 
Kts=[Kt0spost,Kt1spost,Kt2spost,Kt3spost,Kt4spost,Kt5spost,Kt6spos

t,Kt7spost,Kt8spost,Kt26spost]; 
  
%errorbar(t,Ktm,Kts,'x') 
figure 
subplot(1,2,1) 
errorbar(t,Jtm,Jts,'o') 
title('GREEN_IMINTENSITYMEAN') 
subplot(1,2,2) 
errorbar(t,Ktm,Kts,'x') 
title('GREEN_IMINT_DISTRNUCLEI_N_PX_OUTRANGE') 

 


